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ri  DEFENCE OF THE FOURTH DEFENDANT TO THE 

FURTHER AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM 
behalf of the Fourth Defendant 

7 Rule 146 

FMM.PLE.002.0001 

SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND 

REGISTRY, BRISBANE 
NUMBER: 12317/14 

Plaintiff: LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS & 
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS 
RESPONSIBLE ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE INCOME 
FUND ARSN 089 343 288 

and 

First Defendant: PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

and 

Second Defendant: LISA MAREE DARCY 

and 

Third Defendant: EGHARD VAN DER HOVEN 

and 

Fourth Defendant: FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

and 

Fifth Defendant: JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN 

and 

Sixth Defendant SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 

and 

h Defendant: LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS & 
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 

and 

dant: KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 AS TRUSTEE OF THE 
LM MANAGED PERFORMANCE FUND 

U4 APR 2019 
Filed in the Brisbane Registry on: 

AMENDED DEFENCE OF THE FOURTH DEFENDANT TO THE FIFTH T-144140 FURTHER 
AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM DATED 2 APRIL 4-1-64344403-r21519 ("STATEMENT 

OF CLAIM") 

JAMES CONOMOS LAWYERS PTY LTD 
Level 12 179 Turbot Street 
BRISBANE OLD 4000 
Telephone: 07 3004 8200 
Facsimile: 07 3221 5005 
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The fourth defendant relies on the following facts in defence of the claim. For the purposes of 
this pleading, and save as indicated otherwise, the fourth defendant adopts the definitions as 
used in the statement of claim. 
Parties and roles 

1. The fourth defendant admits paragraphs 1, 4 and 4A of the statement of claim. 

2. As to paragraph 2 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant admits the 
allegations therein and says that: 

a} -admits-that-she-is-and-has-been-a-diFestor-ef-L-MIM- sinse-30-Septernber-2066i 

b) admil-s-that-the-thirddefeedanWs-presently-a-dfrester-of-LMMi 

e)---actrnits-that-the-sempany-e*trast-fof-L-M4M Fesords-that 

(13- -the-first-defendant-w,asa-direotor-of-L-MIM between-31-4anuary4097-and 
9-Januaty-204-5i 

(ii) the-sesend-defendant-was-a-d-ifesier-ef-DAIM-between-4-2-Septembec 
2003-and 21 June-2042i 

the-td4efendant is and-ilas--beerf-a-dicestoyof-LMIM-slose-22-June 
2006;  

(40—the-fewthadefendant is and  has boon a direstaf-ef-4MIM-siose-40 
September-2006i- 

(v.) the fifth-defendent-vtes-a-direster of LMIM-between47-NoYembeF4007 
and40-4eptember-204-2i-and 

(A4)—the-sixth-defentiant-was-a-dtfeeter-ef-L-MIM-between-1-8-September-2008 
an4-43-July-2042i 

d) mveasadnittted-aboverciees-net-adrnit-the-allegations-thefein-besatise-despite 
having-reade-reasanable-ind4Fiesi-she-feniainS-OnSectain  as te-the-thith-er 
falsity-ef-the-allegatiorwrand 

o) says further that 

.a) Grant Peter Fischer (Fischer) was: 

(i) LMIM's Chief Financial Officer from about 2008 onwards to around 
February 2013; and 

(ii) appointed as an executive director of LMIM from on or about March 2012 
until around 12 August 2012. 

f) ._,ays further that 

laj David Monaghan (Monaghan) was: 

(i) at all material times was a solicitor admitted as such in the State of 
Queensland; 

(ii) between in or about 2004 until 2010, was employed as an internal legal 
adviser to LMIM; 

(iii) between about 2005 and early 2010, was the Commercial Lending 
Manager within the commercial lending team; 
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(iv) in or around early 2010, established a legal practice called Monaghan 
Lawyers; and 

(v) at all material times from 2010, through his firm Monaghan Lawyers, 
continued to act as solicitor to LMIM. 

2A. As to paragraph 3 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; but 

b) says, by reason of the allegations in subparagraphs (d)(ii) and (e), that: 

(i) the plaintiff's standing is limited to proceedings brought under Part 9.46, 
for alleged breaches of duties under Part 5C.2, of the Corporations Ad 
2001 (Cm) ("the Act"); and 

(ii) the plaintiff has no standing or entitlement to bring proceedings for 
alleged breaches of duties under Part 2D.1 of the Act. 

26. At all material times prior to the appointment of voluntary administrators in March 2013: 

a) LMIM directly, or through related entities, employed approximately 100 staff 
working at offices nationally and internationally; 

b) LMIM operated offices at the Gold Coast, Sydney, Perth, Hong Kong, London, 
Auckland, Queenstown, Dubai, Johannesburg, Bangkok, Tokyo, Toronto and 
Seattle; 

c) the organisational structure of LMIM was divided into, and operated as, several 
separate management teams, each responsible for the conduct and 
management of different aspects of the business of LMIM, including: 

(i) the property asset management team (referred to, until 2010, as the 
commercial lending team), which was .responsible for the approval, 
documentation and management of the loan portfolio of the various funds 
managed by LMIM; 

(ii) the portfolio management and foreign exchange team, ,:which: managed 
the cash flow requirements and foreign exchange exposure of the various 
funds under management; 

(iii) the finance team, which was responsible for the preparation of accounts 
and financial reports as well as paying bills and managing accounts 
payable; and 

(iv) the marketing team, which was responsible for the domestic and 
international marketing and communications engaged in by LMIM to 
financial adviser clients and, thereby, to existing and potential investors 
in the various funds managed by LMIM; 

d) subject to general oversight of the first defendant, responsibility for the conduct 
and business of each of the above teams was distributed amongst each of the 
second, third, fourth and sixth directors of LMIM, together with Monaghan and 
Fischer, as follows: 

(i) the property asset management team was led by Monaghan until about 
early 2010 and was, thereafter, led by the sixth defendant; 
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(ii) the portfolio management and foreign exchange team was led by the third 
defendant; 

(iii) the finance team was led by the second defendant and Fischer; and 

(iv) the marketing team was led by the fourth defendant who, in that role, was 
responsible for and supervised approximately 25 staff members in the 
marketing team; 

e) each of the persons referred to in the preceding subparagraph occupied 
leadership positions of the distinct teams operated by LMIM, had expert 
qualifications and experience relevant to their particular team. 

20. The fourth defendant: 

a) in her capacity as a director, occupied the role of head of the Marketing Team 
within LMIM, which role occupied her daily activities within LMIM; 

b) in her role within LMIM, was not the director or person within LMIM with 
responsibility for the management of the transactions and events alleged In 
paragraphs 17 to 22, 24 to 30E and 35 of the statement of claim, which were 
matters under the carriage, control and management of the property asset 
management team, including the sixth defendant, together with the second 
defendant; 

c) in the premises, was not directly or materially involved in the transactions and 
events alleged in paragraphs 17 to 22, 24 to 30E and 35 of the statement of 
claim; and 

d) in so far as she was involved in any of the transactions and events alleged in 
paragraphs 5 to 36 of the statement of claim, acted: 

(1) in the belief that the persons with carriage of and responsibility for those 
transactions and events had taken all necessary and appropriate steps, 
including as to obtaining all necessary and appropriate advices, to ensure 
that there was no breach of duty towards either the FMIF or the MPF; 

(it) further and specifically, in the belief that all aspects of the Proceedings 
and the settlement thereof, Including as to the split of settlement 
proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF, were being properly managed 
by the second defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan; acid 

(iii) in consideration of the fact that the funds split between the FMIF and the 
MPF was carried out with the assistance of Monaghan Lawyers and was 
subject of independent legal and accounting advice from Aliens and 
WMS accountants respectively, neither of which raised any concerns or 
impediments to that arrangement; 

In the belief that Aliens would give and oave proper regard and 
consideration to all of the relevant facts and circumstances when acting 
on behalf of LMIM, including In advising LMIM and its directors as to 
proposed split of settlement Proceeds as between the FMIF and the MPF; 
and 

Li) in the belief that. if there were any facts, matters or circumstances which  
she should consider or have regard to in relation to the Proceedinos or 
the settlement thereof, including as to the proposed split of settlement 
proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF, they would be brought to her  
attention by any or all of the second defendant, the sixth defendant or 
Monaghan or Aliens.  
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Bellpac loans 

3. As to paragraph 5 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant a document 
entitled "Loan Agreement", purporting to have been executed on the 10th of 
March 2003 on behalf of GPC BelIambi Pty Ltd ACN 101 713 017, PTAL and 
LMIM as RE; 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 5 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

4. As to paragraph 6 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 6 of the statement of claim, as pleaded 
in paragraphs 28 and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

5. As to paragraph 7 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 7 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 20 above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

6. As to paragraph 8 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant documents 
purporting to be as follows: 

(i) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 5 December 2003, and purporting to 
have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(ii) a document entitled 'Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor', bearing the date 13 February 2004, and purporting to 
have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(iii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 14 May 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of BeIleac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 
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(iv) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(v) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vi) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 21 January 2005, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor, bearing the date 2 May 2005, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(viii) a document entitled "Variation Deed", bearing the date 23 June 2006, 
and purporting to have been executed on behalf of by Bellpac, PTAL, and 
LMIM; and 

(ix) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 11 July 2008, and purported to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, Anpor Holdings Pty Ltd, 
Richland Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd; Alfred Chi VVai Wong, LMIM, 
and PTAL; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 8, for the reasons pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

7 As to paragraph 9 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant a document 
entitled "Loan Agreement" and purporting to have been executed on 23 June 
2006 on behalf of Bellpac Pty Lid ACN 101 713 017 ("Bellpac") and LMIM as 
Trustee for the MPF; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(I) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 9 of the statement of claim, as and 
for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

8 As to paragraph 10 of the amended statement of claim, the fourth defendant does not 
admit the allegations therein because: 
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the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 10 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 20 above; and 

OD despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

9, As to paragraph 'Ti of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant documents: 

(i) purporting to be a mortgage granted by Bellpac on 17 December 2004 
to LMIM in respect of various properties bearing dealing no. 
AB211547W; and 

(ii) purporting to be a certificate of entry of a charge on the property of 
Bellpac, together with terms of a fixed and floating charge. bearing the 
date 9 October 2006 and in favour of LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because. 

(I) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the 
matters subject of the allegations in paragraph 11 of the statement of 
claim, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

10. As to paragraph 12 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant a document 
entitled "Priority Deed", bearing the date 23 June 2006 and purporting to have 
been entered by PTAL, LMIM as RE of the LM Mortgage Income Fund, GPC 
No. 11 Pty Ltd, GPC No 12 Pty Ltd, GPC No, 8 (BuIii) Pty Ltd, LMIM as trustee 
for the LM Mortgage income Fund. Austcorp Project No. 20 Pty Ltd and 
Bellpac; and 

b.)-(1004{094140-eltegatiesa.40-skeimmwswe eekale-fge 
Peed-e4Pcie4bi-pc44444$4-9e4e114we 

(4)---94&pfeykiecree-fe4ewsi 

44elease-of-Sesti44106 

if-on-oseekoMish-le-litikoC440-8-E47640449-0044114**Mhtt-Oo.e-bene 
ikie-eals-ter-oppiroximaiely4siAfffaiket4ialt#04114444;e464propeefiael 
gele-er-e-Elialfibt#10644-6470640098-‘4414-140-Beedrea944464gages,  
06•64-pFevitie-a-seieeee-ef-ibeiF-RWOOtive-iSeewi#608-10-14e-omiesi 

and  

(ii)--PTAL-47-R(31-speeilisal-ly-Foenlieneel4n-614. 

b-) rolics-en-the-Deed-of-Priocity-for-its-full termc, truefneanibg-and-effeati-and 

c) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(I) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 12 of the statement of claim, for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 2C above; and 
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(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

11. As to paragraph 13 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant documents 
purporting to be: 

(i) a "Default Notice" from solicitors for PTAL to the directors of Bellpac 
dated 14 March 2006; and 

(ii) a "Notice to Mortgagor" from solicitors for PTAL to the directors of Bellpac 
dated 28 April 2006; 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 13 of the statement of claim, for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

12. As to paragraph 14 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that receivers and managers were appointed to Bellpac on 6 May 2009; 
and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved In the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 14 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 2C above: and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

13. The fourth defendant admits paragraph 15 of the statement of claim, as recorded in 
the historical company extract for Bellpac. 

14. The fourth defendant admits paragraph 16 of the statement of claim, as recorded in 
the historical company extract for Bellpac. 

Belipac sale of the Property to Gujarat 

15. As to paragraph 17 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant a document 
entitled "Land and Asset Sale Agreement Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing date 
21 October 2004 and purporting to have been executed on behalf of Be!load, 
GPC, Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved In the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 17 of the statement of claim, for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 
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(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

16. As to paragraph 18 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant the following: 

(i) a document entitled "Amendment Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date of 3 December 2004, to be entered by Bellpac, GPC, Gujarat NRE 
Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields, but as disclosed comprising only 
the first 12 pages of such document and not bearing signatures for or on 
behalf of any person or entity; 

(ii) a document entitled "Remediation Licence Deed Bellpac No, 1 Colliery" 
bearing the date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on 
behalf of Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Australia Ply Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iii) a document entitled "Royalty Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery' bearing the date 
3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, 
Gujarat NRE Australia Ply Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iv) a document entitled "Subdivision Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, GPC Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(v) a document entitled "Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; and 

(vi) a document dated 3 December 2004 purporting to be a letter from Bellpac 
to Bounty and Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 18 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

17. As to paragraph 19 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 19 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

18. As to paragraph 20 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant the following: 

(i) a document entitled "Deed of Settlement" bearing the date 12 September 
2007 and purporting to have been executed on behalf of India NRE 
Minerals Ltd, Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac; 
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(ii) a document entitled "Amendment Deed to Deed of Settlement dated 12 
September 2007" bearing the date 23 July 2008 and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Gujarat NRE Minerals Ltd, Southbulli 
Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac; and 

(iii) a document entitled "Restated Settlement Deed (Replacing the Deed of 
Settlement dated 12 September 2007)" bearing the date 23 July 2008 
and purporting to have been executed on behalf of Gujarat NRE Minerals 
Ltd, Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac Pty Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(I) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 20 of the statement of claim, for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

19, As to paragraph 21 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant doe alit-ti 
allegatlene,therein-beeause: 

a.) admits that In 2009 apsoute arose between Bebac. LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF and PTAL on the one hand, and Gujarat and Coalfields, which was 
recorded In the Proceedings commenced In 2009 involving those parties-, 

and otherwise does not admit the alleoations therein because:  

a) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 21 of the statement of claim, for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

20. As to paragraph 22 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant; 

a) admits that the Gujarat proceedings were commenced by summons filed in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales on 13 May 2009; 

b) denies that the Bellpac proceedings were commenced in or about November 
2009 and believes that allegation to be untrue because the Bellpac proceedings 
were commenced by summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales 
on 7 July 2009, followed by a statement of claim filed 27 July 2009; 

says further, in relation to subparagraph 22(b) of the statement of claim that:  

LI the Bellpac oroceedincs were commenced by LMIM In Its capacity as 
trustee for the MPF and by Bellpac against Guiarat; and  

ail pursuant to a list summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales on 30 November 2009, the Belloac Proceedings were expanded  
to Include PTAL as a plaintiff (as custodian of LM1M as Responsible Entity 
for the FMIF) and Coalfields, Bounty and GPC as defendants; 

c) admits that the Coalfields cross-claim was commenced by way of a first cross 
claim summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales on or about 16 
1-8 March 2010; 

d) says that: 
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(i) in so far as LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings, it was suing in 
relation to the rights and assets of LMIM as trustee of the MPF in respect 
of subject matter of those proceedings as identified in the Amended List 
Summons dated 5 February 2010, News South Wales case number 
298727/2009, paragraph 18; and Amended Commercial List Statement 
dated 5 February 2010, News South Wales case number 298727/2009, 
paragraphs 19 to 49; and 

(ii) accordingly, LMIM, as trustee for the MPF, was a party to the Bellpac 
proceedings; and 

e) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(I) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 11 of the statement of claim, for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Funding of the Proceedings 

21. [Left Blank  

As4e-paragreph-23-of4he-statemeilt-of4a4m-rthe-feur-th4efeneent 

a)—admits, as-was-the fact, that-the-funds-tn-the-FM1F-were4rozen-from-abeut June 
of-Juty-20619-and-ware-ne4r-therefore, avoilable-te-fund-any-preeeedingst 

b) aetthile thtat-tha401.4414-defenclant-was-awaFe-ef-the-fnattere-referreel-toa-1n-the 
pFeceetng-subparagraph-from-about-the-tirne-salsi-funds-wece-frozeni 

o)—etherwtse-eenies-the-allegations in-se4af-ae4hey-eensem-the4eurth-clefeneanIT  
and says that they ace ietee-ecause-4he-fo&cth-4efendac14-not.-for any 
opinion-or-view-en-the-matterrend 

41) othefwise-does-net-admit-that-altegations-therein-as-they-eencer444he-state-ef 
mind-of-persons-ether-thart-the-fourth-defendant: 

22. As to paragraph 24 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) repeats-and relies on the matters-pleaded-In-the precedIng-paragraph-hereof 
and-aemite-that-the-fourth-defendant-was-iteneFally-awareT  says that from about 
July 2009 onwards, that, 

111 the funds in (he FMIF were'frozen and were not, therefore, available to 
fund any proceedinos: and  

fiL that funds to pay for the Proceedings were being sourced from LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF and were, at times, drawn down aqainst the MPF 
Belipac Loan; 

b) denies that the LMIM as trustee of the MPF provided such funds as registered 
mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority and 
believes that allegation to be untrue because: 

(i) it was funding the proceedings to prosecute and defend the Bel!pee and 
Gujarat Proceedings respectively; and 
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(ii) it is the fourth defendant's understanding that the MPF's funding 
contribution was provided on the basis that it would receive more than 
mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions and, rather, that 
the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings; and 

Liji) the funding was not provided pursuant to the Deed of Prionty; and 

c) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

0 the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 24 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Mediation Heads of Agreement 

23. As to paragraph 25 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant: 

an undated document purporting to be a hand-written document entitled 
"Heads of Agreement"; and 

(ii) a typed document entitled "Heads of Agreement recording Agreement in 
Principle", purporting to have been executed on behalf of LMIM, PTAL 
and Gujarat NRE Minerals Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant, although she was aware that there had been a 
mediation, did not attend the mediation and was not directly or materially 
involved In the matters subject of the allegations in paragraph 25 of the 
statement of claim, as and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 28 and 
20 above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

24. As to paragraph 26 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the document entitled "Heads of Agreement recording Agreement 
in Principle" says, inter alia, the matters pleaded in paragraph 26(a), (b), and 
(c) of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 26 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 20 above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

25 As to paragraph 27 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 
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a) admits that negotiations concerning the settlement of the Proceedings were 
ongoing in or around late 2010 into 2011; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations in paragraph 27 of the statement of 
claim because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in any such 
negotiations; 

(ii) Of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(iii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Settlement of the LMIM Bellpac proceedings 

26. As to paragraph 28 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the fourth defendant: 

(i) documents entitled "Deed of Release", each bearing the date 21 June 
2011 and purporting to have been executed in counterpart on behalf of 
LMIM, PTAL, Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd and Southbulli; 

(ii) documents entitled "Deed of Settlement and Release", each bearing the 
date 21 June 2011 and purporting to have been executed in counterpart 
on behalf of LMIM, PTAL, Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd, 
Southbulli and Coalfields; and 

(iii) a document purporting to be a Contract for the sale of land - 2005 edition, 
between PTAL and Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd; and 

aa) admits that those documents were executed by LMIM; 

121,i) denies that the Deed of Release was executed by LM1M solely in its capacity 
as RE of or for the FM1F and believes that such allegation is untrue because,  
on its proper interpretation, that Deed was entered into and executed by LMIM 
on behalf of both the RAF and the MPF, for the following reasons:  

(i) the execution page of each of the Deeds provides that it was executed 
by LMIM; 

EL) the recitals to the Deed of Release state to the effect that  

(Pij LM (a reference to LMIM) and PTAL (as those terms are defined 
in the Deed of Release):  

L.1.] have loaned substantial amounts to Bellew; 

.(2) both hold registered mortgages over the BeIleac Land (or 
most of it): and 

Li both hold registered fixed and floating charges over all of the 
assets of BellPac:  

L) BelJoao Is in default of its obligations to LM and PTAL and that 
PTAL proposes to sell the land:  
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by clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of Release releases were to be given 
from the date of the Deed, as between each of LMIM, PTAL and BeIleac 
on the one hand, and each of Guiarat and Southbulli on the other, 
including releases from all Claims (as defined) directly or Indirectly arising 
out of or related to the Proceedings and the subject matter of the  
Proceedings:  

(iv] clause 2 of the Deed of Release provided that, simultaneously, with the 
execution of that Deed, the parties thereto would enter Into the Deed of 
Settlement and Release, which Deed was attached as Annexure A to the 
Deed of Release;  

.(2,L) the Deed of Settlement and Release, inter alia:  

LAI by clause 6 thereof, provided for the execution of consent orders 
as attached in Schedule A thereto, being for the disposal of the 
Proceedings; and 

by clauses 5 and 6 thereof, Provided for releases as between 
PTAL, BeIleac and LM on the one hand, and Coalfields on the 
other, of all Claims (as defined) directly or indirectly arising out of 
or related to the Proceedings and the subiect matter of the  
Proeeedings: 

LLD in the premises of subparagraphs (lit) to (y) above, the Deed of Release 
provided for the release of all claims by and against LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF (as a early to the 8elloac proceedings) and Gularat and 
Southbulli respectively;  

(vii) at the time of entering the Deed of Release, each of the parties thereto 
knew:  

(A) of the facts as pleaded in suboaraoratts 20bt;) and d) above: 

(13) that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a party to the Bellow, 
proceedings; and  

(C) that entry Into the Deed of Release would effect a corritaromise and 
release of the rights and any obligations of LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in relation to Gujarat and Seuthbuill, including of all claims 
made In the Bellpac Proceedings; and  

(/iii) further, in so far as clause 22.1 provided that LM entered into the Deeil 
of Release in its capacity as the RE of the FMIFJhat clause, on Its proper 
Interpretation:  

L&) did not, and did not purport to, exhaustively state the capacity in 
which LM entered into the Deed and may, In that regard, be 
contrasted with the drafting of clause 21.1 of the Deed of Release:.  
and 

11_3) was to identify only Ihat in so far as LMIM entered into the Deed of 
Release in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, it did so pursuant to the 
constitution of the FM1F and to acknowledge the limited scope of 
LM's obligations and powers thereunder:  

(ix) the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL, which was sufficient to bind 
LMIM as RE of the F MiF. and it was unnecessary for LMIM to also 
execute the Deed of Release in its capacity as RE for the FMIF: and  
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f2 _)( in the premises of subparagraphs (Ii) to (ix) above_ and on the proper 
interpretation of the Deed of Release, references to LM in the Deed of 
Release were  to or Included references to. LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

eg) alternatively, says that if the Deed of Release was executed by LMIM only in its 
capacity as RE for the FMIF (which Is denied)., the parties to the Deed of 
Release and the lawyers engaged by LMIM (being Aliens and Monaghan 
Lawyers) assumed and conducted themselves on the basis that the Deed of 
Release would be binding on both LMIM as trustee for the MPF and LMIM as  
RE for the FMIF., 

rilL)1 denies that the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by LMIM solely 
in Its capacity as RE of or for the FMIF and believes that such allegation is 
untrue because, on Its proper interpretation, that Deed was entered into and  
executed by LMIM on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF. for the following  
reasons:  

(I) the execution page of each of the Deed provides that it was executed by 
LMIM; 

uiLi the recitals to the Deed of Settlement and Release refer to: 

(A) the Bellpac proceedIngsz 

(B) the mediation of the Proceedings: and  

(C) the agreement of the Parties to the Proceedings to settle their 
differences on the terms set out in the Deed of Settlement and 
Release', 

(jil) of the matters pleaded in subparagraph 26bb)(v) absyet  

(L)/ aLthe time of entering the Deed of Settlement and Release, the parties 
thereto knew: 

LA) of the facts as pleaded or referred to in subparagraphs 201712) and 
d) above( 

c) that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a Party tO the Bellpac 
proceedings: and  

,n that entry Into the Deed of Settlement and Release would effect cj 
compromise and release of the rights and any obligations of LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF In relation to Gujarat Southbulli and  
Coalfieds. Including of all claims made in the Beth:me Proceedings:  
and 

) the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL. which was sufficient to bind 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF, and It was unnecessary for LMIM to also 
execute the Deed of Release In its capacity as RE for the FMIF: and  

(1/1) further, in so far as clause 19,1 provided that LMIM entered Into the Deed  
of Release in Its capacity as the RE of the FMIF, such clause, on ils 
proper interPretation:  

fA) did not, and did not purport to, exhaustively state the capacity in 
which LMIM entered into the Deed and may. in that regard, be 
contested with the drafting of clause 21.1 of the Deed of Release- 
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L) was to identify only that in so far as LM entered into the Deed of 
Release in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, it did so pursuant to the 
constitution of the FMIF arid to acknowledge the limited scope of 
LM's obligations and powers thereunder;. 

(vii) in the premises of subparagraphs (II) to (vi) above, the Deed of 
Settlement and Release Provided for the release of all claims by and  
against LMIM as trustee of the MPF (as..  a party to the BeOgee  
ProceedIna) and Guiarat. Southbulli and Coalfields respectively: and  

(viii) in the premises of subparagraphs (I) to (vii) above, and on the proper 
Interpretation of the Deed of Settlement and Release references to LM  
In the Deed of Settlement and Release were to or included references to 
LMIM as trustee for the MPF: and  

ee) alternatively, says that If the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by 
LMIM only In Its capacity as RE for the FMIF (which is denied) the parties to 
ihe Deed of Release and the lawyers engaged by LMIM (being Aliens and  
Monaghan Lawyers) assumed and conducted themselves on the basis that the  
Deed of Release would be binding on both LMIM as trustee for the MPF and  
LIMA as RE for the FMIF., 

b) otherwise, does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 28 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 213 and 2C above, and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquirtesrineluding-en-inspeotionag-tile 
Deeds-(The-Deeds-of Release whisii-appear-to-have-dffereAses), the 
fourth defendant remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations. 

27: As to paragraph 29 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that clause 7 of the documents referred to in paragraph 26(a)(i) hereof 
is to the effect as pleaded in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraphs 28 and 29 of the statement of 
claim, as and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; 
and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

28. As to paragraph 30 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that clause 2 of the documents referred to in paragraph 26(a)(ii) hereof 
is to the effect as pleaded in paragraph 30 of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

the fourth defendant was riot directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraphs 28 and 30 of the statement of 
claim, as and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; 
and 
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(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Advice 

29. The fourth defendant denios admits the allegations in paragraph 30A of the statement 
of claim save that the instructions were not confirmed until on or about 9 December 
2010. and-bet-twat; that they-are-antfue-besause4he-emell-ef-6-Deeember 2010;  
referred-to-in--the- part i GU lam:- te-earagraph-30A-,-does--not-provide-to-the-effect-ae 
eleaded--in-the-statement-of-staira, 

30. As to paragraph 308 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; 

b) says that: 

(i) the instructions to Aliens: 

LA) were provided as oart_of an onoolno solicitor and client relationship 
between LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concernino and  
Incidental to the Proceedinos and the settlement thereof: and 

(B) raised the issue of a conflict as between LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
and as trustee of the MPF; 

(ii) that was set out in the email from Monaghan to John Beckinsale of Aliens 
dated 14 March 2011 and comprised of the words "... given that LM is in 
a position of conflict, being the trustee of both the FMIF and the MPF". 

(iii) the instructions to Aliens specified the position of the FMIF as first 
mortgagee and the MPF as second mortgagee in relation to the 
mortgages in security of the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF Bellpac 
Loan; 

(iv) that was set out in the attachments to the email from Monaghan to John 
Beckinsale of Aliens dated 14 March 2011 and, more specifically, in the 
email from Monaghan to Aaron Lavell of 6 December 2010 and in the 
report of WMS dated 7 March 2011 at paragraph 2.0; and 

(v) the instructions to Aliens informed John Beckinsaie that specific persons 
from Aliens were acting for LMIM in relation to documenting any 
settlement of the Proceedings; and 

(vi) in light of the above matters, sought advice confirming whether the 
proposed split of proceeds between the FMIF and MPF was "legally 
acceptable"; and 

c) says further that the said email from Monaghan to Aliens of 14 March 2011 
(together with the attachments thereto) was forwarded by email from the second 
defendant to the fourth defendant of 14 March 2011, in which email the second 
defendant informed the fourth defendant to the effect that: 

( ) the second defendant had requested Monaghan to seek further legal 
advice in respect of the proposed Bellpac proceeds split and, specifically, 
as to "how we deal with first and second mortgages etc., and also 
conflicts"; and 
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(ii) Monaghan had spoken with John Beckinsale from Aliens who was 
comfortable with the proposed proceeds split between the FMIF and the 
MPF 

31 As to paragraph 300 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) as to the allegations in subparagraph (a): 

(i) admits that what the plaintiff refers to as "the instructions', namely an 
email from David Monaghan to Aaron Lavell dated 6 December 2010 and 
two &nails from David Monaghan to John Beckinsale dated 14 and 17 
March 2011, did not include copies of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of 
Release or the Deed of Release and Settlement: and 

(ii) says that it was not possible to have provided those documents as part 
of "the instructions" because the said documents did not exist as at or 
before 14 or 17 March 2011; 

41— 6.4..444.0449,9449a6-14+4014s3foogfa91444(+, 
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b0€44449-61W6-iiiati 

(A) C0400040f4-4441042feciaosliogs-4-414-oot-e64auf-kiAtil-dwie-3044, 

(13) prias-10-cme4a-so144oman4-14431ag-Fese4e4r-WilethEif -Elf -£7434444$440444 
we,6-4-e4464:14-4444-it--497-eci-wka4--1306i6-04444-if+Ffffer-Feflie+fle4 
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(iv) says that Aliens: 

(A) at all material times between about April 2009 to November 2009 
and from on or about 1 December 2010 onwards were the 
solicitors retained to act on behalf of LMIM and PTAL in the 
Proceedings, including for the settlement negotiations in respect 
of those proceedings; and 

(B) were instructed as pleaded in paragraph 30b) hereof; 

(BB 1 were, as at March 2011, on behalf of LMIM, in the process of  
drafting and negotiating each of the documents that ultimately 
became the Guiarat Contract, the Deed of Release and Deed of 
Settlement and _Release;  

(C) were thereby aware of the structure of the proposed settlement 
and any 6.6644-644E41041 earlier proposed structure, in the course of 
settlement negotiations; and 
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(D) in the premises, says that, as at March 2011, there was no 
necessity, nor apparent reason, to state the matters referenced in 
subparagraph (a) (-13-)(4) in the instructions to Aliens; and 

(v) says that: 

(A) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the 
settlement negotiations concerning the Proceedings; and 

(B) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in 
providing instructions to either WMS or Aliens and instructions to 
those firms were given by Monaghan in consultation with Darcy 
and Ticknor; 
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(4)—the•etoneem4-9€4.444M-ee-imetee-Okile-Miag-kvee-fe<wiced-im-efeef 
ier4A4144-9a-R1244414e.PAW-or-FLTAL-Ie-peffecm-6404-64gigetiefie 
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d) as to subparagraph (c), admits the allegations therein but says that: 

(i) Aliens: 

(A) were_Drovidtzd with  hail a copy of the Deed of Priority by June 2007 
and, in ()articular, by mails on 19 April 2007 FMIF.100.006.6709*, 
FM1F,100.006,67103. 6 June 2007 fFMIF,100,006,8814., 
FMIF.100,006,68161, 8 May 2008 EfM1F.040,093.001.  
FitiU.040.003.00381 and 11 June 2008 IFMIF.049.006,0197; 
FMIF,049.006.02011;  and 

(B) were thereby aware of the existence and terms of the Deed of the 
Priority; and 

(ii) in the circumstances, as at March 2011, there was no necessity, nor 
apparent reason, to Instruct Aliens as to the terms of the Deed of Priority; 

e) says further that the emails and attachments to those emails to WMS and to 
Aliens set out to the effect that: 

(i) the loan by LM1M as RE of the FM1F was secured by a registered first 
mortgage over the Property; 

(ii) as at 28 November 2010, approximately $49M was outstanding in 
respect of the FM1F Bellpac loan; 

(iii) the loans by LMIM as trustee of the MPF were secured by a second 
registered mortgage over the Property; and 

(iv) as at 28 November 2011 approximately $24M was outstanding in respect 
of the MPF Bellpac Loan; and 

f) as to subparagraph (d). 
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(i) admits that the instructions provided to WMS and Aliens did not state the 
matters pleaded in subparagraphs (d)(i) or (d)(ii) of the statement of 
claim; 

(ii) denies that the matters in subparagraph (d)0) were "facts' as alleged and 
believes that allegation to be untrue because: 

(A) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not funding the Proceedings as 
mortgagee because it was funding the proceedings to allow it and 
the FM1F to prosecute and defend the Bellpac and Gujarat 
Proceedings respectively; and 

(B) the fourth defendant's understanding is that the MPF's funding 
contribution was provided on the basis that it would receive more 
than mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions and, 
rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds 
resulting from the Proceedings; and 

(di) does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (d)(ii) because: 

(A) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the 
matters subject of the allegations in subparagraph (d)(iii) of the 
statement of claim, as and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 
2B and 2C above; and 

(B) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations i and 

(iv) as to subparagraph (d)(iii): 

(A) admits that there was no binding expiess prior arrangement in the 
sense of a contract for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid any 
amount If the amount that LMIM as RE of the FMIF recovered did 
not cover the whole of the amount owing by BelIpac to it: and  

otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are 
untrue because in so far as the fourth defendant believes and was 
aware:  

B.1 LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the proceedings on the 
basis as pleaded in subparagraph 311)(l1)(B) above; and 

B.2 LMIM as RE of the FMIF by its director's Mr Tickner and Mq 
Darcy, was aware of and allowed LMIM as trustee of the  
MPF to so fund LMIM as RE of the FMIF's particiPetion in 
the proceedings; and  

(C) says further or altemaDveiv. thai eenJf there was no bindinQ 
rese_v ._11;d:Lagmtgate Agljakfuggaggakd by apjligla 

_iiitkUlq_Cigkil§aPatialitkiittnZalta_elPi?ers cit 

caoperation__ and cosent_to__Jtva_selllement_d_ft 
Proceeding.%  

C.2 L 

 

s a_kany,ta theellpac 

 

PLosagang& 
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C3 augment .asAgigimg  
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32. As to paragraph 300 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that on or about 7 March 2011, WMS provided to LMIM  a report setting 
out their opinion as to what would be a fair and reasonable split of the likely 
proceeds from the Proceedings; 

b) says further that: 

(i) this report was addressed to Monaghan at Monaghan Lawyers; 

(ii) thal-WMS opined that a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds 
from the Proceedings would be 30% to 40% to the MPF and the balance 
to the FMIF; and 

(iii) that  the WMS Report was based on multiple sources of information 
including matters set out in the David Monaghan email dated 6 December 
2010 and attachments to that email; and 

c) repeats and relies on paragraph 29 above. 

33. As to paragraph 30E of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; and 

b) says further that the Aliens' Advice: 

(i) opined that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the proceeds of the 
settlement on the basis of the opinion in the WMS Report; 

(ii) did not advise (nor had Aliens advised before providing the Aliens' 
Advice) that Aliens should be provided with particular or further 
documents, such as the Settlement Documents, nor any other 
documents concerning the respective rights and obligations of LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the MPF respectively, as lenders to 
Bellpac and as between themselves; 

(iii) stated that Aliens were not aware of any reason why agreeing to split the 
litigation proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF on the basis of the 

a - •  all  CO  th   
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opinion in the WMS Report would raise any issues concerning the 
general law and statutory duties of the directors of LMIM; and 

(iv) was addressed to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers. 

33A. As to paragraoh 3OF of the statement of claim the fourth defendant: 

e) admits that the Aliens Advice contained statements as quoted in subparagraphs  
30F(a) to (el, (g) to (lc), (m), (n) and (0, 

) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as quoted in  
subparagraph 30F(f), but says the words quoted therein are stated in paragraph 
1161(q) and not1161(f) of the Aliens Advice', 

g.) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as quoted in 
subparagraph 30FIl1, but says the words quoted therein are stated in Paragraph 
J561 and not (551 of the Aliens Advice., 

di admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as euoteci in 
subparaaratt 30F(o). save that the quote omits the word "direct" before the 
Word "fiduciary" is first used In paragraph 1631 of the Aliens Advice: and 

f otherwise dos not admit the allegations as the statement of claim does not 
establish the relevance of the quoted passages of the Aliens Advice. 

33B. As to paragraph 30(5 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant:  

e) denies the allegations therein as the passages quoted in the statement of claim 
are not relevant to causes of action alleged In this proceeding, which:  

ll do not allege any breach.of Part 2Di of the Act: and 

ail make no allegation that the fourth defendant afforded priority to duties 
under Part 2D.1 to any conflicting duty under ss 601FC(1) and 601FD(1) 
of the Act: and 

Pi otherwise does not admit the allegations therein as:  

Ll the Paragraph is vague and does not identify any particular document'  
and 

iii) de,spjte having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as the truth or falsity of the allegations.  

33C. As to Paragraph 301-I of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant:, 

al as to subparagraph 30H(a):  

11) admits the allegations in subparagraph 301-1(a):  

Lip admits further that, as disclosed on the face of the Aliens Advice, in 
providing the advice, Aliens were aPPrised and conscious of the said 
conflict and, notwithstanding:  

(A) expressly opined that the proposed split of the proceeds of 
settlement of the proceedings was legally acceptable; and 

(B) did not state that or warn that the proposed split of the proceeds 
would constitute, or result In, breach of s 601FD of the Act:  
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(iii) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in subparagraph 33b) above:  
and 

fiK) says that the advice was obtained as part of LMIM's consideration of the 
proper and most appropriate treatment of the proceeds of settlement of 
the proceedings having regent) tg the context In which those proceeds  
were produced and the respective interests of the FMIF and the MPF; 

12) as to subparagraph 30H(b):  

In will rely on the terms of the Aliens Advice at the trial of this action; and 

a) otherwise does not admit that allegations therein as they are vague and  
embarrassing and do not make any allegation against the fourth  
defendant; 

as to subparagraph 30H(c): 

al admits that paragraph [25] of the Aliens Advice stated: 

'The RE therefore needs to always act in the bast interests of 
members of the FM1F when making any decision regarding the split 
of the litigation proceeds and 1 a terms of the Gularat Settlement.  
We assume that the RE has considered all feasible options for the  
recovery of the loan advanced by FMIF to Bellew, and Is satisfied 
that the result of the litigation with Gujarat. being the terms of the  
proposed settlement, ere in the best Interests of FMIF members, in 
addition, we assume that the RE is satisfied that there is a need to 
reach agreement with the MPF trustee about sharing the litigation 
settlement Proceeds with the MPF (because the overall settlement  
cannot occur without the agreement of the MPF trustee - for 
example, it needs to release its security and Day Coalfields to 
withdraw its caveats), "•, 

(Ii) admits that paragraph 1271 of the Aliens Advice stated:  

"In this case. there are two areas of conflict for the RE os responsible 
entity of the FMIF. The first is between the RC as responsible entity 
of the FM1F and the RE as trustee of the MPF. We assume that any 
decision regarding the terms of the Guierat settlement and the split 
of the litigation Proceeds will be made on the basis of what is in the 
best interests of FM/F'S members. and not for the purpose a 
benefitting the members of the MPF. lithe proposed deatinas are  
considered by the RE to be on arm's length terms for the purposes 
of Chapter 2E/Part 5a 7 (see paragroPhs 39 to 50 below) then this 
will presumably be an important factor used by the RE in reaching  
this conclusion."; 

admits that paragraphs 1251 and 1271 of the Alfons Advice did not state 
specifically how paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF would be consistent with an obligation on the LMIM 
as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of the FMIF; 

a) repeats subparagraph 33b) above and says further that the Aliens Advice 
concluded and advised, at paragraph 1161(f), that Aliens was not aware 
of any reason why agreeing_ to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF 
and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered 
Accountants would raise any issues In regard to compliance with the  
duties of LMIM's directors under the Act, assuming relevantly that LMIM  
as RE of the FMIF:  
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IA) had considered the feasible options for recovering the loan 
advanced by FMIF to Bel!pee, and was satisfied that the terms of 
the proposed settlement and split of settlement proceeds were in 
the best interests of the FMIF's members; 

f_Bi was satisfied that the proposed split of settlement proceeds and 
associated releases of securities by the RE would be reasonable 
in the circumstances if the RE as responsible entity of the FMIF 
and the RE as trustee of the MPF were dealing at arm's length; 

(yi says thereby that the Aliens Advice expressed a legal conclusion as to 
how the conflict could be resolved in a legally acceptable way that did not 
give rise to any breach of duty; 

fyi) says further that ludoment as to what was in the best interests of the  
members of the FMIF was not, in any event, a matter for legal opinion 
and was a matter for the commercial, corporate and ethical iudgment of 
the directors of LMIM as RE of the FMIF; and  

MO says that the Aliens Advice, at paragraphs 1251 or f271 or elsewhere, did 
not state that:   

(A) paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be Inconsistent with or 
otherwise In breach of an Q.bliclation owed in the L.MIM as RE of 
the FMIF to act In the best interests of the members of the FMIF, 

paying 35% of the Settlement Proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be Inconsistent with or 
otherwise In breach of either of ss 601FC(1)(b) and 601 FD(1)(b) 
of the Act: and 

MI the assumptions referred to In Paragraphs 1251 and (271 were 
invalid or Incapable of being confirmed; 

lit) as to Subparagraph 30H(d):  

fll admits that peragraph 1561 of the Aliens Advice stated:   

The RE will need to be satisfied that the terms of the Gujarat 
settlement and the proposed spilt of litigation Proceeds does not 
unfairly put the interests of one client (eq. FMIF) ahead of the 
interests of its other client (e.g. MPF) or vice versa" 

(i) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

(A) paragraph 1561 of the Allens Advice was a passage under the 
heading 'Issues for the RE as an /FS Licensee"addressing Issues 
as an AFS Licensee, 

LE) paragraph 1561 of the Aliens Advice did not, and did not purport to, 
address, advise upon or relate to the effect of ss 601FC(1)(c) and  
601FD(1)(Q) of the Act: and 

(iii) further or alternatively, says that whether or not paragraph 1561 of the 
Aliens Advice misconstrued s 601FC(1)(0) Is not relevant to the causes 
of action pleaded against the fourth defendant in this proceeding  
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p] as to subparagraph 30H(e): 

(1) says the allegations therein are embarrassing as the._plaintiff contends 
that the obligation referred to in subparagraph 3011(e) is not an obligation 
'imposed by ss 601FC(1)(b) and 601FD(1)(b) of the Act  

(ID admits that paragraph 1561 of the Aliens Advice did not state specifically 
how paying 35% of the settlement proceeds to LMIM a trustee of the MPF  
would be consistent with an obligation on LMIM not to unfairly Put the 
Interests of the MPF ahead of the FMIF, 

tht) says that the Aliens Advice, at DaragraphI561 or elsewhere, did not state 
or warn that paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be inconsistent with or 
otherwise in contravention of:  

ii.kj an obligation owed by the LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the 
best interests of the members of the FMIF:  

lL.) an obligation owed by the LMIM as RE of the FMIF to be satisfied 
that it was acting In the best Interests of the members of the FMIF:  
and 

n either of ss 601FC(1)(b) or 601FD(1)(b) of the Act. and 

(I.K) otherwise denies the alleoatiOns and believes that they are untrue 
because of the matters pleaded In subparagraphs 33C(c)( iv) to (0) 
above.  

1) denies the allegations In subparagraph 30H(f) and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

the Aliens Advice was not premised as alleged:  

CD the Aliens Advice nowhere discloses the existence of any such Premise 
or assumption is alleged: 

Lin Recital 9 of the Aliens Advice:  

(Al is contrary to the allegations;  

0_31 expressly acknowledges that there was no formal agreement 
between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF to split the proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings, 
and 

peither assumes. states nor implies that there was any existing 
agreement between the funds to split the proceeds: and 

Li...) the instructions provided to Aliens on 14 March 2011, as referred to 
in the particulars to paragraph 3013 of the statement of claim 
fFM1F.300.004.3197: FMIF,300,004.31981:  

LAi expressly informed Aliens that the funds had not entered into 
an agreement concerning the proposed split of any proceeds 
from the proceedings; and  

provided no basis  to infer or assume the existence of any 
existing agreement between the funds to split the proceeds 
of any settlement of the proceedings;  
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gl denies the allegations in subparaeraph 301-1(g) and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

jjj the allegations do not accurately state the effect of the Allens Advice, 

Jjj) the matters set out in paragraphs 1251, 1351, f271, 1371 and 1531 of the  
Aliens Advice, as excerpted in Paragraph 30F of the statement of claim:  

izt _1 were not conclusions:  

a were mere assumptions and statements acknowledging the 
specific duties of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the 
MPF; and  

Si were not irreconcilable as alleged or at all; and 

JE the Aliens Advice, and in particular paragraphs (161(a) and lb). 1251, 1271, 
J351. 1371. [53j and 1561 of that advice. Mined to the effect that it was  
legally acceptable to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF 
on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered Accountants, 
despite the existence of a conflict, provided that after LMIM, having . 
considered the feasible options for the recovery of the loans made by 
each of the funds, was satisfied that the wilt of proceeds was considered  
to be in the best interests of the members of each of the funds:  

LI as to suboaranraPh 30H(h): 

al admits that subparagraph f161(e) of the Aliens Advice referred to the 
0017711h0f1C0 11430"i 

[ID in respect of s 601FC(1) of the Act, denies that the Aliens Advice, in so 
far as it did or did not address the duties in that section, Is of any 
relevance to this Proceeding, which does not assert any breach of s 
601FC(1);  

in respect of $ 601FD(1), denies the allegations and believes that they 
are untrue because:  

(A) acting in the best interests of the members of the MPF was not, 
necessarily pr axiomatically, contrary to or irreconcilable with the 
duties imposed by ss 601FD(1)(b) or() and 

L) of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 33C(c)(Y) and 33C(f)(iii) 
above.  and 

fk) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because:  

LA__I the fourth defendant was not the author of the Aliens Advice or 
of the statement of claim, 

L) the fourth defendant does not know whether the references are, 
or are intended to be, to the same document:  

Lc] the documents referred to do not appear to be the same 
document, each bearing or being referred to by different titles, 
with one document purportedly being that of LMIM and the other 
being that of the FMIF. 

Lpi of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above: and 
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LE) despite having made reasonable Inquiries, the fourth defendant 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations., 

as to subparagraph 30H(1):  

.01 says that paragraph 1571 of the Aliens Advice stated that.  

"The RE will also need to ensure that it follows any procedures or 
policies it has established in accordance with section 9124(1 )(aa)  
for manacling conflicts of interest." 

fiL), otherwise do not admit the allegations which are vague and 
embarrassing and which are not relevant to these proceedings, which:  

al do not allege any breach of Part 20.1 of the Act., 

2.3_1 make no allegation that the fourth defendant afforded priority to 
duties under Part 20.1 to those under ss 601 FC(1 ) and 601FD(1) 
of the Act: and  

LQ) make no allegation that any or all of the defendants failed to 
adhere to the LMIM Conflicts Management Policy: and 

Ltd) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded above In subparagraphs 33b), 
33C(a)(ii), 33Cfc)fiv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(p)(ii) and 33C(0)0111 
hereof* 

i) as to subparagraph 30FIW: 

says that paraoraph 1633 of the Aliens Advice stated that, 

"Generally, the director§ of a trustee company do not Themselves 
owe direct fiduciary obligations to the beneficiaries of the trust. 
However. section 601 FD(2) of the Corporations Act Provides that 
the duties outlined In section 601 FD(1) override any conflicting  
duty an officer has under Part 2D.1 of the Corporations Act.  
Although this point has not vet been decided by case law. ills 
possible that section 001 F0(2) will mean that directors of a 
responsible entity will have a direct fiduciary relationship with 
members of a reoistered scheme. This would mean that the  
directors woutd owe the scheme members all of the Proscriptive 
fiduciary duties that arise as between the RE itself and the scheme  
members." 

Lip admits that the Aliens Advice did not elaborate upon the observations In 
paragraph 1631 Including to identify what the specific duties would or 
might be: and  

repeats and relies on the matters pleaded above in subparagraphs 33bi. 
33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(1v). 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)01), 33C(o)(11) and 33C(aiii) 
hereof.  

I!) as to subparagraph 301-1(k):  

Q.) denies the allegations therein and believes that the allegations are untrue 
because:  

(A) the Aliens Advice did conclude that the proposed split of the 
settlement proceeds was 'legally acceptable' provided that LIAM 
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was  satisfied that it was in the interests of the members of each  
of the FM1F and the fv1PF, and 

LEL) that conclusion was expressly stated and was not a matter of 
interpretation; and  

fji) says further that the subparagraph is vague and embarrassing:  

LA] in light of the conclusion stated expressly in the Aliens Advice; 
and 

further, because the plaintiff nowhere identifies what it contends 
IS Or should have been the "proper construction" of the Aliens 
Advice: and  

Lc] because none of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 30H(at 
to fD of the statement of claim sustain the allegation in 
subparagravh 301-1(10, 

D further or alternatively, says aenerally in response to all of the allegations in 
paraqraph 30H, that the fourth defendant:  

Li) Is not a qualtfted lawver  

a) has no legal training:' 

LaD as a direclor of LkiUM, was entitled to rely on the Aliens Advice', 

(iv) as a director of LMIM, was not required to obtain any further or other 
advice as to the effect of the Aliens Advice  

jyj did not, could not have, and was not required to, analyse or construe the 
Aliens Advice in the manner now set out In the statement of claim: and  

fyi) in determining, together with the other directors or LMIM, to proceed With 
the split of proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings between LMIM  
as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF, took proper notice 
of the effect of the Aliens Advice.  

Deed Poll 

34. As to paragraph 31 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits to the existence of an undated Deed Poll as disclosed by the plaintiff to 
the fourth defendant; 

b) admits that the fourth defendant as a director of LMIM executed the Deed Poll; 

c) admits that the Deed Poll was signed by the fourth defendant by 21_ June 2011.  
deales4hat-the-Deed-Pel-1-was-exestAed-on-er-about-2-1-June-2011 and-believes 
that-allegation-te-be-uotfue-because-the-Deed-Poll-was-eYceouted-ey-the-fou4h 
defenflani-en-or-around-1-44une-2011. 

says that the Deed Poll was executed by the fourth defendant on or around 14 
June 2011  

_el admits that each of the first, second, third, fifth and sixth defendants executed 
the Deed Poll, but does not admit when each of those defendants executed the 
Deed Poll. The fourth defendant believes that those other defendants also 
signed the Deed Poll on or about 14 June 2011, but despite having made 
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reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains uncertain of exactly when  
each other defendant executed the Deed Poll: and 

fj denies that the fourth defendant or other directors executed counterparts of the  
Deed Poll as directors of LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF or as trustee 
of the MPF and believes that those allegations are untrue because:  

(11 the directors all signed the same Deed Poll, save for John O'Sullivan. 
who was oyerseas at the time: 

LID the fourth defendant did not sign the Deed Poll as director of LMIM in its 
capacity either as RE of the FMIF or as trustee of the MPF;  

aft) the execution by any other of the director defendants does not disclose 
that they executed as director of LMIM in its capacity either as RE of the 
FMIF or as trustee of the MPF: and  

liy) the Deed Poll does not disclose, expressly or implicitly, any intention that 
the directors' execution is as director of LMIM in its cat:wildly either as RE  
of the FMIF or as trustee of the MPF. 

35. As to paragraph 31A of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that, prior to executing the Deed Poll, she knew the facts alleged in the 
paragraphs referred to which she has admitted above, save that she did not  
know the specific details of the proceedings as Pleaded In paragraphs 19 and 
20 above; 

b) does not admit whether the first, second, third, fifth and sixth defendants had 
such knowledge, as those are matters within the knowledge of those 
defendants; and 

c) otherwise respectively denies or does not admit that she knew or ought to have 
known the facts alleged because of the matters pleaded: 

(i) in paragraphs 2B and 2C above herein; and 

(ii) above herein in response to the allegations in the paragraphs 5 to 22, 24 
to 30, anEl 30A to 30E, 3011 and 31 of the statement of claim, 

on which she relies, and because:  

(iii) the Deed Poll was executed in the week prior to the date of execution of 
the Deed of Release, Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gularat 
Contract; and 

(ivy the allegations are contrary to law, 

36, The fourth defendant admits paragraph 32 of the statement of claim and relies on the 
full terms of the Deed Poll. 

36A. As to paragraph 32A of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant:  

al admits that the Deed Poll did not expressly refer to the Aliens Advice but says 
that: 

0_1 there was no requirement for the Deed Poll to refer expressly or at all to 
the Aliens Advice, the Conflicts Management Policy or ss 601FC or 
601FD of the Act; 
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El whether or not the Deed Poll referred to those the Aliens Advice, the 
Conflicts Manacerneni Policy Or ss 601FC or 601FD of the Act, does not 
signify that the directors of LMIM felled to consider such matters in  
proceedino with the split of the settlement proceeds: and 

al whether or not the Deed Poll referred to the Aliens Advice, the Conflicts 
Management Policy or ss 601FC and 601FD of the Act, Is not relevant to 
the causes.of action asserted In this proceeding or the validity Of the 
transaction by which the settlement Proceeds were split between the  
FMIF and the MPF; and  

ln otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because: 

LL1 the Deed Poll was expressly foara 3.1(n)1entered 'in light of the 
independent expert advice" received by LMIM. including the Aliens  
Advice, which was discussed and considered by the directors of LMIM 
and Monaehan Prior to the fourth defendant executing the Deed Poll  
and determining to Proceed with the split of the settlement proceeds; 

LI the text of the Background summary of the Deed Poll was prepared with 
reference to, and adopted much of the background summary set out In 
the Aliens Advice; 

fiij.) the Deed Poll refers at paragraph 2,1(o), Inter ails, to the Compliapce 
Plans of the MPF and FMIF and any other Droced_ures that were in  
place in respect of conflicts of Interest, which plan and Procedures 
includes the Conflicts Management Plan: and 

Ily.) the Deed Poll refers at Paragraph 2.1(d) to the "general law and 
statutory duties that relate to directors under the Cgreorations Act', 
which duties Include those under ss 601FC and 601FD of the Act 
subiect of the Aliens Advice.  

37. As to paragraph 33 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 22:b)22,b) hereof, LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF did not agree to fund the Proceedings as registered mortgagee of 
the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority; 

subject to the above denial, pleads further or alternatively as follows: 

b) does not admit that LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to or commenced 
providing funds to LMIM as RE of the FMIF in or about July 2009 because: 

(i) the fourth defendant was not involved in the decision for LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF to provide funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF in order to fund 
the Proceedings; 

(ii) the fourth defendant believes that that decision was made by the second 
and sixth defendants together with Monaghan, who were the persons 
within and for LMIM who had conduct and control of the Proceedings for 
LMIM: and 

(iii) otherwise, despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth third 
defendant remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

c) as to subparagraph 33(a): 
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(i) admits that she had not considered the matters referred to in 
subparagraph 33(a) as at the time that LM1M as trustee of the MPF 
agreed to or commenced providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF; 

(ii) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 20 and 
subparagraphs 370 and 370 hereof; and 

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

Lt‘j of the matters pleaded herein in response to paragraph 30C(d)(iiil 
of the statement of claim  

a_31 says-that the fourth defendant was generally aware from about July 
2009 onwards that funds to pay for the Proceedings were being 
sourced from LMIM as trustee of the MPF; and 

says that it is, and always has been, the fourth defendant's 
understanding that the MPF's funding contribution was provided 
on the basis that it would receive more than mere reimbursement 
of and interest on its contributions and, rather, that the MPF would 
receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 
and 

otherwise-does-not-adnitt-the-attegatiens-therein as they-sensern-the-siate 
of-mind-ef-perseas-ether-than-the-fourth-ciefendanti 

d) as to subparagraph 33(IA denies the allegations therein and believes that they 
are untrue because: 

IL) insofar-as the-allegatIons-pertain-to-the--fourth-defenclant;--denies-the 
allegations-and-betieves-that-they-are-untnie-besause-she did not hold 
the expectation pleaded in subparagraph 33(b), whether in or about July 
2009 or at any time; 

a) it is, and always has been, the fourth defendant's understanding that the 
MPF's funding contribution was provided on the basis that it would 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions and, rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; and 

(E, in the circumstances, the fourth defendant's expectation was that, subject 
to obtaining and considering necessary and appropriate professional 
advices, the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from 
the Proceedings; and 

otherwide-dees-not-admit-the-allega#enb--thereln-as-they-doneorn the-slate 
of-rnind-of-aersons-ather4har+-114e4eurth-4efenelant 

_el says further or alternatively that it is immaterial whether or not the alleged 
expectation was held as at the time IMIM as trustee of the MPF commenced  
funding the Proceedings because it was necessary and in the interests of the 
members of the FMIF for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to come to reasonable terms 
with the MPF so as to ensure Its cooperation and consent to the settlement of 
the Proceedings.  

38. As to paragraph 34 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) does not admit the allegations therein in so far as they concern the knowledge 
and state of mind of persons other than the fourth defendant; 
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pal as to subparaoraph 34(aa), the fourth defendant denies that she did not 
adequately consider the content of the Aliens Advice and believes that the 
allegation is untrue because she did qive adequate consideration to the content 
of the Aliens Advice  

b) in so far as subparagraph 34(a) makes allegations against the fourth defendant 
Fespeaciet4t: 

(1) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, the fourth defendant knew or 
ought to have known the facts alleged in subparagraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii) 
and believes those allegations to be untrue because: 

(A) she was not the officer within LMIM dealing with or responsible for 
the conduct of the BeIleac Proceedings or the settlement thereof; 

(B) the Deed of Priority was entered into by others on behalf of LMIM 
prior to the fourth defendant becoming a director; 

(C) the Deed of Priority, or its terms, was not brought to the attention 
of the fourth defendant by any person in relation to the split of 
proceeds at any time prior to the fourth defendant executing the 
Deed Poll; and 

(D) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 28, 2C, 30, Alm) 44,63, 
31,f), 33,b) above and 38b)(ii) below; and 

(ii) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because: 

(A) of the matters pleaded in paragraph 31 hereof above and because 
cl 3.1 of the Deed of Priority was subiect to the operation ofcl 3.2 
of that Deed; aw4  

(B) the fourth defendant entered into the Deed Poll in awareness and 
consideration of the fact that LMIM had sought and received 
independent professional advice, from both WMS and Aliens; 

(C)  the said advices were: 

C.1 given upon an understanding by, and instruction  .12, those 
advisers as to position of first and second mortgagee 
respectively as between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF; 

Particulars 
The fourth defendant repeats and relies upon 
paragraph 30b) above horcof. Instructions as to this 
matter were provided to WMS in the email from 
Monaghan to Aaron Lavell of 6 December 2010. 

0.2 given upon an awareness on part of Aliens as to the 
existence of and terms of the Deed of Priority; and 

Particulars 
The fourth defendant repeats and relies upon 
paragraph 31,d) above hereof. 
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C.3 to the effect as pleaded in subparagraphs 33,b) and 
33C(c)(v) (on part of Allens) and otherwise that the 
proceeds split was fair and reasonable; 

E says further or alternatively. any oriority established by the Deed Poll was 
subiect to any subsequent agreement between the funds:  

to the allegations In oaraoraoh 34(b): says that 

) the_coneenLeLLIAM.AsArustee.  of tlaelREwasie.oulr.esiiii order .forIMINI 
LIED! Ffigjf_pr  RIALIaset 

(ii) talty! as-tuatitg-4004eEparty_to..111Q ..edREIPArStMailE 

(m) or a jp BANC. 
omgaloosaklagjaajzslustagajba.2Ealuid 

(iv) glteroativaly.LMIM.asliE.,,of_the.EMIEandtor PTAL.hactauthoritytasettle 
IbrJ.PAP.WatgargiiLlaaELWIPLALUMAL.n,stee of 21111EF-0 

nitton 
glutikagLOWEE 

(v) tAlJrustee of_the itepdedlo. Lta.the 

.42,441140.11ebsman-le-EMIE-141,3130(11!F-1)Y-kiqh the-tolal4nnAga 
gayjahlaly.agarataglakautlayzgaglitsp imalbaBff 
AllAJWIEE: 

(0) 1,141K.PATkiit_k(tIgill&UMA Q § 
Qaagtgag,lsosmoast.ectoLSOleroaatandfieteastSo as to_WYaaff.e.G; 

to exftcyte_te_cgosents 
attechelitoilielkactskReleask 

(iv) thitral=alti.a=gtaLltiddiLaLtcultaLsLthe_MEE,.weastolittmLto 
refuselo.terreinatabe and  to arafl1.t reps.nf 
tl_e_claucigag mang 

(v) in the cfrcumstarigez 

(A) the cad s_wo_a d_no'=,NIA.iawlottl - m0A§mi4 
aLaILwithouLthLcpnenLand  
the MPF: 

(8) pared to fund the 
graglagstastssaLthe_Prooeedicsas.1.141KakeEAthf ty_f_tigul0 
12e_atAskoiltetiraunabia_turesecute,arg.ditiond.theRr=0102§. 
further anct_belng entsAgiaistjtjaslefault of tglitog 
an,§„,angsonsetweritly..slay. TheraQLarld 
suffer [he relief fatal.  

(C) snt a!  
foLLMJMaRpLthe FMIF or PTALIJQbe1 ,0b1IatIQtI5  
under_tb.e_txumoDts..referre4J.Qin..M.  
state rne r 

C) further_ in so far as subparagraph 34(b) makes allegations against the fourth 
defendant, denies those allegations and believes that they are untrue because: 

( ) the allegations proceed upon the incorrect premises that-, 
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LA_ LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not a party to the Deed of 
Release: and 

.(13 there was no necessity for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to reach 
agreement with LMIM as trustee of the MPF about sharing the 
proceeds of the settlement; f(796-9€4fear404646-43R4-96400Felfif004 
340419Fee4i 

Particulars 
The-couFt4-defendaet4epeate-and-Felies-upee4he-matters 
eleactecl-ie-par-agraph-34,e)-hefeet: 

(ii) LMIM as trustee for the MPF was a party to the Bellpac Proceedings and 
its consent to terminate that proceeding was necessary for the Bellpac 
Settlement (as defined in the Deed Poll) to proceed; and 

(iii) the fourth defendant did not know of the fact alleged in subparagraph 
34(b)(i), nor should she ought to have known that fact because of the 
matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, Z.8_, 30, 2:1_, 33,b)  38(ba)  and 
38b)(ii) and 38c) above; and 

I&) of the miitters Pleaded In this (Wen? In response to subparagraph 
30C(d)(IiI) of the statement of claim', 

d) in so far as subparagraph 34(c) makes allegations against the fourth fespandent 
defendant: 

admits that the fourth defendant, upon executing the Deed Poll, had a 
general understanding that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was first mortgagee 
and LMIM as trustee of MPF was a subsequent mortgagee over the 
Property; 

(ii) denies the allegations generally and believes that they are untrue 
because of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 2_6 30, aalm) 
.31-441 31.f), 33.b) and 38b) above hereof; 

(iii) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, she knew each of the facts 
alleged in subparagraphs 34(c)(ii), (iv) and, (v) ane-fvi) and believes that 
those allegations are untrue because the fourth defendant did not then 
know of those specific matters; 

(iv) ciesies-ihatrupee-emeeuting-the-Geed-PeRrehe-eeght-40-have-known-of 
tile-faet-a4legein-eubparacjapb-34(41i-)-and-betleves-that-these 
al-legatiaRe-are-untfue-besause; 

(4) Ihe-feioth-dereedent-warrnet-the-effieer-volthie-Wilvt-dealing-witti 
ef-reponclblo for the conduct of the-Beilpac Procoodings or the 
settlement-theFeek 

(B) the-Dee4o1-Riefity-was-entece4414eFs-eA-behalf-of-0,41M 
wler-te-the-feloth-defendant-beseming-a-dtreGtefi 

PfiecIty or was-not-bfeugh-t-to--the--aentien 
of-the fourth  
preseects-at-any-time-pfkaf-te-fourth  defeadeat-exeeutiftg4he-Deed 
Poll: and 

(D)  of-the4mat1eFs-pieacie4-in-pa;agfaphs-2-13,-2-G,307-33b)-ania481044 
alYwnd 
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denies the allegations in subparagraph 34(c)(iii) and believes that they 
are untrue because: 

(A) the matters alleged in the subparagraph 34(c)(iii)(A) were and are 
not a fact, as pleaded in paragraph 22.b) above; 

(B) it was not necessary for the fourth defendant, who was neither the 
officer at LMIM with conduct of the Proceedings nor the head of 
the property asset management team within LMIM, specifically to 
know (and she did not know) that the MPF was drawing down 
funds against the MPF Bellpac Loan; 

(C) the fourth defendant was not the officer within LMIM dealing with 
or responsible for the conduct of the Bellpac Proceedings or the 
settlement thereof; 

(D) the Deed of Priority was entered into by others on behalf of LMIM 
prior to the fourth defendant becoming a director; 

(E) the Deed of Priority, or its terms, was not brought to the attention 
of the fourth defendant by any person in relation to the split of 
proceeds at any time prior to the fourth defendant executing the 
Deed Poll; and 

(F) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 22.b), ZQ, 30, 38112a) 
41,84, 31.% 33b) and 38b)ii) above hereof; 

ji) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, she ought to have known of 
the specific facts alleged in subparagraphs 34(c)(iv) and (c)(v) and 
believes those allegations are untrue because: 

(A) the fourth defendant was not the officer within LMIM dealing with 
or responsible for the conduct of the Bellpac Proceedings or the 
settlement thereof; and 

(B) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 22.b), 30, 3.8.i.ba) 
 31.n, 33b) and 38b)(ii) above hereof; 

denies-The 344egatieRs4R-subeaFewaph4s)(41-amd--6etieves-that414ey-afe 
itIntrue-bec.ause 

(A)—the-matters-alieged4R-the-subparegfa-a14-(e)fv-4-ace-and-weFe-not-a 
fasti-efICS-#141:thef 

(8)—the fourth- defendantls-Undefstanding-isran-d-alwayshas-beeRrthat 
the-PARFIs-fuRding-sentFibution- was jar-evicted-on-the- basis-that-it 
wevld-ceseive-mere-than-incro-Feimbiosement-of-and-IrliercotoR 
its-seatribotieRsarA-fatheh-that-the-MPF--would-receive-a-shace 
ef-the-pfeeeeds-Festitkg-frowthe-Pcoseedingc; 

e) denies the allegations in subparagraph 34(d) and believes that they are untrue 
because: 

LMIM sought and received legal advice from Aliens as to whether LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF could lawfully be treated as an arm's-length 
litigation funder; 

(H) the said advice was obtained in circumstances as pleaded in paragraphs 
30, 31_1(Jy_)_433(ki, Aim)  31,d), afiff 31.e) and 31.f), above; 
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(iii) the said advice was to the effect pleaded in paragraphs 33b), 33C(a),  
33C(c)(v ) and 33C(g) above; 

(iv) prior to executing the Deed Poll, the fourth defendant did consider the 
matters referred to in subparagraph 34(d); 

LI as a director of LMIM In Its capacity as RE of the FIVIIF, the fourth 
defendant was not required to consider whether the MPF could be treated 
as if it was an arm's-length litigation funder; and  

Lyn the matters addressed by the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice were 
appropriate matters for a director in the circumstances to have sought 
advice in relation to; 

f) says further in relation to subparagraphs 34(a), (b), (c) and (d) of the statement 
of claim, that, prior to and upon the execution by the fourth defendant of the 
Deed Poll, the fourth defendant: 

(i) reasonably believed and trusted that the second defendant and the sixth 
defendant, together with Monaghan, who were managing and who were 
directly involved in the Proceedings, the Settlement of the Proceedings 
and the preparation of the Deed Poll: 

(A) gave proper regard and consideration to all relevant facts and 
circumstances; and 

(B) provided all necessary and appropriate instructions to WMS and 
Aliens to enable them to provide reliable and complete advice 
concerning the proposed proceeds split; 

(ii) had no reason to believe that the independent advice obtained from 
Aliens and WMS was not appropriate or not adequate advice, or was not 
based on a proper consideration of all relevant facts, circumstances and 
documents; and 

(iii) had no reason to believe that the conclusions and decisions stated in the 
Deed Poll were not based upon a proper consideration of all the relevant 
facts and circumstances, including the advices obtained from Aliens and 
WMS; 

g) as to subparagraph 34(e): 

(i) denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

(A) the Aliens advice was substantially to the effect alleged in the 
circumstances alleged in_so jar as the fourth defendant has 
admitted them; and 

(B) the circumstances alleged by the plaintiff in subparagraphs 34(a)(1) 
and (ii), (b)(1) and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) are untrue by reason of 
the matters pleaded in this defence herein in response to those 
paragraphs; 

(ii) further, says that the paragraph is embarrassing and unclear as to 
the meaning of "other independent advice"; and 

(iii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 2C(d),  
33,b) and 38.1) above; 
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h) alternatively, with respect to subparagraph 34(e) of the statement of claim, 
says that no such advice was necessary because: 

(I) there was no legal impediment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF being 
treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation funder; 

(ii) there was no need to seek advice on whether it was reasonable for LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF to be paid an amount over and above the amount 
paid in funding the Proceedings, in circumstances where that MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings was provided on the basis that 
the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings and in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 26 and  
31.o) above; 

(iii) there was no need to seek advice as to whether it was in the interests of 
the FMIF for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance with 
the Proceeds Split, as it was clearly in the interests of the FMIF to do so 
in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 38(._baj 34-,e3 above, 
and where: 

(A) but for the funding advanced by the MPF, the FMIF was unable to 
fund the litigation and was likely to have recovered nothing; 

(B) the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings was to be 
recognised by providing the MPF with a share of the proceeds 
resulting from the Proceedings; and 

(C) in the absence of LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreeing to the 
Bellpac Settlement, the termination of the Bellpac Proceedings 
and to the release of its mortgage over the Property, the Bellpac 
Settlement would not have proceeded and FMIF was likely to 
received substantially less, or nothing, in respect of the sum owed 
to it by Bel!pee under the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement without 
continuing the Proceedings; and 

(iv) in any event, the advice that LMIM did seek and receive, from both WMS 
and Aliens, and on which the fourth defendant relied, was adequate for 
the purposes of the directors of LMIM considering whether to agree to 
and proceed with the Bellpac Settlement and Proceeds Split; 

L,)/ the matters In subparagraph 34(e)(ii) and  (iii) were matters for the 
commercial, corporate and ethical judgment of the directors of LIMN and 
were not matters for legal opinion: and  

i) in so far as subparagraph 34(f) makes allegations against the fourth 
defendant  respondent: 

(i) admits that she took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS 
Report; and 

(ii) denies that she ought to have known that those adv ices did not constitute 
the advice identified in subparagraph 34(e) of the statement of claim and 
believes that allegation to be untrue because: 

(A) of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 2C(d), 33.b), 33C and 
38f) to h) above; and 

(B) it was appropriate for the fourth defendant to take into 
consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report; 
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j) as to subparagraph 34(g): 

(I) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because 
of the matters pleaded above in this paragraph; and 

(ii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 33.b), 
33C and 38f) above; 

k) says further or alternatively, that: 

(I) the fourth defendant, in determining to allow the Proceeds Split to 
proceed, and thereby the making of the Settlement payment, 
independently assessed and relied on: 

(A) information provided to her by one or more of the second 
defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan to the effect that: 

A.1. LMIM had sought and received specific legal advice from 
Aliens indicating that the Proceeds Split was legally 
acceptable having regard to LMIM's position as both RE of 
the FMIF and trustee of the MPF; 

A.2. LMIM had sought and received specific advice from WMS 
indicating that the proposed split of the settlement proceeds 
was fair and reasonable; and 

A.3. the said advices had been obtained by and in consultation 
with Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers; 

(B) the fact that the said advices from Aliens and WMS Indicated that 
Proceeds Split was legally acceptable and was fair and reasonable 
as between the two funds; and 

(C) the proper discharge of the functions and duties respectively of 
each of the second defendant, the sixth defendant, Monaghan, 
Monaghan Lawyers, Aliens and WMS; 

(ii) the fourth defendant's reliance on the above matters was made: 

(A) in good faith; and 

(B) after making her own independent assessment of the information, 
advices and matters referred to in subparagraph 38k)(i) above; 

having regard to her knowledge of LMIM and its operating structure, 
including the matters as pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(iii) in the premises: 

(A) it was reasonable for the fourth defendant to rely on the said 
information and advices in determining to allow the Proceeds Split 
to proceed and the Settlement payment to be made; 

(B) further or alternatively, pursuant to s 189 of the Act, the fourth 
defendant's reliance upon the said information and advices is 
taken to be reasonable unless the contrary is proved; and 
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(C) it was not necessary for the fourth defendant to have known or 
considered the specific matters as alleged in paragraphs 34 of the 
statement of claim. 

Payment to MPF of monies payable to FMIF by Gujarat under Gujarat Contract and Deed 
of Release 

39. As to paragraph 35 of the statementof claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) admits that the Bellpac Proceedings were settled on 21 June 2011 and that the 
MPF received a sum of or about $15.546.147.85 from the proceeds of the 
settlement of the Proceedings; 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(1) the fourth defendant did not have carriage or control of the Bellpac 
Proceedings or settlement thereof, which matters were conducted and 
controlled by the second defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan; 

(ii) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the receipt 
of or disbursement of the moneys referred to in paragraph 35; and 

(iii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truthet-or falsity of the allegations; and 

c) says that payment to MPF of the sum of or about $15,546,147.85 ("Settlement 
payment") was: 

(i) in accordance with the fourth defendant's understanding that LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF contributed funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
towards the costs of the Proceedings on the basis that it was always to 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more particularly, would 
receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(ii) made in consideration of the advice from WMS that such an amount was 
fair and reasonable; 

(iii) made in consideration of the fact that legal advice had been obtained 
from Aliens indicating that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the 
proceeds of the settlement on such a basis; acid 

(iv) consistent with the fact that the settlement of the Proceedings could only 
occur with the consent and cooperation of LMIM as trustee of the MPF1 

(I) thereby, in the interests the members of both the FMIF and thp MPF:  
and 

(.vi) a reasonable allocation of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Prgceedines in the circumstances pleaded above. 

40. As to paragraph 36 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant repeats and relies 
on the matters pleaded In paragraphs 39 and 41 of this defence and, sublect to those 
matters: 

a) does not admit the allegations therein in so far as they: 

(i ) are-witiolear as to-whaVdeoisteaLis-refeFred te-with4eferense4o-the-Deed 
Poll; and 
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(44 concern the state of mind of persons other than the fourth defendant; and 

b) in so far as the allegations are made against the fourth defendant: 

(I) admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF caused the proceeds from the 
settlement of the Proceedings to be shared with LM(M as trustee of the 
MPF in the sum of or about $15,546,147.85; and 

(ii) says that the Proceeds Split was done on the basis of and in 
consideration of the matters referred to in subparagraphs 33C(1)(v1i1), 
38.1))(ii)(13), 38.e)(iv), 38.1), 38k) and 39.c) above and the matters set out 
in the Deed Poll, and also in reliance, on part of the fourth defendant, on 
the skill and judgment of each of the second defendant, the sixth 
defendant and Monaghan who at all times had conduct and control of the 
Proceedings and settlement thereof including arrangements concerning 
the split of proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF. 

41. As to paragraph 37 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) says that the paragraph is vague and embarrassing as to the meaning of the 
words "... which ought to have been held"; and 

b) otherwise denies the allegations in paragraph 37 of the statement of claim and 
believes that they are untrue because: 

(i) the funding contributions made by LMIM as RE of the MPF were made 
on the basis that it would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from 
settlement of the Proceedings; 

(ii) it was necessary to obtain consent and cooperation of LMIM as RE of the 
MPF as pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 38ba)&‘€4 above; 

(iii) further or alternatively, of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 26, 3.8.(b_a) 
2-1....e.) and 31.f)(ii) above; and 

(iv) LMIM-as-RE-of-the-FMtErbeing-legally-entitled-to-the-meneyeeomprising 
the -Settlement p3yrnentr4yer,entltled-4e-44feet-pa4-ef-these-meneys4o 
LMIM-ae-trustee-ef-the-MPFi 

the Settlement Payment was not scheme property of the FMIF but was 
part of the MOODY comprisinn the proceeds from the settlement of the 
Proceedthos that were:  

LAI received upon the settlement of the claims made by both LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF and by PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF.  

(1_31 received by LMIM on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF: and 

Tj to be shared between the FMIF and the MPF in a proportion that 
was fair and reasonable having regard to the circumstances and 
after taking into account the independent professional advice as to 
the proceeds split; 

as at 21 June 2011, when the Deed of Release and the Deed of 
Settlement and Release were entered, the Deed Poll had already been  
entered recording the directors agreement and conclusion inter alla,  
that: 
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f_itL) there was a need for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to agree to the 
overall settlement of the Proceedings; and  

al the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings were to be 
shared in the ration of 65% to the FMIF and 35% to the MPF; and  

jyt) further or alternatively: 

AI in so far as PTAL did sell the Property to Gularat as mortgagee 
exercising power of sale (which is denied), the Property was sold  
for $10 million, the full value of which was paid to and received by 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF, 

LID the balance of funds paid upon the settlement of the Proceedings 
were not moneys paid in respect of any security held by either 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF or LMIM as trustee of the MPE such that 
those funds were not subiect, or to be applied according. to the 
Deed Of Priority: and  

Sj in so far as either PTAL or LMIM as RE of the FMIF was legally  
entitled to receive Payment of moneYs frOill_SWart under the  
Deed of Releas% ihat wAs_atiblect  
softmenlaroceeds.lastetween ttlAtEM1f._andtaltIEF—such..tbat 
they were entitted to direct all or con of those moneys to LMIM as  
trustee of the MPF, 

42. The fourth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 37A of the statement of claim 
and believes that they are untrue because: 

a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C 21,14(ba)._&1,03, 33C and 38 
above, and having proper regard to her position and responsibilities within 
LMIM, the fourth defendant: 

(i) did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration to those 
matters that were true and were relevant; and 

(ii) did act with the necessary degree of reasonable care and diligence 
required of her; 

aa) of the matters pleaded In paragraph 33C above., 

b) a person in the fourth defendant's position, acting with the degree of reasonable 
care and diligence required of such a person: 

would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have made the 
conclusions referred to in subparagraphs (I) to (v) of paragraph 37A7(aa) 
of the statement of claim; 

would have catotated.lhaLthe_o.v_erall.settlemeatimaccordance.wilLthe 
d_thej)ead of_Redease coutstnotqc:cur 

withal it the agreement of  the MPF trustee; 

(ii) would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have agreed to make, 
cause, permit or direct the Settlement payment to the MPF trustee; 

(iii) would not have made the determinations referred to in subparagraphs (i) 
to (iii) of paragraph 37A(a) of the statement of claim; and 

(iv) would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have split the proceeds of 
the settlement as was done between the FMIF and the MPF; 
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c) it was reasonable for the fourth defendant, having been informed as pleaded in 
paragraph 38k) above, to agree upon and fix the sum of the Proceeds Split once 
the outcome of the Proceedings was known because: 

(i) of the advice received from WMS and Aliens; 

(ii) the view of the second and sixth defendant, who had carriage and control 
of the Proceedings and the settlement thereof on behalf of LMIM, was 
that the Proceeds Split was appropriate in all respects; 

(iii) none of the advices from WMS or Aliens, nor Monaghan nor Monaghan 
Lawyers, said anything to the contrary; 

(iv) agreement on the percentage or amount of the Proceeds Split in light of 
the settlement of the Proceedings was appropriate in order to properly 
protect the interests of both the FMIF and the MPF, particularly having 
regard to the following factors: 

(A) the nature and extent of the litigation risks that had been taken on 
by the LMIM as trustee of the MPF in funding the Proceedings; 

(B) the risk and potential quantum of adverse costs orders that might 
have been made against LMIM as the RE of the FMIF and as the 
trustee of the MPF respectively in the event that LMIM had not 
succeeded in the Proceedings; 

(C) the legal costs in fact expended by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(D) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had given an undertaking 
as to costs in security for costs in the Proceedings; and 

(E) the amount and structure of the proposed settlement; and 

(v) of all of the circumstances and matters known to and considered by the 
fourth defendant at the time, as pleaded above herein; 

d) it was reasonable for the fourth defendant to conclude„  agile (t1. that: 

(i) the overall settlement could not occur without the agreement of the MPF 
trustee, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2f_LEDLUNga) 
above; 

(ii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF about the sharing of the settlement proceeds as LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF contributed funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
towards the costs of the Proceedings on the basis that it was always to 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more particularly, would 
receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(iii) the Proceeds Split was fair to, and in the interests of, the FMIFIs 
members, as without the funding from the MPF, PTAL, on behalf and as 
custodian of the FMIF, would have been unable to pursue and defend the 
Proceedings, and by reason of the facts pleaded in paragraphs 26 
38(ba)44,94 and 42b) above; and 

(iv) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation 
funder, as it had agreed to fund the Proceedings and understood that it 
would do so, on the basis that its-eentfitakftien would receive more than 
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mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions to funding the 
Proceedings and, more particularly, would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; and 

e) it was reasonable for the fourth defendant to agree that LM1M as RE of the FMIF 
pay the Settlement payment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF, on the basis that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to be paid those moneys 
because its contribution towards the funding of the Proceedings was 
made on the basis that its contribution would receive more than mere 
reimbursement of and interest on its contributions to funding the 
Proceedings and, more particularly, would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings and by reason of the matters 
pleaded in paragraphs 144 26, aatha) 2444 and 42b) above; 

(ii) it was in the best interests of the FMIF's members, as it was likely that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF: 

(A) would not have allowed the settlement to occur, save in 
circumstances where it received a fair and reasonable split of the 
proceeds; and, in any event 

(B) would have been entitled to sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the 
former did not receive a fair and reasonable split of the proceeds 
resulting from the settlement of the Proceedings; and 

(iii) it would not cause detriment to LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the Settlement 
payment was paid, as the FMIF could not have funded the litigation and 
the contribution made by LMIM as trustee of the MPF was made on the 
basis that its contribution would receive more than mere reimbursement 
of and interest on its contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more 
particularly, would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings:; 

fiy.) the amount of $15.546,147.85, being 35% of the overall moneys received 
upon settlement of the Proceedings, was an amount considered fair and  
reasonable by VVMS in the WMS Report; and 

the amount of $15,546.147.85 was reasonable, as it fairly recognised the 
contribution made by the MPF to the Proceedinos, and the recovery of 
the settlement proceeds of the Proceedings, which would not have been 
recovered without the MPF's contribution in funding the Proceedings.  

43. The fourth defendant admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF received the Settlement 
payment, but otherwise  does not admit the allegations in paragraph 378 of the 
statement of claim because: 

a) the fourth defendant was not directly or materially involved in the transaction or 
transactions constituting the said Settlement payment; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the fourth defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of the allegations. 

Gantfaventions-of-6-4-80;402-44-the-Coftporations-Ast 

44,----The-ree4h-defereciant-cien4os4he-allegations4n-pagfap44-€44he-sta(emeni-or-olaim 
and behoves that they-are-untrue-beGausw 

a) -they aro wrong at law;-and;-mere-eaftleuiafly 
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b) duties owed-by-the first to ,,ixtb-defendants,  as &esters-of4M4M1-whether-at 
general-law-of-imaesed-hy-56-48G(4)-and  182(1) of tho Act are: 

(4)--4o4ies-owed-4o4he-sompany-4n-its-own-right-and-not-otherwisei-and 

(-14-)--net-referrable-er-ewed-to-LMIM-ae4E-ef-the-FM4F, 

45. As  to-paragrapb-39-of-the-staternent-of-stalmrthe-fourt*defendant 

a4--  donio& the ollegalion& in-paragraph 30 at the cLaternont of claim and-beileves 
that-they-are-untrtie-beeaesei- 

(i) for-the4easoh6.-pileaded-4n-the-preoeding-paragraphi-the-fics-t--to-sixth 
defendants did not owe the dutle&-aUegod-lo LMIM ogRE of-the FMIF; 

(41)--11-LMIM-as-RE  of the-FMIF-did-ovre-sdsh-dulles-(shihish-I-s--dentect)rby 
reason of-the--matlers--pleeded in  
defendant 

(A) exercised-her-powers-and-dissharged-her-duties-with-the-relorant 
degreeef-sare-and-diligensei 

(4)--E144-hat-ast-improperty-,-within4he-meanfng-of-c-1-82(4)-er-at-gehorat 

(G)---difi-not-Icaproperly-44se-her-gioettien-as-direater-ef-L-M4M-to-gain-an 
advanlage4ec-the-MPF ac-alleged or at ai-4thin-thoinean4ng-o1-& 
482(44-ar-al-general-lawrand 

(-D)--did--net-tmpreperty-wse-her--pasitlen-as-dtres4er-ef-L-MtM-te-oause 
cletriment-lo-WW-as-alleged-or-at-altrwithin-the-meaning-of-s-182(1) 
or-at-gerteral4awf 

(414)--L-M4M-suffered no-herm-as-a-resuft-ef-the-Proseeds-4014-er-making-ef-the 
Settlement-payment-to-L-MW-as-tfustee-far-4he-i%4Pgi 

04—g-was-net- reasonabIy-foreseeaete-that-L-MIM-woukl-or-ooutd-suffer-any 
harm-as-a-result-ef-the-Proseeds-Split-or-the-making-of-4he-Sattlement 
payrneht-to-LMIM-as-trustee4eF4he-MPF-besausei 

(4--hene-of--the-frioneys-resultirNa-frem-the-settlernent---of-the 
Preseedings-wasrer-ever-was-to-berpayable-te-LPAIM-in-its-own 
48.4ti 

(&)--further-er-alterhativetyi 

B4-4hePco6eeSpit-and4hepayments-mado thereunder to the 
MP F trustee-swere-net-and-are-not-said-to-have-beenr  contrafy 
to-the-Constflutionef4he-FMIF or dutles-owed-ILMIM-as-RE 
of-the FMIF; 

&2—the-Proseeds-Split-an44he-payments-made-thereundehto-the 
Mlar--trustee-were-net-and-are-net-said-to have-beenT-macki 
without a-beliefi-on-part-of-L-M4M-as-RE-of-the-FMI-F;  held-in 
good-faith that--it- was-aeting-in--aesordanoe-with-the 
GenstiMion-of-thef-MIF-iar-deties-ewed-by-LMIM-as-RE-ef-the 
FMIP:  

2,3--4he-Proseede-giat44-ah4-the-payments-rnade-thereunder-was 
made-by-LMIM as RE-ef4he-FM4F  in rolianse-in-geed-faith-en 
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the oorviees-of--Ine--sesond-and-eixth-defendants-and the 
sepAioes-and-advice--fespeotiv-ely-of-Monaihan-Lawyera-and 
Aliens; and 

8A---tn-the-pFtv:nisegq-puFsuafA-to--8l-19,1(a) and-(b)-of -the 
Constilutten-et4he-FMIFT-L-MIM-as-RE--ef-the-FMIF-oeuid-not 
be-Ilable4onany-toso-er-damage-ansing-froni-orl-tafespeetot. 
the-Proaeads-Spiit or 3Fly-payFReflt-made-theFetiAdevraact 

(Y) it was-set-peasible-fof-(he-MRF-te-gain-an-advanta9e-as-the-MPF-fs-nal 
a-separate-legal-entityi-and 

b)---obleots-ig-point-of-law-as-the-allegations-igparagraph-39-arearnbarrassing and 
de-not-feund-or-dieoleee-any cause-of-aotion-against-the-feurWittetendant, 

46, As to par3graphe49A-and-391i4t-the-stategient-er-olaiinrthe-f3ung•defendant:  

a)—abjeets-4ft-paint-of-law.-aa-the-allegations-ig-paragfaphs-39A-a-nd--3614-afe 
ernbarrassing-and-do-not-tound-or-dieoleseaude-4-aotien-against-the 
fough-clefendanti 

b)—dentee4he-allegations-therein-and-belleveed4a4-they-afe-urittue-beeauset- 

(4) for  the-reasens-pleaded-tn-pafagfaptia-421-44-and-45-abaverthere-wao 
no-breaoh-ef-4utyi 

(f) the,duf1es-alieged-at.pafacoaan-38-of4hedtaternent  of claim-are-not 
dutlea-owed-te-L-M444-aeRgi-ot-the-FMIF÷ 

(111) the accetc of LMIM r. not-depleted-by-the-amount of the Settlement 
payment: 

(Iv) the assets-or-LtiAIM-as-R€-fof-the-PAIF-were-net-deptetedras-L-MIM 
received oft of the procoedc-fcom the seUleneof-4Pea44ngs 
end 

(v-) anytailoaatten-et-the-breseeda-trom-the-aettlernent-ot-the-Procaedingo 
between-the4we-4onda4fid-net-eause-any-teee4e-be-suffefeci-by-L-Mililt 
and 

o)--al.tematIvelyrsays-that-any-depletion-441-the-assete-c4-the-F-MIF-did-Rot-e*Gee4 
the-argeuet-paid-te-WItikos-tfustee-et-(he-MPF-ig-exoess-ef-that-whIsh-was 

it made 
to-the-4unding-04he-Prooeiadings-tagether-witt44tefest-at-a-oominefolal-cate 
upon-that amount. 

17. As to paraotaph-10-at-the-stetementdt-otairnrthe-fough-defenciant  

3)--objeots-4n-paint-- -at4egations-4n--eafagfaphe-34 to  10 are 
ernbagasetng-end-de-net-found-of-diselese-any-sause-ef--aatten-agatnst-the 
tough-defendant-and 

b) denies the allegations-therein-and-believe.° that-they-areuntrue-ber.,aubo: 

(1)- ---for--the-reasons-ateaded-in--baregtaph-44-abovei-there-werd-no-duties 
awed-as-attegedi 

(41) --if-thece-were-dutes--owed as-atiegedi-for-the-reasens-pleadeb--in 
paragraphs  42 and-45-abover4here-was-na-breaoh-of-thoso-dutiesi-and 
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()--4er-the-reasons-pleaded-in-paragrophs-46-and-48-above. there-was-no 
loss-soffered-b4M4Mi 

a) alternatively, says-that-any-liaeility-en-part-of-the-first-te-sixth-defandants, or any 
one-or-mere-of-therni--to-paconvensatten--under s 131-41-of-the--Aot-(whish 
liabillty-is-denie4)-shoold-net-exseed-the-amount-paid-in-excess-of-4.hat-whisn 
waa-nesessapi-to-reimbu rse-t. MI Was- trustee-•of- t he-MPF-for-Its-oontribution-it 
made-te-the-fonding-of-the-Proseedings-tegether-with-Interest-at-a oornmercial 
rate-upeil-that-arneun 

Blank) 

h4011Wer-ftwatvernent-tn-contravent4ons-by-4ireaters 

49. The fourth-defendant donioc t aileationa In paragraph 11 of-the-statement of claim 
and-belieVes-that-they-are-untrue-beeaose-nomere4s-rnatters-refere e 
paragropil-are-untrue-or-not-within-the-fourth-derendant:s4tnov4edcio- 

Particulars 

The fourth dofendont repeats ond-re44eo-en--tho matters pleaded- herein-in 
response-to-paragraphs-1 (b), 1(o), 2, 5- 23-anci 1 7 37  heroin-and-taparagraphs 
28-01:1444C-abOYer 

50. The fourth-defendant-denies the allegations in paragraph 42 of the clatoment of daim 
and-belleves-that-they-are-tudrue-besauserfor-The-reasons-pleatled-44ereinrtherevas 
140-604tFaYeffliefi-ef-doty-by-the-41ist-te-sist#41efeedaats-in-their capasity-as-direstors 
ef--0,4-1447 

54,—The-fourth-defendant-denies-the-allegations-in-paragraphs-42A-and-42a-of-4he 
statement-of-elatrwend-belleves-414at4het ere•entroe-beeause-of-thantatters-pleaded 
in-peragraphs-421-44r  45-and-46-above, 

52,---As-te-peragraph-443-ef-the-staternent of-slainithe-foorth-defendant+ 

a4---objests-in-point ot--law-es--the-allegatiens-in--paragraphs 30 to 40 are 
embarrossing-and-do-not-found-er-diselose-any-oause-of-astioagainst-the 
fourth-defendont-i-and 

en4es-t4e-allegations-there4;-and-bei.leves-that-they-are-untrue-beGakisei 

(44—for-the-reasens-pleaded-in-paragraph-44-abeverthere were-no-dories 
owed-os-ailegedi. 

(44)--41-there-weFe-44lies-Gwed-as-al4egedl-fot-the--Feartans-pleaded-in 
poragraphs-42-and-45-aboverthere-waano-breaoh-of-those-dottesi-and 

0113—for-(he-reasons-p4oaded-tA-pafagfephs-45-and-46-aboverthefe-was.4tie 
losasoffered-by-L-MIM 

c) alternatively, says-that-any-tiatalidy-en-part-ef-L-M4M-aatn4stee-01-the-MPF-to-pay 
cornpensatton-under-s431-7-H-of-the-Act-(whiarv-itability-is-dented) .should-not 
exseed-the-avnoun(-patd-In excess of that which-was-necessary to reimburse 
U+Attvi-as-trustee-of-the MP-for Its-sontribotien-it-made-te-the-funding-of-the 
Proceedings-together-with interci)t at a-commercial-rate-open-that-arneont, 

Contravention of s 601FD of the Corporations Act 
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53. The fourth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 44 of the statement of claim 
e0,„as.taitazaezegraallaljeathatWe hastiniereAta_afibamembereskthe.FMIF 
ace-deteralIDS  
cconstitulipn.CRealacement.Constitutian fEMIE.1.01001163911otthe_schemeavhicil 
igMIALact 

pjds.thaUtie RE has all thap'  

caaaciiY; 

PIPALM2LIDNtabUISOIVALMAtitiikiblALE 
restricts the RE or iLs associateluu 

In giAglitiAlLiatUALMENALSAWA-Z-0.42,ZILIWP—taitial 
4gliValligAgNibSEUALIMAnattler_cag 

OSIDALIAIMAIAWDArLY_Pantr  
sky_tmor_ragagasj,taksalyAsmdmkjadmAgbginmEjuniagt 

oaaolly.Lor  

aC1ingJr11114,ssungue_sinailarsaQacit a 
managedinyeetmaeLschenw.an  

12) 
Joress1yexriudedto he  

IP& 
54. As to paragraph 45 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant  denies the 

allegations in that paragraph  15 of  the cloterneot-of-slaim and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

a) by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 42 ansi-a) above, there was no 
breach of duty; and 

b) on the basis of the case asserted by the plaintiff in paragraph 34(c)(vi) and 37A(a) 
of the statement of claim, there was no conflict between the interests of the 
members of the FMIF and LMIM within the meaning of section 601FD(1)(c);_and 

c) ItutaucuoLab_k§ClzataLs_ 

clairn_art haMexixeiintruglecaus% 

tizednsuegarsLIalie_swacate mliata4 
lACtegladgs,lbailluidt clAkadm did itAnAVigtignMalki 
klibuligguagLbajararatga Det me1ease and. the  
aeed_aLSeUbainertand ReteaseioulaawymenlA=s1deralion: 

In so would have,en  
oline_MPEand_ttififirettQ,j 

ii§,j,LwauiLlaufugep unco.oungsciAti teiSLCIO-SQ4-in 
circumstance 

(A) yterILLAIII .sif_theittgf_hast_funded-01PIChan 
90Yo_Of_thEt.05i5-Cditle-elotW..= 
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OtagglAcsttu LI ttt ita0Lt; 
giLizeit

_likkailtdag=klaguLan 
s .aUtAV__ 

Proceeds.frorn_theilligatiQh; 

Mae. LMINLaLtrustee_oLthe_MEEsluncilnsLiAlha_micl 
Ploatecalaa-UMENALPIA4A.ed 

rP.I4.611ZiAla,U,galef 
$153Al1an1excdustveskaal1imasitobaLsumto Wein the 
releaSes  from  the plaIptiff4 In thaJpacproceedIna  

(D) en eLUOCiertfitatinA 
to 'costs In secuadarsoLsidtgAgpeqzzlegigam  

(E)  

(F)  

feLtAugguf okw, ngAgliggigAmiggOk 
rIghLs:agelnst.Gularat, as clalmeclIn.the.8011001/maeitdingsi 

e_IE%-glitSZIFALULLUKALtalAILIQUI2NAELM 
reqvIred In.. aragriALALBULtalit 
settielheAellilocuroggaau 

(G) Qtherdvislo_ the._cimumstaliceLes_ote 
3Lftlaand .38(bal phave; 

(H) WIM had AlYbEMPlak Nixim—adyjg W 
=Lag ge t 
conclItlonsLand 

(I) Lull, lad alUn_e___Atyylaylpp_A, ttgAttralpa 
oPi(0.stropoted_sp(iLoao_FM/Latitgra1atetRE 
14.11e-Dnd  1:98§,2111112111 
Igattatilagellp 

LiD tiiIiinSeL_VgAIQUhgag§22§1aWAU2JDAitztEgmb 
5441411gmaalodamiza _pm% 

tuttal.eteaucLthitildiciQtaeumtm ()gt it wa.q_ftject)_tbal.auietWatild  
agthutulassatitagogantazza jtliag.filigig 
gontall-QC,Anxi.orMAUlenees haszugatAldemagg 
melastuf Ltsnim as trustee et 
aftasa-ancLibe gULAIL0.11eitaitAnd,lacLagt aoreed to 
diagorttlmisite.GILLIMAktaiNi 

C.) agglallgUIWASULUPLASKAPI Vtht DIEXAM 
the slateraerilof ctujrnj  

ItalUABSZLWALWOLNIAILALLWAINMWROMICLUIRUlle,401ilement  
MAP,MdabetNeellibelMENAWIEEIP-VRcat&  

ItHLEmagedjno;  

(A) wsaulgLnoLhate_settled on oulb_aut.21,111ne 20,thor on tha 
semis aUd:au 

(B)  

(C)  
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c) 
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.1: ft • l; 

b) as to,  

consenting Jo dismisaaLgLits_clainLagainst  
pzoceedingsJn_return for_no payrnmor consiggiazr  and 

athfladPg der tegalln I aqt144,4.11e! i.glAr_Agrfi, fa& 
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(it) thevyggl,g__hamt=0____DAagOosta.g. the Belitiaq  
procee.dlngs to be pald.tolitikLas.REgLtheIMIE; 

LeZMtfjotgtkLggtuhave  receiv_ediapinillion.fron  
the_settlepagatimg,  

the_EMIF_sybuld_have been  substantially worse  oft rolafivraLUIP  
pgsitigaiLwas_irt.as a resuitof the settlem cnt.subiect to the  
SQIiL 

54B_  DabiallidtWillakaigaiaLOWSLigeAd-111 1114fAin _Qf 
Die statementtif bit 

a) 

021fallgr oot-obil iN 
plexteakperimaptaaaajalpf  the_stateinenUaclainx 

55. The fourth defendant ktim411:4014 Arg.to_s14_defendant5..Dausailtbe.slittIltanoat 
mat,„to .bejlage_ILIMMAgjajAtidaALatejgf,, b.uLattenvise denies the 

allegations in paragraph 45A of the statement of claim and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

a) by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 41 and  42,45:a)r-464)--ane 
46,14-)(iv-) above, there was no breach of duty,,; 

.121 Cy reason of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 41.b(iv) and (v1) above, 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF received all that It was entitled to as first registered  
mortoagee of the Property and under the Deed of Priority: and  

Pi the total moneys _paid in settlement of the Proceedings were not scheme 
property of the FMIF but were moneys:  

Li] received by LMIM in Its capacity both as RE of the FMIF and as trustee 
of the MPF: and   

La) to be shared between the FMIF and the MPF in a Proportion that was fair 
and reasonable having regard to the circumstances and after taking into  
account the independent professional advice as to the proceeds split, 

As to paragraph 45B of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs  41,  42,--48,a),16.b) anti-46494M 
and 55 above, there was no breach of duty and no loss suffered by LMIM as 
RE of the FMlF;  and 

b) alternatively, says that any liability on part of LMIM as trustee of the MPF to pay 
compensation under s 1317H of the Act (which liability is denied) should not 
exceed the amount paid in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse 
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LMIM as trustee of the MPF for its contribution it made to the funding of the 
Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

55A Further orallernatively_to_theinattemoteaded in para,graohe.64.&56.alloyft.thelourth 
defendant: 

a) 

b) dls 
ccn&Idt Of the third dfejdantIn cal 
ciamacteslainiecUnibILoramutfaa.  

57 As to paragraph 46 of the statement of claim, the fourth defendant: 

.—Elk-hgt1114.L4f04 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs  41,  42745:01-40671X4v.)rand 
/17.b) and 55  above, there was no breach of duty and no loss suffered by LMIM 
as RE of the FMIF;  and 

b) further or alternatively, denies the allegations jn that paraoraoh and believes 
that they are untrue because as-paragraphs-44-te-45B-of the statement of claim 
discloses no basis for award of damages at general law against any of the 
defendants; and 

c) alternatively, says that any liability on part of the first to sixth defendants, or any 
one or more of them, to pay compensation under s 1317H of the Act (which 
liability is denied) should not exceed the amount paid in excess of that which 
was necessary to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for its contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial 
rate upon that amount. 

LIVI4M444ave4vemer4-141-64iR4r4Y4446014.-by-offieGfe 

613,--Aa-te-pieffigFa0-47-ektwatetemeol-e#-eleiffirthe-few4+4441,9f44o441,  

thooUegaliono-Iri-porograph ll  
41464-thofreco•toolobesivaise-fitiffleithl84149414/43.figei4A694-lay-tke-fkwagfapt4 
afe4w4fue-er-Re4-411414444*.tetif44-cieleocie044inewiedgei-and 

14-fepee4o-OREI--4.106-11n-the-RaegeFe-p4eedefi-ebevq-449Fei44-44-f0613.64)641.-te 
pefeecaphe-4ibr-4(.)T-24.-42141-eREI-44-47.r37‘epd474-ek44044044~4 

d4iiitR,44901344440€1-Se-pefecifefol4s-A143.46i4C.abeve-ef-444-€1494ee, 

pdmito  
defia0441.41:+846temont-ekolaim-4#44)-oom-444.644 -k*-0404304944-04 
the-membefs-444.e.A4Pg+ 

44086-436#4444-91:14440044R-60-Foeeivio9-4he-SeitievneAl-eayffieF+41€4 
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f44--01 # ;160We-of-the 
MPF; 

i&-----44e-rAe4emeol-4:4411a4m-pleed6-no-foots4oc-4he-ooAeiosia-1844.44,44-14.44vi 
as4vetee-4444e-MPF-ea4(1-44440.44494)ae614;144441444  

684,---The4oti4#444acecto  
60€143444+90os-44A-444ese-wf4tee-4e944se± 

 

a41-4-44fiem 

 

  

isI)---44144.44421-Rei-feeeive-the 4-fiesifne4444as-EietiRofi-40-444o-stoleffieRt-et 
4414414--44afrFmoa-4-$.4-64461-4-474641-eraoy-pa44-144oceefriR444)-eaftgeity-E16-RE-of 
44444-F-MtF--• 

rny  port oj (ho  
P3i4FFiGi4h  

r-4444)-oefuStisior4-44-1,9w414o4-L-MIM.46 
41..-4444)44/41.44F4erethRto-the-Deoc$4244-foxi 

60,--The4eiogrdefowiewit-tief4e€414e-e4egaiieoe-14*facits*A-4844-01943404enief44-e$-€44341 
and-belioses.44944hey-fif9-61444444e-beeaUsei 

---4)44:1441Wise464-44e444640446-17408fit14449f0441-4491V-was-00-60444044N443A-64-eloty 
olsth  

swikoe441-L-4,414 -#44:1-F14.41F, 

60,----T.44e4e44444-4ete4446141-cispies-the-e4egai+ese-in-peowye046-48A-ao4-4813-of-the 
s4a4ioneot-44-644p-aod-be4eoes-144A-t4ey-640-tiR4hK+43043elkig044-144)41440444%-pleaded 
44:4)04cos444014r,44-s3+44-44.144r464414-46-€44eve, 

64. AG4 

al---doRiee-tholeIkageitews44efela-ealii-lael4emee-thal-they-Eme.40:441e-beaa4460-004441 
foetiefs-e4eaded-a4ove-ii-444i.&41440s00;-0444 

(4)---feF-14ae-Feeeeos-p4eaelefl-isl-pafegfep4-44-ebever4heoe-wefo4ia-dkd4iae 
owed-or,a14Geodi 

(4)—W-414efe-wece-dokos-ewed-os--elieged1--ref-44e-Peeeefie-pleedeel-444 
pepagffif446-42-ewd-46,abeyart1440a-waafte-bfeeeia-14-414ese-€14444esi-eR4 

(4ii.)--ler-ti4e-feeseos-pleafied*paFetifspiw,44,9A0-44-ebetoel-14efe-was-Ao 
loss-sofiefet4-by-64.0440 

12+--a4eFfiative4freeyo444.04-cioy4ifibiti4y-ewpol4-ei-4,4144.a6-tkisiee-ot-1444-4.412F--to-pay 
e6,F1Vef46a49R-kH4E1Af-6-44-1-744-dig-14e-Ao4- ili4y-te-4eRie4)-sJaet444-afat 
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141044s-ef-I.MIM-awforffier-tfustae-e$.414e-MPV-osmi-the-PloiRti#Pe-Figii‘et-soimega4tece 

4-the 
atatemecit4f-aielfol—Tiie4eoFth4efeRelaRt.lase-matie-reasetaabio-ifiawifiee-efffi-fefflaiRa 
wee401A-as-10414€644444F-914efwieta4g-14o•aliegatimis, 

Defences under Parts 5.2C, 9.4B and 9.5 of the Act 

63. Further or alternatively as to the allegations that the fourth defendant contravened s 
601FD(1)4-841-) of the Act, the fourth defendant says that: 

a) in executing the Deed Poll and thereby 12y making, permitting or directing the 
Proceeds Split and the making of the Settlement payment to be paid to LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF, she made a business judgment; 

b) the business judgment was made in good faith and for a proper purpose, in that 
she considered that it was commercially appropriate and proper to proceed with 
the Proceeds Split in order to honour the basis on which she understood that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF contributed funds towards the cost of the 
Proceedings, in circumstances where the FMIF was unable to fund the costs of 
those proceedings; 

C) she did not have a material personal interest in making, permitting or directing 
the Proceeds Split or the making of the Settlement payment to LMIM as trustee 
for the MPF; 

d) she informed herself about the Proceeds Split and Settlement payment to the 
extent she reasonably considered appropriate, in the circumstances pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C and 9.k) above; 

e) prior to executing the Deed Poll or otherwise approving of the Proceeds Split or 
the making of the Settlement payment, the fourth defendant: 

as pleaded in paragraph 38k) above, obtained, considered and relied on 
the advice and information provided by one or more of the second 
defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan, each of whom managed 
and were directly involved in the Proceedings, the funding of the 
Proceedings, and the Settlement of the Proceeding; and 

(ii) considered and relied upon the effect of the advices from Aliens and 
WMS: 

f) in light of and reliance upon the information received and considered by the 
fourth defendant, the fourth defendant rationally believed that the judgment she 
made was in the best interests of L.-M1M7-ineluding-in-tts-oapasittes-as-RE-of-the 
FM1F--and-tfustee-ef-the-Mlai--the FMIF and the members thereof', 

g) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (1) above, pur-suant-te-se1-80(2)-ef-the-Aet the 
fourth defendant's belief that the judgment was in the best interests of the FMIF 
and the mernbers thereof LM144-ie ought to be  taken to be rational unless the 
belief is one that no reasonable person in her position would hold (which it is 
not); and 

h) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (1) above, pwsuant-te-648(42)-of414e-Ast the 
fourth defendant met, or is taken to have met, the-r-egol-Fernents-ef-a480(44-ef 
the Act her duties to exercise her power and discharge her duties with the  
degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they  
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were in the fourth defendant's position (as that phrase is used within the 
meaning of s 601FD(1)(b) of the Act]. 

" 64 Further or alternatively, should the Court find, contrary to the matters pleaded above, 
that the fourth defendant contravened any of ss 180(1), 182(1) or 601FD(1)(b) or (c) 
of the Act as alleged in the Statement of Claim, then: 

a) the fourth defendant acted honestly in making, permitting or directing the 
Settlement payment to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 

b) having regard to all of the circumstances of the case, the fourth defendant ought 
fairly to be excused for any contravention; and 

c) in the premises pleaded in (a) and (b), the fourth defendant seeks an order 
pursuant to s,_1317S(2) of the Act, or s,_1318(1) of the Act, or both, relieving 
her wholly or partly from any liability to which she would otherwise be subject 

65: Further or alternatively, by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 38k) above 
and pursuant to s 189 of the Act, the fourth defendant's reliance on the information 
and advices referred to in paragraph 63d) above is taken to be reasonable unless the 
contrary is proved. 

66. Except as stated above, the fourth defendant denies each and every allegation in the 
statement of claim (including implied allegations, if any). 

Date: 3 April 2019 

Signed: 

Description: James Conomos Lawyers Pty Ltd 
Solicitors for the Fourth Defendant 

This pleading was settled by Mr Freeburn of Queens Counsel and Mr P. D. Hay of Counsel. 

NOTICE AS TO REPLY 

You have fourteen days within which to file and serve a reply to this defence. If you do not do 
so, you may be prevented from adducing evidence in relation to allegations of fact made in 
this defence. 
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Parties and roles 

1. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Fifth Further 
Amended Statement of Claim ("Statement of Claim"). 

2. As to paragraph 2 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations that he was a director of LMIM between 13 September 
2008 and 13 July 2012; 

(b) says that: 

director  
and 9 January 2015; 

(ii) the second defendant was a d4reetor-ef---LMIM-li)etween-1-24eptember 
2003 and 21 June 2012; 

(-g-O--the-t-hifd-defeMa-nt-has-been-ft-di-Feetei'ef--L-M-D4-siaee42-J4ne-ggA- 

(iv) the fourth defendant has been a director of LMIM since 30-September 
2006; 

(v) the fifth defendant was a director of LMIM between 27 November 2007 
and 30 September 2012;  

(e)--elees-net-etherwiae-admit-the-allegat-iens-beeause-tie--is-uneer-taiii--as--te-the 
meaning of the expression "all materi-al times"; 

(d) says further that David Monaghan ("Monaghan"): 

(i) was admitted as a solicitor in 1990; 

(ii) between 2004 and 2010, was employed by LM Administration Pty Ltd, 
initially as a risk manager and subsequently as commercial lending 
manager; 

(iii) in his role as commercial lending manager, managed the commercial 
lending department in LMIM, which was responsible for a portfolio of 
loans, including (from in or about 2006): 

(A) the FMIF Bellpac Loan (as defined in paragraph 6 of the Statement 
of Claim); and 

(B) the MPF Bellpac Loan (as defined in paragraph 10 of the 
Statement of Claim); 

(iv) from 1 March 2010 to 24 October 2012: 

(A) was the principal of a law firm called Monaghan Lawyers; and 

(B) acted as solicitor retained by LMIM in respect of the Proceedings 
(as defined in paragraph 22 of the Statement of Claim and clarified 
in paragraph 22 below) and matters associated with them, 
including settlement of the Proceedings and the matters the subject 
of these proceedings. 

3. As to the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 
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(a) admits the allegations; 

(b) in relation to the allegations in subparagraphs (d)(ii) and (c), says that: 

(i) the plaintiff's standing is thereby limited to proceedings brought under 
Part 9.1B, for alleged breaches of duties under Part 5C.2, of the 
Corporations Act  2001 (Cth) ("the Act"); and 

(ii) he has no standing to bring proceedings for alleged broaches of duties 
under Part 2D.1 of the Act. 

4. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Statement of Claim. 

4A. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 4A of the Statement of Claim. 

Bellpae loans 

5. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Statement of Claim. 

6. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Statement of Claim. 

7. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Statement of Claim. 

8. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Statement of Claim. 

9. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Statement of Claim. 

10. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Statement of Claim. 

11. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Statement of Claim. 

12. As to paragraph 12 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) follc denies the allegation:3 
in subparagraph (e) because: 

(i) c1.8 provides as follows: 

gileol*oto-oomt4441it.ies 

!ato to the  

(ii)--P--T-AL-is-iaet--speeifieaLly-mentiened4Fk- e-h-8; 

(b) ot4mikooki.s.admits the allegations. 

13. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Statement of Claim. 

14. The sixth defendant admits the allegation in paragraph 14 of the Statement of Claim. 

15. The sixth defendant admits the allegation in paragraph 15 of the Statement of Claim. 

16. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Statement of Claim. 
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Bellpac sale of the Property to Gujarat 

17. As to paragraph 17 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) does not admit that the parties entered into the LASA on or about 22 September 
2004 because the LASA is dated 21 October 2004 and the sixth defendant has 
no personal knowledge of its execution; 

(b) otherwise admits the allegations. 

18. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Statement of Claim. 

19. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Statement of Claim. 

20. As to paragraph 20 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations; 

(b) says that Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd (SB11): 

(0 was a subsidiary of Gujarat; and 

(ii) was also a party to each of the Settlement Deeds. 

21. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Statement of Claim. 

22. As to paragraph 22 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in subparagraphs (a) and (b); 

(aaa) denies the allegations in subparagraph (b) and believes the allegations to be 
untrue because the Bellpac proceedings:  

(i) were commenced by LMIM, as trustee of the MPF, and Belloac, against 
Gujarat, by summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales 
on 7 July 2009 with case number 3577 of 2009 [FMIF.040.004.0118]; 

(ii) were supported by an affidavit of Monaghan sworn on 1 July 2009, in 
which be deposed, among other things, that LMIM as plaintiff was the 
trustee of the MPF (Monaghan affidavit) WM1E300.002.25751:  

(iii) were also supported by a statement of claim filed on 27 July 2009  
IFMIF.028.001.0044]; 

(iv) were, on or around 27 November 2009, transferred to the Commercial 
List IFM1F.300.002.27041 

(v) insofar as LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings, it was suing in 
relation to the rights and assets of LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
(including under the MPF Charge) in respect of the subject matter of 
those proceedings as identified in the Monaghan affidavit, an Amended 
List Summons dated 5 February 2010, New South Wales case number 
298727/2009, paragraph 18, a Commercial List Statement filed on or 
about 27 November 2009 and an Amended Commercial List Statement 
dated 5 February 2010, New South Wales case number 298727/2009, 
paragraphs 19 to 49; and 

(vi) in the premises pleaded in (i) to (v) above, LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
was a party to the Bellpac proceedings; 
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(vii) PTAL did not become a party to the Bellpac proceeding until about 27 
November 2009, when PTAL (on behalf of LMIM as RE of the FMIP) 
was joined as a plaintiff and Coalfields, Bounty and G14G GPC were 
joined as defendants; 

(aa) says further that PTAL did not make any claim in reliance on the PTAL charge 
until 8 February 2010, when PTAL and LMIM caused the Amended 
Commercial List Statement to be filed in the Court; 

(b) admits that Coalfields commenced legal proceedings against Bellpac and 
Gujarat, but otherwise does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (c) 
because it appears that the Coalfields cross-claim was made in the Bellpac 
proceedings, not the Gujarat proceedings. 

Funding of the Proceedings 

23. The ixtli dofondant admits the allegationo in paragraph 23 of the Statement of Claim. 

24. As to paragraph 24 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits that, from in or about July 2009, LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded 
the defence of the Gujarat proceedings, the prosecution of the Bellpac 
proceedings and the defence of the Coalfields cross-claim; 

fagftitj ,t1Lpfuagralkirelies on  the matters p1eadedin_pKagraph221,12) 
ufille_amencledlefenee sk_the second defendant  lo the  thigt.figther amended 
statement_4clahz 

(b) does not admit the amount of that funding because, despite reasonable 
enquiries, the sixth defendant remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of 
the allegations; 

(c) denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as second 
mortgagee because: 

(i) in or about July 2009 to February 2010, the first to sixth. defendants 
formed the view that LMIM as RE of the FM11' was not in a position to 
fund the Proceedingsjneluding because of the conditions imposed on  it 
by which sut_aa_finftncorst________  
eolja_p_kaissee_dygjay:Ai 

(ii) LMIM as trustee of the MPF initially funded the Proceedings and, from 
the time when PTAL was joined as a party to the Bellpac proceedings, 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF continued to provide was providing 
funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF to allow it to progress and defend 
(respectively) the Proceedings; and 

(iii) beeattse of the matters pleaded in paragraph 23 of the• Statement of 
Claim and paragraphs 30C(k)(ii), 33(c), 34(c)(ii), 37(a), 37A(e)(vi), 
37A(d)(i) and 55(b)(ii) herein; and 

(iv) the funding was not provided pursuant to the Deed of Priority; 

(d) admits that the funding provided by MPF was drawn down by LMIM as trustee 
for the MPF against the MPF Bellpac Loan; 
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(e) says further that in addition to providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMILF' 
to_allovi_it_40.1wagfelici_defend_(fespeetivelyHhe_preceeflings7 LMIM as 

trustee of the MPF also gave an undertaking as to damages in the Proceedings 
and agreed to fund a $1.3 million payment by LMIM as RE of the FM, or 
alternatively PTAL, to Coalfields in order to facilitate settlement of the 
Proceedings. 

Mediation Heads of Agreement 

25, The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Statement of Claim. 

26. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Statement of Claim. 

27. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Statement of Claim. 

Settlement of the LMIM Bellpac proceedings 

28. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Statement of Claim, 
and says further that, on the proper construction of the Deed of Release and Deed of 
Settlement and Release, LMIM as trustee of the MPF was also a party to those Deeds. 

29. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Statement of Claim. 

30. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Statement of Claim. 

Advice 

30A. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 30A of the Statement of 
Claim and says further that: 

(a) on 6 December 2010, WMS sent a letter of engagement addressed to Monaghan 
of Monaghan Lawyers; 

(b) the letter of engagement referred to discussion and correspondence in relation 
to the proposed engagement of WMS to provide an opinion as to the reasonable 
split of litigation proceeds to the FM1F and MPF; 

(c) in relation to the scope of work to be performed, provided that WMS would 
prepare an advice in accordance with Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act and 
AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures; 

(d) on 9 December 2010, he provided instructions to Monaghan via email to accept 
the WMS terms of engagement. 

30B. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 30B of the Statement of Claim 
and says further that the request for advice was part of the ongoing solicitor and client 
relationship between LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concerned with and 
incidental to the Proceedings and settlement thereof. 

30C. As to paragraph 30C of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits subparagraph (a); 

(b) says that the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Release and 
Settlement: 

(i) were not executed until 21 June 2011; and therefore 
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(ii) could not have been provided to WMS on 6 December 2010 or to 
Aliens on 14 March 2011; 

(e) denies says -because,  
that  as at the dates of the WMS instructions on 6 December 2010 and the Allens 
instructions on 14 March 2011: 

(i) the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Release and 
Settlement were not in existence; 

(ii) the structure of any final settlement had not been agreed and it was not 
agreed until at least June 2011; 

(f) says that the instructions to WMS and to Allens respectively attached copies of 
the Mediation Heads of Agreement; 

(fa) says that Aliens:  

(i) at all material times between April 2009 and November 2009 and again 
from 1 December 2010 were the solicitors retained to act on behalf of 
LMIM and PTAL in the Proceedings, including for the settlement 
negotiations in respect of the Proceedings:  

(ii) were, as at March 2011, on behalf of LM1M, in the process of drafting 
and negotiating each of the documents that ultimately became the 
Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release;  

(iii) were, through their involvement pleaded in (i) and (ii) above, aware of 
the structure of the proposed settlement of the Proceedings and any 
earlier proposed structure, and it was not necessary to separately state 
the matters referred to in subparagraph (b)(i) in the instructions to 
Allens;  
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(h) admits subparagraph (c) but says further that: 

(i) on 9 December 2010, WMS was provided with access to a secure 
LMIM website which contained copies of the security documents for 
the FM1F Bellpac Loan and MPF Bellpac Loan, including the Deed of 
Priority; 

(ii) Aliens had been provided with a copy of the Deed of Priority by June 
2007; 

(i) says that the instructions to WMS and to Aliens instructed each of them that the 
loan by LMIM as RE of the FMIF was secured by registered first mortgages 
and was approximately $49M at November 2010, while the loans by LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF were secured by second registered mortgages and were 
approximately $24M at November 2010; 

(j) admits that the instructions provided to WMS and Aliens did not state the 
matters in subparagraph (d)(i)  and (ii); 

(k) denies that the matters in subparagraph (d)(i) were "facts" as alleged because: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not funding the Proceedings as 
mortgagee because it was providing funding to  LMIM as  RE of the  
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FM1F to allow it to allow it and PTAL to progress and defend 
(respectively) the Proceedings; and 

(ii) LMEVI's directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF 
with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings; 

Particulars 

(A) the sixth defendant had the understanding from about July 2009; 

(B) the nature of the contribution was a financial contribution 
sufficient to allow it LMIM as RE of the FMEF to progress and 
defence defend  (respectively) the Proceedings; 

(C) there were no discussions or other communications that the sixth 
defendant can recall, as to the quantum of the MPF's share of any 
proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings, except: 

1. email dated 21 October 2010 and sent at 12:52pm from Simon 
Tickner to David Monaghan [FMIF.100.003.0603]; 

2. mails dated 12 November 2010 between David Monaghan and 
Lisa Darcy [FM1F.100.003.01071; 

3. emails dated 22 November 2010 between David Monaghan, 
Lisa Darcy, Simon Tickner, Andrew Petrik and Eghard van der 
Hoven [FMIF.100.002.9889; FM1F.100.002.9885]; 

4. email dated 24 November 2010 and sent at 12:19pm from 
David Monaghan to multiple recipients including Simon 
Tickner [FMIF.100.003.4246]; 

5. email dated 1 December 2010 from David Monaghan to Lisa 
Darcy and Simon Tickner [FM1F.100.003.46651; 

6. emails dated 2 December 2010 between Andrew Petrik to 
Simon Tickner and other recipients [FMIF.100.002.9314; 
FMIF.100.002.9294]; 

7. emails dated 1-3 December 2010 between David Monaghan, 
Lisa Darcy and Simon Tickner [FMEF.100,003.4694; 

8. email dated 3 December 2010 and sent at 3:08pm from David 
Monaghan to Lisa Darcy and Simon Tickner 
[FM1E100.002.9213]; 

9. email (and attachments) dated 15 December 2010 from Aaron 
Lovell of WMS Solutions to David Monaghan and Simon 
Tickner [FMIE200.013.8984, FMIF.200.013.8985, 
FMIF.200.013. 8986]; 

10. email dated 10 June 2011 from David Monaghan to Bronwyn 
Kingston (attaching a copy of the Deed Poll which was later 
sent to the sixth defendant) [FMIF.400.001.0011, 
FM1F.400.001.0012]; 
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11. from about November 2010 to Tune 2011, the directors of 
LMIM had various discussions, the details of which the sixth 
defendant cannot recall, about how to divide the likely proceeds 
of settlement; 

(I) admits the allegation in subparagraph d(ii) that LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
drew down funding for the Proceedings against the MPF Bellpac Loan, but says 
further that it was entitled under the terms of the MPF Bellpac Loan to do so;  

(m) as to subparagraph (d)(iii):  

(i) admits that there was no binding express prior arrangement for LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF to be paid any amount if the amount that LMIM 
as RE of the FMIF recovered did not cover the whole of the amount 
owing by Bellpac to it, in the sense that there was no concluded 
agreement or contract to that effect;  

(ii) otherwise denies that there was no binding express prior arrangement 
because:  

(A) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was funding the Proceedings for its 
own benefit and was not subordinated to the interests of LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF in any settlement which might occur, 

(B) LMIM's directors always understood that if the Proceedings did 
not result in full recovery of the FMIF Bellpac loan and the MPF  
Bellpac loan, then the MPF's contribution to funding the 
Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a 
share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings, the 
particulars of which understanding are set out at paragraph  
30C(k)(ii) above;  

(iii) says further that, even if there was no binding express prior arrariement 
in the sense pleaded by the plaintiff:  

(M) _LMIM as Isuate&_of_the  MPF was a pa y  to Alig 
Proceedings;  

(A) the consent of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required in order 
for LIVIIM ea REDIthe FMIF Qr_PIAL,to settle the Proceedings;  

(B) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to withhold that consent  
unless an appropriate agreement was reached with LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF to share the settlement proceeds;  

(C) in circumstances where LMIM as trustee of the MPF had funded 
titl,weat4  the entirety of the costs of the Proceedings, it would have 
been unreasonable and imprudent for LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
not to insist on a reasonable share of the settlement proceeds in 
exchange for its consent to settle the Proceedings;  

(D) the absence of a binding express prior arrangement was not a bar 
to, and was irrelevant to, LMIM as trustee of the MPF insisting on 
obtaining a reasonable share of the settlement proceeds once its 
consent was required to settle the Proceedings.  
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30D. The sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 30D of the Statement of Claim; 

(b) says that: 

(i) WMS opined that a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds from 
the Proceedings would be 30% to 40% to the MPF and the balance to the 
FM1F; 

(ii) the WMS Report was addressed and provided by WMS to Monaghan 
Lawyers and Monaghan Lawyers provided a copy of it to LMIM. 

30E. The sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 30E of the Statement of Claim; 

(b) says that, in the Aliens Advice (which was addressed to Monaghan of 
Monaghan Lawyers and was provided to LMIM by Monaghan Lawyers), 
Aliens: 

(i) opined that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the proceeds of 
the settlement on the basis of the opinion in the WMS Report; 

(ii) did not advise (nor had Aliens advised before providing the Aliens 
Advice) that Aliens should be provided with particular relevant 
documents, such as the Settlement Documents, nor any other documents 
concerning the respective rights and obligations of LMIM as RE of the 
FMLF and as trustee of the MPF respectively, as lenders to Belipac and 
as between themselves; 

(iv) stated that Aliens were not aware of any reason why agreeing to split 
the litigation proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF on the basis of 
the opinion in the WMS Report would raise any issues concerning the 
general law and statutory duties of the directors of LMIM. 

30F. As to paragraph 30F of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits that the Aliens Advice contained statements as quoted in subparagraphs 
(a), (b), (d) and (e), (g) to (k), (m), (n) and (p):  

(b) admits that the Aliens Advice at paragraph 16 contained the statement quoted at 
subparagraph (c) up to the word "matters", but denies that the words then 
appearing were, or accurately describe, the subsequent words in paragraph 16; 

(c) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement quoted in subparagraph 
(f), but says that this should be a reference to paragraph 16(g) and not 16(f) of 
the Aliens Advice:  

(d) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement quoted in subparagraph 
(1), but says that this should be a reference to paragraph 56 and not 55 of the 
Aliens Advice:  

(e) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement quoted in subparagraph 
(o), but says that the quote omits the word "direct" before the word "fiduciary".  
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30G. As to paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant:  

(a) tiv,e8=44€144admits  the allegations 

eAvga44+9448: 

(b) says further that the extracts from the Policy pleaded by the Plaintiff are not 
relevant to any issue in these proceedings because these proceedings do not 
concern any allegation by the plaintiff of a conflict between the duties owed 
under section 601FC or section 601FD of the Corporations Act and Part 2D.1  
of the Corporations Act.  

30H. As to paragraph 30H of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant:  

(a) admits the allegations in subparagraph (a) and says further that paragraph 15 of 
the Aliens Advice adverts to the purpose of the advice being to advise LMIM  
whether it was legally acceptable for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to split the  
anticipated settlement proceeds with LM1M as trustee for the MPF, noting the 
position of conflict:  

(b) does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (b) and believes the allegations 
cannot be admitted because the allegation that the Aliens Advice "set out a 
number of matters" is vague and embarrassing and insufficiently particularised 
to allow the sixth defendant to plead further:.  

(c) as to subparagraph (c): 

(i) admits that paragraph 25 of the Allens Advice referred to the need for 
LMILVI as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of 
the FMIF;  

(ii) denies that paragraph 27 of the Aliens Advice referred to the need for 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of 
the FMIF and believes the allegation to be untrue because paragraph 27  
of the Aliens Advice assumed that to be the case and stated:  

"If the proposed dealings are considered by the RE to be on arm's 
• length terms for the purposes of Chapter 2E/Part 5C7 ...then this 

will presumably be an important factor used by the RE in reaching 
this conclusion." 

(iii) admits that paragraphs 25 and 27 of the Aliens Advice did not 
specifically state how paying 35% of the Settlement Proceeds to LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF would be consistent with the obligation of LM1M 
as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of members of the FIVIIF: 

(iv) says that:  

(A) it was not part of the Allens Advice to opine on how paying 35% 
of the anticipated settlement proceeds would be consistent with the 
obligation of LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests 
of members of the FMIF; 

(B) the raison d'e.tre of the Aliens Advice, as expressed in paragraphs 
14 and 15 of the advice, was whether paving 35% of the 
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anticipated settlement proceeds to the MPF was legally acceptable, 
having regard to the identified conflict of interest; 

(C) paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was legally 
acceptable for LMIM to split the litigation proceeds between the 
FMIF (65%) and the MPF (35%);  

(D) the Aliens advice did not state that paying 35% of the anticipated 
settlement proceeds to the MPF would be inconsistent with the 
interests of members of the FMIF or the MPF, nor with the duties 
owed by the officers of LMIM under s.601FD of the Act; 

(d) as to subparagraph (d): 

(i) admits that paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice stated that LMIM would 
need to be satisfied that the terms of the settlement and the proposed 
split of litigation proceeds did not unfairly put the interests of the FMIF 
ahead of the MPF;  

(ii) denies that the above was a misconstruction of ss 601FC(1)(c) and 
601FD(1)(c) of the Act and believes the allegation to be untrue because:  

(A) paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice fell under the heading "Issues 
for the RE as an AFS Licensee", being issues for LMIM as a 
"financial services licensee" under s.921A of the Act; 

(13) paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice did not, and did not purport to, 
address or advise upon the proper construction of ss 601FC(1)(c) 
and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act; 

(C) there could be no misconstruction of ss 601FC(1)(c) and 
601FD(1)(c) of the Act in paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice in 
circumstances where those sections were not addressed in any way 
in the paragraph;  

(e) as to subparagraph (e):  

(i) admits that by use of the term "vice versa", paragraph 56 of the Aliens  
Advice stated that LMIM would need to be satisfied that the terms of 
the settlement and the proposed split of litigation proceeds did not 
unfairly put the interests of the MPF ahead of the FMIF;  

(ii) admits that paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice did not specifically state 
how paying 35% of the Settlement Proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would be consistent with that obligation; 

(in) otherwise repeats and relies on subparagraph (c)(iv) above;  

(0 denies the allegations in subparagraph (f) and believes the allegations to be 
untrue because:  

(i) no such assumption appears at Recital (paragraph) 9; 

(ii) paragraph 9 of the Aliens Advice states that "Nile FMIF and the MPF 
did not enter into any formal agreement to split the proceeds recovered 
by the litigation despite it being the understanding of the RE's directors  
that it was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by 
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providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the 
litigation";  

(iii) LMIM's directors always understood that if the Proceedings did not 
result in full recovery of the FMIF Bellpac loan and the MPF Bellpac 
loan, then the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 
recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which 
resulted from the Proceedings, the particulars of which are set out at 
paragraph 30C(k)(ii) above;  

(iv) whether there was an agreement or not was not relevant to the question 
of whether it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the litigation 
proceeds in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 30C(m)(iii) above; 

(g) denies the allegations in subparagraph (g) and believes the allegations to be 
untrue because:  

(i) paragraph 25 of the Aliens Advice is not irreconcilable with paragraph 
35 thereof; 

(ii) paragraph 27 of the Aliens Advice is not irreconcilable with paragraph 
37 thereof;  

(iii) he says further that:  

(A) the plaintiff has not pleaded how those paragraphs are 
irreconcilable with one another;  

(B) paragraphs 25, 27, 35 and 37 concern the general law duties of 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the MIT;  

(C) the plaintiff makes no allegation that the sixth defendant has 
breached, or caused LMIM to breach, a general law duty and any 
irreconcilable conclusions in those paragraphs are irrelevant to 
these proceedings;  

(D) in any event, the Aliens Advice concluded in paragraph 16 that it 
was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the litigation proceeds 
between the FMIF (65%) and the MPF (35%);  

(h) as to subparagraph (h):  

(i) denies that paragraph 16(e) of the Aliens Advice referred to "LMIM's 
Compliance Plan", as it referred to "the FMIF compliance plan", which 
the plaintiff has not identified;  

(ii) tfloos—tiot-otiotit denies that  the Compliance Plan contained the terms 
pleaded at paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim because that pleads 
terms of et-doottotoot—mfoppoct-to-oo LMIM's Conflicts Management 
Policy rather than to LMIM's or FMIF's compliance plan which rt.  
not contain those words, alternatively for the reasons pleaded in 
paragraph 30G above;  

(iii) says further that:  

(A) paragraph 16(e) also referred to paragraphs 54 and 57 of the Aliens 
Advice; 
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(B) paragraph 54 of the Aliens Advice identified the need for LMIM to 
review its compliance plan in the context of the duties of LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF under s.601FC(1) of the Act; 

(C) section 601FC(1) of the Act is not relevant to these proceedings;  

(D) paragraph 57 of the Aliens Advice identified the need for LMIM to 
follow any policies established in accordance with s.912A(1)(aa) 
of the Act; 

(F) the statement at paragraph 35 of the Aliens Advice that LMIM 
must act in the best interests of the members of the MPF appears in 
the context of LM1M's general law duties and is not a discussion 
of a director's statutory duties under s.601FD(1) of the Act; 

(G) the plaintiff makes no allegation that the sixth defendant has  
breached, or caused LMIM to breach, a general law duty and 
therefore any irreconcilable conclusions in paragraphs 16(e) and 
35 (if they exist, which is denied) are irrelevant to these 
proceedings;  

(H) in any event, acting in the best interests of the members of the 
MPF when making any decision regarding the split of the 
anticipated settlement proceeds was not necessarily (or 
automatically) inconsistent with, or contrary to, the duties imposed  
by s.601FD(1) of the Act;  

(i) as to subparagraph (i): 

(i) admits that paragraph 57 of the Aliens Advice stated that LMIM would  
need to ensure that it followed any procedures or policies it has  
established in accordance with s.912A(1)(aa) of the Act for managing 
conflicts of interest;  

(ii) admits that paragraph 57 of the Aliens Advice did not state how the 
proposed proceeds split could be reconciled with the matters pleaded at 
paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim; 

(iii) says that:  

(AA)  section_91 (1)( )  is not relevant to thes ProcMil gs; 

(A) the matters pleaded in paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim 
concern, relevantly, resolution of conflicts between the duties 
imposed by 5.601FD(1) and those imposed by Part 2D.1 of the 
Act.  

(B) no such conflict is alleged or in issue in these proceedings; 

(C) no allegation is made that any or all of the defendants failed to 
follow the LMIM Conflicts Management Policy; 

(j) denies the allegations in subparagraph (j) and believes the allegations to be 
untrue because:  
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paragraph 63 of the Aliens Advice did not state that the effect of 
s.601FD(2) of the Act may have been to impose fiduciary duties on 
LMIM but stated that such duties may be imposed on the directors of a  
responsible entity, although generally directors of a trustee company do  
not owe fiduciary duties to the beneficiaries of the trust; 

(ii) the duties were outlined in paragraphs 24 to 26 of the Aliens Advice 
and included the words "the fundamental duty of all trustees is that of 
undivided loyalty to its beneficiaries (or to always act in the best 
interests of its beneficiaries)"; 

(k) as to subparagraph (k): 

(i) denies the allegation and believes it t6 be untrue because paragraph 16 
•of the Aliens Advice did state that Aliens considered that it was legally 
acceptable for LMIM to split the litigation proceeds between the FM1F 
and the MPF on the basis of the WMS Advice; 

(ii) says further that: 

(A) the plaintiff has failed to plead the "proper construction" that it 
relies on;  

(B) to the extent that the plaintiff's "proper construction" relies on the  
matters pleaded in paragraphs 30H(c)-(j) of the Statement of 
Claim, those constructions are incorrect for the reasons pleaded in 
subparagraphs (c) to (i) above; 

(1) further or alternatively, says that the sixth defendant:  

(i) is not a lawyer:  

(ii) has no legal training; 

(iii) as a director of LMIM, was entitled to rely on the Aliens Advice;  

(iv) as a director of LMIM, was not required to obtain any further or other 
advice as to the effect of the Aliens Advice; 

(v) did not, could not, and was not required to, analyse or construe the 
Aliens Advice in the manner pleaded in paragraph 30H of the statement 
of claim; and 

(vi) in determining, together with the other directors of LMIM, to proceed 
with the split of the proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings between 
LMIM as RE of the FM1F and LMIM as trustee of the MPF, had read 
the Aliens Advice and took proper notice of its effect as he understood 

(vii) knew that Monaghan had received and read the Aliens Advice and 
Monaghan had never informed the sixth defendant that he disagreed 
with the Aliens Advice or that the Aliens Advice was in any way 
deficient, inadequate or wrong.  

Deed Poll 

31. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Statement of Claim. 
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31A, As to paragraph 31A of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

(a) admits that, prior to executing the Deed Poll, he knew the facts alleged in the 
paragraphs referred to which he has admitted above; 

(b) does not admit whether the first to fifth defendants had such knowledge, as 
those are matters entirely within the knowledge of the first to fifth defendants; 

(c) otherwise respectively denies or does not admit that he knew or ought to have 
known the facts alleged because of the matters pleaded above in response to the 
allegations in the paragraphs refen-eci to, on which he relies. 

32. The sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Statement of Claim; 

(b) says that the Deed Poll also provided (as were the facts) that: 

(i) "The FMIF and the MPF did not enter into any .fonnal agreement to 
split the proceeds recovered by the litigation however it was the 
understanding of LM's directors that it was appropriate for MPF's 
contribution to be recognised by providing MPF with a share of any 
proceeds recovered by the litigation;" 

(ii) "The Directors gave careful consideration to: ... [among other things] 

(A) "the circumstances that are described in the Background to this 
Deed;" 

(B) "possible conflicts that may arise as a result of the Settlement 
Proposals flowing from LM preferring the interest of one of the 
Relevant Funds against the other;" 

(C) "general law and statutory duties that relate to directors under the 
Corporations Act 2001;" 

(D) "the impact of the Settlement Proposals on the Relevant Funds," 

(E) "any expert advice received by the Relevant Funds in relation to 
the Settlement Proposals"; 

(iii) "LM as RE of FMIF will comply with its general _fiduciary duties as RE 
if it agrees to the Settlement Proposals," 

(iv) "in light of the independent expert advice as well as a report that has 
been prepared in accordance with RG111 and RG112 has been 
received the Settlement Proposals are fair and reasonable and are 
approved;" 

(c) relies on the full terms of the Deed Poll. 

32A. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 32A of the Statement of Claim 
and believes the allegations to be untrue because:  

(a) the reference in the Deed Poll to "expert advice" was clearly a reference to the 
WMS Report and the Aliens Advice;  
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(b) the Deed Poll stated that "the directors gave careful consideration to procedures 
in the Constitution, the Trust Deed and the Compliance Plans (and any other 
procedures that are in place) in respect of conflicts of interest", which included 
the Conflicts Management Policy;  

(c) the reference in the Deed Poll to "statutory duties that relate to directors under 
the corporations Act 2001" was a reference to s. 601FD of the Act.  

33. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Statement of Claim 
because: 

(aa) he denies that LMIIvl as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the Proceedings as 
second mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority, because of 
the matters pleaded in paragraph 24(c) above and the paragraphs referred to 
therein; 

(a) the sixth defendant did not have an expectation that, if LMIM and PTAL were 
successful in the Proceedings and the Property was developed by LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF, then the FMIF Bellpac loan would be repaid in full and the MPF 
BeIlpac loan would be repaid in full or in part; 

(b) in July 2009, there was a possibility that the MPF Belipac loan would be repaid 
in full or in part as a result of the Proceedings and LMIEVI as RE of the FMIF 
developing the Property, however the outcome of the Proceedings was still 
entirely uncertain; 

as the outcome of the Proceedings was uncertain, there was no formal 
agreement entered into between LMI1VI as RE of the FMIF and LMIlvl as 
trustee of the MPF, however LMIM's directors always understood that if the 
Proceedings did not result in full recovery of the FMIF Bellpac loan and the 
MPF Bellpac loan, then the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings 
would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which 
resulted from the Proceedings, the particulars of which are set out at paragraph 
30C(k)(ii) above; 

(d) in July 2009, neither PTAL nor LMINI as RE of the FMIF was a party to any of 
the Proceedings; 

(e) he relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 22 above. 

34. As to paragraph 34 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant: 

faa) denies the allegations in subparagraph (aa) and believes the allegations to be 
untrue because:  

(i) he did adequately read and consider the content of the Aliens Advice;  

(ii) the matters pleaded at paragraph 30H of the Statement of  Claim were 
not something from which the court would infer that the sixth defendant 
failed to adequately read or consider the Aliens Advice because the 
matters pleaded at paragraph 30H of the Statement of Claim are:  

(A) erroneous constructions of the content of the Aliens Advice; 

(B) not readily apparent, being contended by the plaintiff for the first 
time in the Third Further Amended Statement of Claim, more than 
four years after the filing of the Claim;  
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(C) not matters that the sixth defendant, as a person without legal 
training and reliant on Monaghan and Aliens for legal advice, 
could have identified from a fair reading of the Aliens Advice;  

(iii) he relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H(1) above; 

(iv) the Deed Poll did refer to the matters pleaded in paragraph 32A of the 
Statement of Claim;  

(v) the signing of the Deed Poll by 14 June 2011 reflected the fact that the 
sixth defendant had received and considered the WMS Report and the 
Aliens Advice some months prior, and had given careful cousidernticno 
to those documents and all other relevant considerations prior to signing 
the Deed Poll; 

(a) denies the allegations in subparagraph (a) insofar as they are alleged against 
him because: 

the_ alleallOP is made   on thc_inCortca_gr_  cmise_WTAL soldjiLe 
agziluin Gt .tdcrImLCIrUmM_k_s_a_almilzdome;   rather than 
Litajliym=i1fAMALnglirt of th.e_oys j_tllr _settlement Qf thc froceesEtnrA 
pursuant W wbih  the bu1kf the pjcd&were pçt for, or referable  to, 
thaialtslihe Prop rtYi 

(ii) the FMW Bellpac Loan did not have priority over the MPF Bellpae 
Loan under the Deed of Priority, which dealt only with the priority of 
the securities held in respect of those loans;  

have  nroceedel i pail f it  
andl IIIQMSIBIZMIMO=UkLRO 

 LMIM as trustee ofJ to that Likme_C 

(ba) denies_ 

eonsent_of LMIICas_tnatec_of The MPF  win reouired in order 
Liayf as RE  ofthef_MIEor_PIAL to settle the ProceOings.; 

up LAM  AS, trust= of the MPF was_agatt,y_..toikcFroceedingsi 

ii LMIM as RE_ of the FMIF anci/or PTAL had rto Authority to. seltle_llac 
Proceedings on behalf of LMIM  as tnistee of the MPF; 

(iv) altemativ_ely to fieJ-1._ of the RAJ _F____anc or PTAL  had 
authority to_settle the Proceedings_m_behalf of LMIM as  _trustee of 1 h_e 
MPF on  condition  bat 35%_of the proceeds of thc mttlement were=paid 
in.LMiM a s_inistee_of the MBE; 

(y)__ LMIMA§_t us1ce o thc YRS intended to  be_and was„a_parly  to the 
DeesLof Release and Deed of jement and Release; 
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(vi) LMIM gs trustee of the_MPEwa,u-estuire_d_to_beand was,  _alma IQ _111C 

Deed of Release and Deed  of Settlement and LQgv cffQ1 
to the  relegses_granted therein_  and  _to. gxecute_  the consent _orders 
ailaelie_d to the Deed ofSetttement andlteleam 

(vii) therefore Cor in any evenO,LIVIIM as trustee of the MB? was_entitled; 

(A) to refuse to terminate the  Be1!pacPrçeçdgs  and the_claimunade 
Against Gniarat in that_proccedii_ig; 

(B) LQ,Ille the RJ o the F,MIF for damages  or other relieLincluding: 

B. I fougyatent of a litigation funding fee; 

B  2  for_buniums, for misleading sir deceptive conduct, 

B 3 for en-ordr&-illat it-P_PY  A litigation funclilie in exchaige 
foQjglçent to_the_ r).4§,aLsalligt.pent by I,M1M a§ 
trustee Mille MPF, on the_baaia_that LM IM asFoftlic 
aeLlEimay_vaton g that there_ was an 
armgetrient lo4haU &cL  twen LIAM in  its respeotin 
OREteitisLusi s  MIS* is?",th pF ad 
PIAL 

in the circtun§ :i _es; 

(A) the_ftleeskif gt_maddnothaYs,acttiod_on_the proposed terniurat 
alLyfithout the consent gadsooper tLas_ti aLtrliateofilie 
MBE; 

(B) iinleas_l io fund  11N 

PTAL  would be  at risk f beflg unable to proseci4c and defend he  
ProgsmdingLiurthuAvoust Ahe_EMIEltad  insufftiont_filida_or 

ftindin jhé ii the sMicZalUltd 
not proceed and tee /yIPF did not pro ide further  tincg for 
Ploositiug.= i mposed on  it O_Y 
its inpncik hich substanti:1 • a a  .:d the uses to which  it 

against it in default of taking stps and conseguçit1y  pay the other 
=tee costa thergf n4 suffercreUef daimed by Coalfie 4.1 in 
he Coalfiel• ass-claim; 

(C) the cowent, of LIAM as trustee of the MPF w _a r nuked in 0  a  

 to .perform__Aliair 
obligati= inatiqUhLi2g eicase And the 
Deed Of Release (Settlement Documents) and in order for the 
settlement to proceed at ail; 

(b) further as to the allegations in subparagraph (b), 

14=24,talmakw 

(ii) denies that he failed to have proper regard or give consideration to the 
fact alleged in the chapeau to subparagraph (h) aud_de_nie_s that that was 
a fact; Ll 
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eimotwitootti wk- 

(iii) denies that he knew  sa1gIiL to have  _known the mattcts alleged in 
subparagraph 30C(aiii) of tbe  statement  _Of claim _and in that_ regard 
reliespn t -  acissleadr and 3VC(m) abovc 

Got*Poot-wowio.#4.441-1414,4spooliktot 

tk*tw0000th 

AKillot+Yt 

)--Rtwagfflpioc+e) 
k44..)-tis4E1=-30GL*144v4@wo 

(c) denies the allegations in subparagraph (c) insofar as they are alleged against 
him because; 

(i) the sixth defendant did have regard and gave adequate consideration to 
(and admits that he knew) the matters identified in (i), (ii), (iv) and (v); 

(ii) the sixth defendant did have regard and gave adequate consideration to 
the matters identified in (iii) (to the extent that he has admitted those 
matters above), but also had regard to the fact that LMIM's directors 
always understood that MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings 
would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any 
proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings, particulars of which are 
set out at paragraph 30C(k)(ii) above; 

(iii) the sixth defendant was not required to consider the matters identified in 
(vi) (and denies that those matters were facts), because LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF was entitled to more than merely being reimbursed, because 

recosed by  
with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and 
because of the matters pleaded in paragraph 30C(g) above; 

(d) denies the allegations in subparagraph (d) insofar as they are alleged against 
him because: 

(i) the sixth defendant not only considered whether LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF could be treated as an arm's-length litigation funder, on behalf of 
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LMIM he arranged for the provision of specific advice on this point 
from Aliens and he relied on that advice; 

(ii) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a registered mortgagee 
with second priority did not impair its ability to act separately as a 
litigation finder, or to advance .4a ow+1 the  interests  of 11K MN' in 
JAE:Ws capacity asirustee and as a party to the Proceedings; 

(e) denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) insofar as they are alleged against 
him because: 

(i) the Aliens Advice was, and further or alternatively he understood that it 
was substantially to the effect alleged in the circumstances alleged 
insofar as he has admitted them; 

(ii) on 7 April 2001, he received an email attaching the Aliens advice and 
including an email dated 29 March 2011 from Monaghan to the second 
defendant, in which Monaghan said of the Aliens advice that "the 
conclusion is that the transaction is OK" ("the Monaghan Advice");  

(iii) Monaghan never informed the sixth defendant that Monaghan disagreed 
in any respects with the Aliens Advice or that the Aliens Advice was in 
any way deficient, inadequate or wrong;  

(iv) he relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H(1) above;  

(f) alternatively to subparagraph (e), says that no such advice was necessary, as: 

(i) there was no legal impediment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF being 
treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation funder; 

(ii) there was no need to seek advice on whether it was reasonable for 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid an amount over and above the 
amount paid in funding the Proceedings, in circumstances where 
LMIM's directors always understood that MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF 
with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and 
in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 44;tre+t) 3_4(tka) and 30C(m)  
above; 

(iii) there was no need to seek advice as to whether it was in the interests of 
the FMIF for LMB4 as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance with 
the Proceeds Split, as it was clearly in the interests of the FMIF to do so 
in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 44G(t.) 34)  and 30C(m)  
above and where: 

(A) the FMIF was unable to fund the litigation and was likely to have 
recovered nothing, but for the funding advanced by the MPF; 

Particulars 

FMIF was unable to fund the Proceedings because its cash flow was 
limited because: 

1. from March 2009, FMIF had stopped taking subscriptions from 
new members; 
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2. FMIF was directing any surplus cash to the CBA to meet its 
obligations under the CBA finance facility and reduce the CBA 
debt; 

3. FMIF was being impacted by events surrounding the global 
financial crisis, including a general slowdown in repayment of 
loans; 

4. many FMIF loans were in default or arrears; 

(B) LMIM's directors always understood that MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the 
MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the 
Proceedings; 

(C) in the absence of LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreeing to the 
Bellpac Settlement and to the termination of the Bellpac 
Proceedings, the Bellpac Settlement would not proceed and FMIF 
was likely to receive substantially less, or nothing, in respect of the 
sum owed to it by Bellpac under the FMIF Bellpac Loan 
Agreement without continuing the Proceedings; 

(iv) in any event the advice that LMINI did seek and receive, from both 
WMS and Aliens, and on which the sixth defendant relied, was 
adequate for the purposes of the directors of LMIM considering whether 
to agree to the Bellpac Settlement and the Proceeds Split; 

(g) as to the allegations in subparagraph (f), insofar as they are alleged against him; 

(i) admits that he took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS 
Report; 

(ii) denies that he ought to have known that it did not constitute the advice 
identified in subparagraph (e) thereof because: 

(A) it was appropriate for the sixth defendant to take the Aliens Advice 
and the WMS Report into consideration; 

(B) for the reasons pleaded in (e), alternatively (f), above, it was not 
necessary to seek the advice identified in paragraph 34(e) of the 
Statement of Claim; 

(h) denies the allegations in subparagraph (g), insofar as they are alleged against 
him, for the reasons pleaded in (aa) to (g) above; 

(i) does not admit the allegations insofar as they are alleged against the first to fifth 
defendants because he is not certain what each of them did and did not take into 
consideration, other than as stated by them in the Deed Poll and pleaded in this 
proceeding, and therefore he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of 
the allegations; 

(j) says further or alternatively that: 

the sixth defendant, in determining to allow the Proceeds Split to 
proceed, and thereby the making of the Settlement payment, 
independently assessed and relied on:  
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(A) information provided to him by one or more of the second 
defendant and Monaghan to the effect that:  

1. LMIM had sought and received specific legal advice from 
Aliens indicating that the Proceeds Split was legally acceptable 
having regard to LMIN4's position as both RE of the FMIF and 
trustee of the MPF; 

2. LMIM had sought and received specific advice from WMS  
indicating that the proposed split of the settlement proceeds was 
fair and reasonable; and 

3. the said advices had been obtained by and in consultation with 
Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers;  

(B) the fact that the said advices from Aliens and WMS indicated that 
the Proceeds Split was legally acceptable and was fair and 
reasonable as between the two funds;  

(C) the Monaghan Advice; 

.(D) a conversation with Monaghan on or around, but prior to, entry 
into the Deed Poll, wherein Monaghan said to the sixth defendant 
words to the effect of "there needs to be a fair split between the 
MPF and the FMIF because LMIM cannot settle the litigation 
without the consent of the MPF and failure to do so may result in 
the MPF suing the FMIF" ("the Monaghan Oral Advice"); and 

(E) the proper discharge of the functions and duties respectively of 
each of the second defendant, Monaghan, Monaghan Lawyers, 
Aliens and WMS; 

(ii) the sixth defendant's reliance on the above matters was made:  

(A) in good faith; and 

(B) after making his own independent assessment of the information, 
advices and matters referred to in subparagraph 0) above;  

(iii) the sixth defendant relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H(1) 
above.  

(iv) in the premises: 

(A) it was reasonable for the sixth defendant to rely on the said 
information and advices in determining to allow the Proceeds Split 
to proceed and the Settlement payment to be made;  

(B) it was not necessary for the sixth defendant to have known or 
considered the specific matters as alleged in paragraph 34 of the 
statement of claim.  

Payment to MPF of monies payable to FMIF by Gujarat under Gujurat 
Contract and Deed of Release 

35. As to paragraph 35 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant says that: 
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(a) he denies the allegations because the true facts are as alleged below; 

(b) the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release were all executed on 21 June 2011 with simultaneous effect and with 
immediate completion on that date ("Completion"); 

(c) the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release were all completed on 21 June 2011; 

(d) at Completion, PTAL as custodian for LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled to 
receive: 

(i) $35.5M pursuant to c1.7 of the Deed of Release; and 

(ii) $10M pursuant to c1.16.7 of the Gujarat Contract 

(together, the "Gujarat Settlement Payment"); 

(e) of the Gujarat Settlement Payment, LMIM as RE of the FMIF, by its lawyers 
Allens in their letter dated 21 June 2011 to Gujarat, directed Gujarat to pay the 
Gujarat Settlement Payment to seven different payees, by drawing nine separate 
bank cheques, totalling $50,111,300.88 (being the amount of the Gujarat 
settlement payment plus GST and conveyancing adjustments, less $5.5M which 
was to be held as controlled monies and payable on the extended settlement 
date), including the cheque set out in paragraph (0(i) below: 

(0 LMLM as trustee of the MPF received a sum of money upon and after 
Completion: 

(i) by its receipt of a bank cheque dated 17 June 2011 in the sum of 
$13,606,093.32; and 

(ii) by it receipt, on the extended settlement date, of a further bank cheque 
dated 8 September 2011 in the sum of $1,944,600.47; 

both cheques amounting to a total sum of $15,550,693.79 

("Litigation Funding Fee"); 

(g) on the extended settlement date, LMIM as RE of the FM1F received 
$3,611,405.51, being the balance of the monies payable from the Gujarat 
Settlement Payment plus GST and adjustments; and 

(h) in the premises, the Litigation Funding Fee was paid to it out of the proceeds of 
the amounts payable to PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
pursuant to the terms of the Gujarat Contract and the Deed of Release. 

36. The sixth defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Statement of Claim to the extent of 
the payment of the Litigation Funding Fee pleaded in paragraph 35 above; 

(b) otherwise denies the allegations because of the matters pleaded in paragraph 35 
above. 

37. As to paragraph 37 of the Statement of Claim, the sixth defendant denies the 
allegations because: 
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(a) as recorded in the Deed Poll, it was always the understanding of LM1M's 
directors that the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 
recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted 
from the Proceedings, the particulars of which are set out at paragraph 
30C(k)(ii) above; 

(b) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 30G(g) 34(1:  lal„and 30C(m) above; 

(c) further or alternatively, of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 40C—(=g) 34(ka) and 
30C(m) above and 37A below; 

(d) LMIM as RE of the FMIF had a legal entitlement at Completion to the entire 
Gujarat Settlement Payment;. 

(e) the entire Gujarat Settlement Payment less adjustments was recorded in the 
accounts of LMIM as RE of the FMIF as: 

(i) $42,930,417.25 on 22 June 2011; and 

(ii) $5,566,005.98 on 8 September 2011; 

(f) LMIM as RE of the FMIF directed, as it was entitled to do, part of the Gujarat 
Settlement Payment, to LMIM as trustee for the MPF, as it similarly directed 
other parts of the Gujarat settlement sum to another six parties; 

(g) as at 21 June 2011, when the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release were entered into, the Deed Poll had already been entered into 
recording the directors' agreement and conclusion, inter alia, that:  

(i) there was a need for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to agree to the overall 
settlement of the Proceedings; and 

(ii) the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings were to be shared in 
the ratios of 65% to the FMIF and 35% to the MPF; and 

(h) further or alternatively:  

(i) in so far as PTAL sold the Property to Gujarat as mortgagee exercising 
power of sale, the Property was sold for $10 million, the full amount of 
which was paid to and received by LMIM as RE of the FMIF;  

(ii) the balance of funds paid upon the settlement of the Proceedings were 
not moneys paid in respect of any security held by either LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF or LMIM as trustee of the MPF, such that those funds were  
not subject, or to be applied according, to the Deed of Priority:, 

(iii) in so far as either PTAL or LMIIVI as RE of the FMIF was legally 
entitled to receive payment of moneys under the Deed of Release, they 
were entitled to direct sil=st part of those moneys to LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF;  

(i) further or alternatively, the Gujarat Settlement Payment was not scheme 
property of the FMIF, but was part of the money comprising the proceeds from 
the settlement of the Proceedings that were: 
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(i) received upon the settlement of the claims made by both PTAL as 
custodian for LMIM as RE of the FMIF and by LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF.  

(ii) received by LMIM on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF; 

(iii) to be shared between the FMIF and the MPF in proportions that were, in 
the reasonable opinion of LMIM and its directors, fair and reasonable 
having regard to the circumstances and after taking into account 
independent professional advice as to the appropriate proportions. 

37A. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 37A of the Statement of 
Claim, the sixth defendant because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 30.C.(n-A_and 34 above: 

(i) he did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration to those 
matters that were true and were relevant (being the matters admitted and 
pleaded in paragraph 34 above); and 

(ii) he did act with the necessary degree of reasonable care and diligence; 

(b) it was reasonable for the sixth defendant, having discussed matters with the first 
to fifth defendants on or around the date that each signed the Deed Poll, and 
having received and considered the Aliens Advice,  the Monaghan Advice and 
the Monaghan Oral Advice to conclude that it was appropriate for LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF and as trustee of the MPF to agree on and fix the Litigation 
Funding Fee after the outcome of the Proceedings was known because: 

of the advice received in the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice, the 
Monaghan Advice and the Monaghan Oral Advice (on which the sixth 
defendant relied after carefully considering them); 

(ii) agreement on the rate or amount of the Litigation Funding Fee in the 
light of that outcome was appropriate in order properly to protect the 
interests of both the FMIF and the MPF, particularly having regard to 
the following factors: 

(A) the nature and extent of the litigation risks that had been taken on 
by the LMIM as trustee of the MPF in funding the Proceedings; 

Particulars  

The nature and effect of the litigation risks were: 

1. the fact that the Proceedings were complex and LMIM's 
prospects of success were uncertain; 

2. the fact that the litigation exposed LMIM as trustee of the MET 
to the risk of adverse costs orders if LMIIV1 was unsuccessful in 
the Proceedings; 

3. the risk of LMIM being unable to recover costs even if it were 
successful in the Proceedings; 

4. the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was at risk of 
spending considerable funds on the litigation on behalf of the 
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FM1F and may recover none of them, in addition to not 
recovering any of the MPF Bellpac Loan; 

(B) the risk and potential quantum of adverse costs orders that might 
have been made against LMIM as the RE of the FM1F and as the 
trustee of the MPF respectively in the event that LMIM had not 
succeeded in the Proceedings; 

Particulars 

The quantum of any potential costs orders was entirely unknown but the 
sixth defendant was advised by David Monaghan in an email dated 29 
July 2009 that costs were likely to be in excess of $1,000,000 
[FM1F.200.009.9231]; 

(C) the legal costs in fact expended by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(D) the amount and structure of the proposed settlement; 

(E) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had given an undertaking 
as to costs in security for costs in the Proceedings; 

(F) the fact that none of the advices from WMS, Aliens, Monaghan or 
Monaghan Lawyers said anything to the contrary; 

(G) the LQfslaue29 of the lause tution of_thFLAIF; 

(iii) all of the circumstances and matters known to and considered by the 
first to sixth. defendants at the time, as pleaded above; 

having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters and 
having discussed those matters with the first to fifth defendants, it was 
reasonable for the sixth defendant to conclude  (as he did) that: 

the overall settlement could not occur without the agreement of the 
MPF trustee, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 30C(g) lea) and 
30C(m) above; 

(ii) LMIM as RE of the FM1F needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF about the sharing of settlement proceeds, as LMINI's 
directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to funding the 
Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of 
any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and by reason of the 
facts pleaded in paragraphs 400e(t) 340213)_and 30C(m) above; 

(iii) the Proceeds Split was fair to the FM1F, as without the funding from the 
MPF, PTAL on behalf and as custodian of the FMIF would have been 
unable to pursue and defend the Proceedings, and by reason of the facts 
pleaded in paragraphs 30C(t) 30C(m) and 37A(b) above; 

(iv) the Proceeds Split was in the best interests of the FM1F s members, as it 
was likely that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have been entitled to 
sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF (for, inter alia, misleading or deceptive 
conduct or equitable estoppeLo_r_forslamagps fp int settle_t& 
Proceedings without the consent of LMIM as trustee for the MPF) if the 
former did not receive a fair split of the Proceeds and by reason of the 
facts pleaded in paragraphs 4)G,(1) 34(ha)and 30C(m) above; 
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(v) the Proceeds Split was not unreasonable, as it fairly recognised the 
contribution made by the MPF to the litigation and because of the facts 
pleaded in paragraphs 30C(g) 34(lia), 30C(m) and 37A(b) above; 

(vi) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation 
fimder, as it had agreed to fund the Proceedings on the understanding 
that its contribution would be recognised by providing it with a share of 
any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings, particulars of which 
are set out at paragraph 30C(k)(ii) above; 

(d) having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters and 
having discussed those matters with the first to fifth defendants, it was 
reasonable for the sixth defendant to agree that LMIIYI as RE of the FM1F pay 
the Litigation Funding Fee to LMIM as trustee of the MPF, on the basis that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to be paid the 'Litigation 
Funding Fee, as LMIM's directors always understood that the MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised by 
providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from 
the Proceedings (particulars of which are set out at paragraph 30C(k)(ii)  
above) and by reason of the facts pleaded in paragraphs  34(1/at  
30C(m) and 37A(b) above; 

it was in the best interests of the FMIF's members, as it was likely that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have been entitled to sue LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF (for, inter alia, misleading or deceptive conduct or 
equitable estoppel) if the former did not receive a fair split of the 
Proceeds, as to which the sixth defendant repeats and relies on 
paragraphs 4434(g.)04.)(44) 3.4thax.L.daiLand 30C(m) above; 

(iii) it would not cause a detriment to LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the 
Litigation Funding Fee was paid, as the FMIF could not have funded 
the litigation and LM1M's directors always understood that the MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised by 
providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from 
the Proceedings and by reason of the facts pleaded in paragraphs X44.0 
34(ba), 30C(m) and 37A(b) above; 

(iv) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not otherwise have allowed the 
settlement to occur; 

(v) the amount of $15,546,147.85, being 35% of the overall moneys 
received upon settlement of the Proceedings, was an amount considered 
fair and reasonable by WMS in the WMS report; and 

(vi) the amount of $15,546,147,85 was reasonable, as it fairly recognised the 
contribution made by the MPF to the Proceedings, and the recovery of 
the settlement proceeds of the Proceedings, which would not have been  
recovered without the MPF's contribution in funding the Proceedings;  

(e) having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters, the 
sixth defendant would not have applied all of the proceeds of the settlement 
against the amount owed to LMIM as RE of the FM1F by Bellpac, as this would 
not have reflected the fact that LM1M's directors always understood that the 
MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised by 
providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the 
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Proceedings or the facts pleaded in paragraphs 30C(g) 34jba), 30C(m) and 
37A(b) to (d) above. 

37B. The sixth defendant admits paragraph 37B of the Statement of Claim to the extent of 
the payment of the Litigation Funding Fee pleaded in paragraph 35 above. 

Gentraventions-of-s48-0-and4-82-of-the-Corporations-Aet 

3-8—As-t-e-pafagfaph-3-8-4-the-Sta-teinent-e-f-Glanfir  the-six-tli-defen4a-nt4 

owed the duties alleged to LMEVI; 

(b)—denies-that--these-thities-Wefe-sawed-to-L-MIM-as-1-Z.E-efthe-FMTF-beeausel 

(4)-----the-dlities-VvLefe-ewed-selely-te4theut--Fegafel-te-its-rele-as-RE-ef 
the FMIF; and 

(ii) the statutory duties of officers of a responsible entity of a registered 
scheme are those prescribed in s.601FD of the Act. 

39. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Statement of Claim 
because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 38 above, the first to sixth defendants did 
not ow-e-the-daties-allegefl-46-LMIIVI as RE of the_FMTFI  

if . the  reasons in paragraph above, the  sixth  

defendant exercised his peweFs-and-disehafged-his-dutiesith-the-relevant 
degree of care and diligence; 

(c) LMIM suffered no harm as a result of the decision to pay the Litigation 
Funding Fee to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(d) it was not possible for the MPF to gain an advantage as the MPF is not a 
separate legil entity; 

(e) it was not reasonably LMIM  
a result of the Proceeds Split or the decision to pay the Litigation Funding Fee 
to LMIM as trustee for the MPF because: 

(i) none of the moneys resulting from the settlement of the Proceedings 
was, or ever was to be, payable to LMTh in its own right; 

(ii) fuFther or alternatively: 

(-A)—the-P-reeeeds-Split--and-the-payment-s-fnade--to LMIM an st-ee-ef 
the MPF were not contrary to the FMIF Constitution or duties 
owed by LMTM as RE of the FMIF; 

(B) the ProeeedsLSplit-and-the payments made to LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF were not made without a belief, on the part of LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF, held in good faith, that it was acting in 
aeeerdanee-with-the FMIF Constitution or duties owed by LMIM 
as RE of the FMIF; 
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Aliens; 

(D) in the premises, pursuant to  c1.19.1(a) and  (b) of the FMIF 
Qanstitution.7_ms,414.4_ar.,F,E,._e.f_the-F-m-IF-c-eulkl-ftet-be  liable for any 

any payment made thereunder. 

Claim: 

no breach  of duty; and  

(b) because:  

(4)--the--a-asers-of LMIM re-not-depleted-bsy-the-ametmt-g-the-Settlement 
payment or  the Litigation Funding  Fee;  

(ii) it is  incorrect to allege that the assets of LMIMI-as-RE-of-the-FMLF-were 
depleted, as LMIM received all of the proceeds fl-pm the settlement of 
the Proceedings; 

(iii) any allocation  of the proceeds from the settlement  of the Proceedings  

because:  

(a) for the reasons  pleaded in paragraphs  37A, 38 and  39 above, there was no 
breach  of duty;  

(b) it is not possible for LMIM as RE of  the FMIF-te---suffel.-darnage-in-the 
circumstances alleged, as: 

(i) LMIM received nil of the proceeds from the settlement  of the 

PPeeeedifigsnd 

any allocation  of the proceeds from the settlement  of the Proceedings  
between the two funds did not cause any less-te-be-suffered-by-LMINL 

44.----The--s-ix41+-defendant-denies-the-allegatiefis-in-paragraph-40  of the Statement  of Claim 

because: 

alleged; 

(b) if there were duties owed as alleged, for the reasons  pleaded in paragraphs  37A 

and-3-9-clbeveTthe-r-e--w-as-ne-breaeh-ef-these-EWg-esi 

(c) for the reasons  pleaded in paragraphs  39, 39A and  39B, there was no loss 
suffered  by LMIM. 
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LIVIIM2s-involvement-in-eentr-aventions-by-direeters 

41. The sixth defendant does not admit the allegations  in paragraph  711 of the Statement  of 
Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against  him.  

42,---T-he-six-tli-defendaht-dee-s-net-aflmit-the-allegat-i-ens-ih-pafa,graph-4-2-ef-the-Statement-ef 
because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against him. 

/12A. The sixth defendant does not admit the allegations  in paragraph  i12A of the Statement  
of Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against  him.  

4-2BThe-s-i-x4h-Elef-endant-does-net-afhFfit-the--allegatiens-in-par-agr-apli-42B-ef-the-Stat-emeht 
of Claim, because  the paragraph does not contain any allegations against  him.  

43,---The-shc-th-defendant-dees-net-adm:it-the-allegat-iet+s-in-pafagr-aph-43-ef-the-Statement-ef 
Claim, because  the paragraph does not contain any allegations against  him.  

Contravention of s 601FD of the Corporations Act 

44. The sixth defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Statement of Claim 
and, as to  sull-paragraph (1?), says that the best interests of the members of the FMIF 
are determined by_refereaqt,_amsmg other___tinags.,__W the  p rpose And term of the 
_Lonstitutioa of the  same, in_sarticular clause  29 thereof _which relev_antly  provides 
that: 

(a) nothing  in the Constitutionseatricts  the  RE c_i_i5_...Qqatzei.air es from: 

(i) dealing with itself (as mana2er,_thi-  gee or  mumble  entity  pliznather 
trust or schentej  another cpacly 

(ii) being n_withaidULsinAnmr. 
loogc1_tyof mother_ 

capacitY: 

(iii) in' the same orj,imilar in relation t o an _elher_tnist or 
managed_inYeZment-5nh= 

(b) gll_obliga 'on  s _ of the RE which might otherwise be iliti2lied  by law are 
expressly exe  I 1, ,1 theextent_permi  

45. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Statement of Claim 
because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A and 44  and 39(b),  (c) and  (d)  above, 
there was no breach of duty; and 

(b) on the basis of the case asserted by the plaintiff in paragraph 37A(a) of the 
Statement of Claim, there was no conflict between the interests of the members 
of the FMIF and LMIM within the meaning of s.6011-1)(1)(c) of the Act. 

45M, The sixth defendant  denies the allegations  in paragraph  45AA of the Statement of 

CO because of the matters pleaded in_paragraphs  34(ba) and  30CLinlatoye; 

(b) because to lake the steps alleged inTa_agrapti_r (12)  to (f) would  be in breach  of 
LMTM's duties  as trustee of theMPE 
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(11) beuuse neither LM1114 as RE ofille_FMIF nor PTAL  had any right to insist that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF breach its duties ia that_ capacity_  and  in that 
manner; and  

(d) because it was clear to the directors of LMIM (and it was the fact) that Gmjarat 
would_h_ot have _settled the Proceedings,_ nor entered into and completed the  
Gujarat  contract or y_.quiLof the Deed_ of Release or the Deed of Settlement 
and Release if LMIM as trustee of the MPF bad not been asarty to the Deed of 
Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release and had iL agreed to 
diseo_n_tinae the Proceeditigs; 

) heenuo of the matters_pleaded_  in  paragraph 45AA of the first _defendant's 
defence to 1110._ fifth fuither amended statement of_clitirn.  

Le)_h_e_cauae, in those circumstances, there would have  been no proceeds of 
settlement of the Proceedings to be paid to LMIM as RE of the FMIF;  

a_ixas the terms of cjgti 29 of the FMIF Contitilutiolt  permitted LMIM_ lu 
have reprd to the interests_of both funds_nndeaLwithitself.according 

45AB. The sixth defendanidenies the allegations_nuaramph_45AB of the SABLCMCnt of 

(sa  because of the matters_ple.aded  in_ParAgranlis,34(ha) and 30Q(Julabovcand 

(h).__heemat_tolake the ago alleged in •arap,rskhs_(b1 to_(t) wo.uhaeinigeach_ of 
LIAIWI'_s duties as.  trustee of the_MPF; 

(c) because of the matters pleaded in mural 45AA above, 

45A. The sixth defendant s_to elettleto the allegations in paragraph 45A of the Statement of 
Claim ltoottuat: 

(aft) admits that the first to sixth defendants cause the Settlement payment to he 
made to LMIM as tru tee  of th- PF 

(a) therwjse denies the aljgtions because: 

(i) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A and 44, 39(b), (c) and (d) and 
39A(b) above, there was no breach of duty; 

(ii) by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 37(h) above, LMThil as 
RE of the FMIF received all that it was entitled to as first registered 
mortgagee of the Property under the Deed of Priority; and 

(iii) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 37(1)  and_45AA arid 45_above. 

45B. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 45B of the Statement of Claim 
and says they are untrue because, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A_4445, 
45AA, 45A11, and  45A, 39(b), (c) and (d) and 39B(b) above, there was no breach of 
duty and no loss suffered by LMIM. 

46. The sixth defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Statement of Claim 
and says they are untrue because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A_and_44, 39(b), (c) and (d) and /I0(b) 
and (c) above, there was no breach of duty and no loss suffered by LMIM; 
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(b) further or alternatively, the statement of claim discloses no basis for the award 
of damages at general law against any of the defendants.  

46A In the alternative to paragraph 46 above, if the sixth defendant is liable to pay to the 
plaintiff compensation under s 1317H of the Act (which is denied), then the amount of 
compensation should be no more than:  

(A) the difference between the amount of the Litigation Funding Fee and an 
amount that is an appropriate share of the proceeds of the settlement of the 
Proceedings, reflecting the facts pleaded in paragraphs 22, 24, 30C, 30D, 33, 
34(a), 34(b), 34(f), 34(j), 35, 37 and 37A above, the risks and complexities of 
the Proceedings and the additiorial risks taken on by LMIM as trustee of the  
MPF in funding the Proceedings and giving an undertaking as to damages in 
the Bellpac Proceedings, such amount being more than just its contributions to  
funding costs of and associated with the Proceedings and interest thereon., 

Lb) alternatively to (a), the difference between the amount of the Litigation 
Funding Fee less the amount of its total contributions to funding costs of and 
associated with the Proceedings and interest thereon.   
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4414-e,--444411=o4-o444otw48o of thot+144)ga4iot 

52. The sixth defendant do 

r 

Additional  Defences under-Parts--5a-q-9.413-anE1-9-5-oftlie-Aet 

Th sixth dcfc±ut d8 t=itti4t4F-41 

GIM4rtitt€4414,804140=p0t 

owle=444-44 

, all in circumstances where 

55. Further as to the allegations that the sixth defendant contravened s.601FD(1) s.180(1) 
of the Act, the sixth defendant says that he did not breach his duties under that 
subsection because: 

(a) in executing the Deed Poll and thereby making, permitting or directing the 
Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMHVI as trustee for the MPF, he made a 
business judgment; 

(b) the business judgment was made in good faith and for a proper purpose, in that: 

(i) the Litigation Funding Fee was intended to appropriately compensate 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF for the risks it had assumed in funding the 
litigation in circumstances where the FMIF was unable to do so (being 
the risks referred to in paragraph 37A(b)(ii)(A) above), and in providing 
an undertaking as to damages in the Bellpac Proceedings €thtl—i44  

LMIM as RE of the FMIF was unable to do so; 

(ii) LMIM's directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF 
with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings, 
particulars of which are set out at paragraph 30C(k)(ii) above; 

(iii) the sixth defendant relies on the matters pleaded in paragraphs 30C(g),,. 
30C(m) and 30H(1)(vi) and (vii) above; 

(c) he did not have a material personal interest in making, permitting or directing 
the Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(d) he informed himself about the Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF, and in particular: 
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(i) obtained and considered the Aliens Advic; the Monaghan Advice and 
the Monaghan Oral Advice prior to executing the Deed Poll; 

(ii) obtained and considered the WMS Report prior to executing the Deed 
Poll; 

(iii) obtained, considered and relied on further advice provided to him by 
David Monaghan to the effect that it was not necessary to document the 
funding arrangement between the FM1F and the MPF, other than by 
referring to it in the Deed Poll; 

Particulars 

The advice was contained in the following emails: 

I. email from David Monaghan to Grant Fischer and Simon 
Tickner sent 20 August 2010 at 9:29am [FMIF.200.009.8973]; 

2. email from David Monaghan to Simon Tickner sent 31 August 
2010 at 3:44pm [FMIF.100.003.2096]; 

3. email from David Monaghan to multiple recipients including 
Simon Tickner sent 24 November 2010 at 12:19pm 
[FMIF.100.003.4246]; and 

4. email from David Monaghan to Lisa Darcy and Simon Tickner 
sent 1 December 2010 at 5:49pm [FMIF.100.003.4665]; 

5. at least one discussion between the sixth defendant, the second 
defendant and David Monaghan preceding the latter email, in 
which the appropriate rate for litigation funding was discussed 
and Mr Monaghan was instructed to make enquiries about 
commercial rates; 

(e) in light of the information received and considered by the sixth defendant, the 
sixth defendant rationally believed that the judgment he made was in the best 
interests of LMIM, including in its capacities aa RE of the FM1F and the 
members thereof trustee of the MPF; 

(ea) he also relies on the fact pleaded in paragraph 34(e)(iii) above:. 

(1) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (ea), pursuant to s.180(2) of the Act the sixth 
defendant's belief that the judgment was in the best interests of LMIM taken 
to be was  rational and reasonable unless the belief is one that no reasonable 
person in his position would hold (which it is not); 

(g) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (f), pursuant to s.180(2) of thc Act the sixth 
defendant met, or is taken to have met and reasonably and appropriately  
discharged, his duties to exercise his power and discharge his duties with the  
degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they 
were in the sixth defendant's position (as that expression is used within the 
meaning of s.601FD(1)(b) the requirements of s.180(1) of the Act. 

56. Further or alternatively, should the Court find, contrary to the matters pleaded above, 
that the sixth defendant contravened any-of ss180(1), 182(1) or s.601FD(1) of the Act 
as alleged in the Statement of Claim, then: 
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(a) the sixth defendant acted honestly in making, permitting or directing the 
Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 

(b) the sixth defendant acted in good faith;  

(c) the sixth defendant acted after he had made an independent assessment of the 
information and advice, which included:  

(i) reading and considering the Aliens Advice, the Monaghan Advice, the 
Monaghan Oral Advice and the WMS Report; 

(ii) making enquiries of David Monaghan as to the appropriateness of 
proceeding without a formal agreement in place other than the Deed  
Poll and considering his advice:. 

Particulars  

The enquiries were contained in the following emails:  

( 1. email from SiMon Tickner to David Monaghan sent 30 August 
2010 at 9:34am [FMLF.100.003.2096];  

email from Simon Tickner to David Monaghan sent 31 August 
2010 at 3:49pm [FMIF.100.003.20961; 

3. email from Simon Tickner to David Monaghan sent 21 October 
2010 at 12:52pm [FMIF.100.003.0603]; and 

4. email from Simon Tickner to Eghard van der Hoven and David 
Monaghan sent 22 November 2010 at 3:56pm 
IFMIF.100.002.9885].  

Lo.1 tile  _sixtildrauslantdid_uot receivralayimmileaufa fronkthe.division_ofthe 
aettlement_procetds_between the FMIF and tke_MPFi  

(6) _the _sixtbstefeindant_mts_awarelte ad_r_aiscsLihe 
prop DrstamaD 
with the auditors of LAIN as RE  of the_aelaartak_auditsita had 11Q1,19111C 
sixth oratlLinformed ILhaform dant or_LKIM  
that  in_theirien the rosa1 ought_not occur  or should_be reconsidered; 

(QC) _11(/ otheLuersoh, iucluding_WMS, Aliens,  Monaghan and the members  of the 
complianet_committee of LMIM, had informed the _sixth defendant nor  to  his 
knowledge or  At all,  that the proDosat ought _1201 mot or t_asza.  
recons idered; 

(d) having regard to all of the circumstances of the case pleaded above (but 
particularly those matters pleaded in paragraphs 40G(t) 3A(ba), 30C(m), 
30H(1),  33, 34, 37A and 55), the sixth defendant ought fairly to be excused for 
any contravention; 

(e) in the premises pleaded in (a) to  (4) and (b), the sixth defendant seeks an order 
pursuant to s.1317S(2) of the Act, or s.1318(1) of the Act, or both, relieving 
him wholly or partly from any liability to which he would otherwise be subject. 

57. In relying en the infefmatien-and-adviee-referfed-te4n-peragitap11-5-5(4)-ahevei-the 
sixth defendant acted: 
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(a) in good faith; and  

(b)—aftehe-had-mede-an-independent-assessment-ef-the-infermation-and-adviee3  
which included: 

(i) reading and considering  the Aliens  Adviee, the Monaghan Advice and  
the  WMS Report;  

(ii) making enquiries of David Monaghan as to the appropriateness of 
proceeding  without a formal agrcemeFit  in place other  than the Deed 
Poll and considering  his advice;  

Partieu  

The enquiries were contained  in the following cmails:  

1. email from Simon Tickner  to David Monaghan sent  30 August  
2010 at 9:31am  TMIF.100.003.20961;  

2. email frem Simon Tickner  to David Monaghan sent  31 August  
2010 at 3:19pm  [FMIF.100.003.2096];  

3. email from Simon Tickner to David Monaghan sent 21 October 
2010 at  12:52pm {FMIF.100.003.0603}; and  

4. email from Simon Ticluler to Eghard van der Hoven and David 
Menaglian—sent---22.--Neveniber-204-0--,at--3÷56pni 
fFMIF,I-G0,002-8S6j, 

defendant's reliance on the information and advice referred  to in paragraph  55(d) is 
taken  to be was  reasonable unless the contrary  is proved.  
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Signed: 

Dated: 4 MarchS0 

Description: Solicitors for the sixth defendant 

This pleading was settled by Mr K A Barlow QC and Mr G Coveney of Counsel. 

NOTICE AS TO REPLY 

You have fourteen days within which to file and serve a Reply to this Defence. If you do 
not do so, you may be prevented from adducing evidence in relation to allegations of fact 
made in this Defence. 
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1. The plaintiff adopts the: 

(a) admissions made in paragraphs 1, 3, 4, 4A, _15_, 9-,- 14, 15, 16, 22, 2-6(t);  240, 30(a) 
an-E1-3-2 and 37B of the Defence; 

(b) the definitions used in the Third Second  Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim 
dated 17 June 2015 7 November 2016 (IFASOC) ftttli.14_2_6pril 2019 
WFASOC). and the Defence (unless the contrary intention is expressed). 

2. As to paragraph 2 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admissions therein; in . . , , - , - 

(b) admits subparagraphs a =1(1)1i 

(c) does not admit subparagraph(c) _on the basis that the reference to "other similar tertiary 
qualification" is vague and, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as 
to the truth or falsity of th allegations.  

(d) as to subparagraph (a), adopts the admission the first defendant became a director of 
LMIM on 31 January 1997 but says he ceased being a director on 9 January 2015;  

(e) as to subparagraph (e), in so far as the reference to 30 September 2007 is intended to be 
a reference to 30 September 2012, adopts the admission. 

2A. As to paragraph 2A of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits subparagraphs (a)  t].(1(e),; 

(b) otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations.  

2B. As to paragraph 2B of the Defence. the plaintiff does not admit the matters alleged on the  
basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegation.  

3. As to paragraph 5 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admission in subparagraph (a); 

(b) says that "GPC Bellambi Pty Ltd" ACN 101 713 017 changed its name to "Bellpac Pty 
Ltd" on 11 August 2013; 

(c) further says that the first defendant executed the FMIF Bellpac Lean Agreement on 
behalf of LMIM as RE admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (b); 

(d) loins issue with subparagraph (c). 

4,---,4s-te-paragr-aph-6-ef-the-Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admission in subparagraph (a); 

(b) repeats and relies on paragraph 6 of the 2FASC and paragraph 3 of this Reply. 
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5. As to paragraph 7 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) adopts the admission therein;  

.admits that the land that comprised the Property was identified in full in the 
schedule to the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement and in annexure A to  
mortgage 9481438R; 

(iii) says that the definition of "Property" at paragraph 7(a) of the a5FASOC 
includes the land referred to at subparagraph (c); 

(iv) says the PTAL Mortgage is comprised of mortgage numbered 9481438R and 
Book 4382 No 489 each registered in the New South Wales Land and 
Property Information in favour of PTAL;  

adopts the admission at subparagraph (b); 

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (c); 

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (d); 

is not required to plead to subparagraph (e);  

says the PTAL Mortgage is comprised of merte,age numbered 9181138R and-Boek 
/1382 No 189 each registered in the New South Wales Land and Property Information in 
favour of PTAL;  

Gays the PTAL Charge is comprised of the fixed and floating charge formerly registered 
with ASIC as charge number 931111; 

(h) Gays the PTAL Mortgage and PTAL Charge were each granted by Bellpac to PTAL; 

(i) Gays a copy of the PTAL Mortgage and PTAL Charge were provided to the first 
defendant's selieitef3-eri-1.--1-May.-20-1-5. 

6. As to paragraph 8 of the Defence, the plaintiff adopts the admissions thereinrther: 

(a) em.ysin relation to subparagraph (a) thet: 

(i) the ocument in subparagraph (a)(ii) f the Dcfe ez is in fact ate 13 February 
2 04 and is separate document t that referred t at subparagraph (a)(i) of the 
Defence; 

(ii) thc document refl.:I-red to in su paragraph (a)(iv) was n t exec-utod-on behalf of 
B al : " • 

(iii) says that the "Variation Deed" referred to in subparagraph (a)(viii): • 

(A) war alce aneautocirrbolelitrlf e eitt (Australia Pty 
w Pty Ltd, Great Pacific Capital Limitc -and GRC N  

(Bulli) Pty Ltd; and 

(B) contains a Facility Agreement at Annexure A which was separately 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, PTAL and LMIM as RE; 
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(iv) otherwise admits that the FM1F Bellpac Loan Agreement was varied pursuant 
to the instruments referred to therein; 

(b) says the first defendant executed each of the documents referred to in subparagraph (a) 
of the Defence on behalf of LMIN/1; 

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (b). 

7. As to paragraph 9 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission contained therein; 

(b) admits that the first defendant executed the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement on behalf of 
LM1M in its capacity as trustee of the MPF.  

8. As to paragraph 10 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admission in subparagraph (a); 

(b) says admits that the first defendant executed the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement on 
behalf of LMINI in its capacity  as trustee for the MPF. 

9. As to paragraph 11 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits the plaintiff produced to the first defendant the documents described in 
subparagraph (a); 

(b) says the MPF Mortgage is comprised of the mortgage bearing dealing no. AB211547W 
referred to in subparagraph (a)(i); 

(c) further says the MPF Charge is comprised of the fixed and floating charge referred to in 
subparagraph (a)(ii) formerly registered with ASIC as charge number 1327826; 

(d) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at subparagraph 5(a)(iii) above; 

(ii) admits subparagraph (i):  

(iii) admits subparagraph GO;  

(e) admits subparagraph (c); 

(0 admits fieniaa subparagraph (d)  
says that the Certificate of Entry of Charge lodged  

(g) joins issue with subparagraph (e). 

10. As to paragraph 12 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits it produced to the first defendant the document referred to in subparagraph (a) 
ut says it is in -faet-cntiticd "Pri rity Deed"; 

(b) as t subparagraph (b), admits that eiansc 8 -oeph.tains -the test s1'lre€1-1344# says that thc 
effect of the el use is accurately leaded at arag.raph 14( ) f thc 2FASOC;  
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(c) as to subparagraph (c),  ,,-,aya admits that the first defendant and the second defendant 
executed the Priority Deed on behalf of LMIM in its capacity  as RE for the FMIF and 
LMIM in its capacity as trustee for the MPE, 

(d) joins issue with subparagraph (d). 

11. As to paragraph 17 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits it produced to the first defendant the document in subparagraph (a) but says the 
document is dated 21 October 2004; 

(b) says that this document is the LASA; 

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (b). 

12. As to paragraph 18 of the Defence, the plaintiff adopts the achnissions_therein_and further: 

(a) admits the agreements which amended the LASA comprised of the documents referred 
to p1.i:iff prcdcd tc th tdfdt tho dcct in subparagraph (a)  
ther the eopy of thc document produced entitled "Access Liceficc 13el1pac N . 1  
C Iliery" (referred t in subparagraph (aXv)) has n t been executed n behalf f 
Coalfield(); 

(b) says the letter referred to in subparagraph (a)(vi) was also addressed to Coalfields; 

(d) joins issue with subparagraph (b). 

13. As to paragraph 19 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);  

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) admits the matters alleged; and 

says that the allegation is embarrassing as it fails to identify the "aspects of the 
dispute" (if any) which it alleges to be relevant to the dispute;  

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (c).  

14. As to paragraph 20 of the Defence, the plaintiff a_dopts the adnaissions therein_anstfuttlier 

(a) admits the settlement deeds comprised of the documents referred to it prod  
first defendaet the document referred to in subparagraph (a); 

(b) says that these u cnts arc the Settle cat ccds: 

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (b). 

15. As to paragraph 21 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) admits the matters alleged;  
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says that the interest of LMIM as trustee of the MPF in the dispute was as lender 
under the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement, as registered mortgagee under the MPF  
Mortgage with second ranking priority pursuant to the Deed of Priority and as  
registered charge under the MPF Charge; 

ii) says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF also had an interest in how the dispute was 
resolved. 

(b) adopts the admission at subparagraph (b):  

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (c).  

16. As to paragraph 22 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);  

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) as to subparagraph (i):  

(A) admits that the Bellpac Proceeding was commenced by LMIM and Bellpac 
against Gujarat by summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales on or around 7 July 2009; 

(B) does not admit that the Bellpac Proceeding was originally commenced by 
LMIM in its capacity as trustee for the MPF because the description of the  
party in the Bellpac proceedings was "LMIM" and it does not identify in  
what capacity LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings and having  
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations;  

(ii) admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (ii);  

(iii) admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (iii);  

(iv) adopts the admission at subparagraph (iv);  

(c) admits subparagraph (c); 

(d) admits subparagraph (d); 

(e) is not required to plead to subparagraph (e).  

17. As to paragraph 22A of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

does not admit that the claims being pursued by LMIM and PTAL in the Bellpac 
proceedings were being brought in LM1M's capacity as trustee for the MPF on 
the basis that, haying made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the 
truth or falsity of the allegation:  

(n) admits that the Bellpac proceedings were complex claims against third parties for 
a range of relief including the matters alleged;  

(b) does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (b) on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

,,, r41-HC)C5-; . • 
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(c) as to subparagraph (c) does not admit the dates on which Aliens were the solicitors 
retained to act to protect LMIM's various interests in the Proceedings, the capacity in 
which LMIM retained Aliens or the scope of its retainer on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(d) as to subparagraph (d) does not admit the dates from which Verekers Lawyers was  
retained by LMIM to act to protect its various interests in the Proceedings, the capacity 
in which LMIM retained Verekers Lawyers or the scope of its retainer on the basis that,  
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the  
allegations., 

(e) does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (e), on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(f) does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (f) because the allegation is vague 
and, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations;  

ff_al admits sub ami_(_jm1,21"a •  

(fb) denies subparagraph (fb) on the basis that: 

by email dated 3 June 2008  IFKIF.049 006.01821, prior to the commencement of 
the Proceed' gs, Aliens stated to Mr Monaghan,  inter alia:  

" Notwithstandkgi the difficulties identified above in predicting  the orders which 
might be made in the context of any challen_ge to the settlement deed, we do not 
consider that any orders will o_perate to invalidate the  consolidated coal lease 
granted by the NSW Government in favour of Gujarat NRE Minerals Limited.  
That lease is not an agreement sought to he attacked by Be1lyaqfl Ltdjthrogh 

y l'quidato ) and is not even an agreement to which Bellpac is a party or in 
respect of which BelApac can claim to have any relevant interest" 

"Irrespective, we doubt that a Court would be prepared  to require the performance 
of the Remediation Licence Deed by means of an order for specific performance 
or a mandatory injunction. That is because the Remediation Licence Deed is 
unlikely to be considered by a court as an agreement in the nature of that which 
equjtytjlLprotect by repuirin performance,"  

(iiithe email of 3 June 2008 provided advice as to the position of LMIM in the event 
that the existing settlement deed was set aside, not LMIM's prospects of success 
in the Proceedings (which had not_yet commenced); 

(iii) by letter of advice dated 21 November 2008 2MIF.049.008.00581, being  the 
letter referred to at 22Affa)(viii) of the Defence, Aliens advised 
that the Remediation Licence Deed had likely terminated by the effluxion of time 
and said further:  

"For those reasons on its face it appears that the Remediation Licence Deed has  
terminated by the effluxion of time. The deed is silent as to the extent of any  
accrued rights of the parties arising from a breach of the Remediation Licence  
Deed which occurred prior to its termination. Ho_w_eva_m•  the ordinary course. we  
would not expect any such accrued rights to be lost upon the expiration of the  
agreement. If that is correct based on the facts of which we are presently aware.  
Bellpac ought be entitled to require the performance by Gujarat of the  
obligations contained in the Remediation Licene Deed or to recover the  
monetary loss.arising_from any failure by G_ujarat to perform those obligations."  
(emphasis added)  

FiNf 1)0(:.S 17: 
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(fc) as to subparagraph (fc):  

repeatsrelies upon the matters pIeded atsubgayagraph.fal_aboye; 

(ii)_ says that LM1M issued a notice of default, issued a notice of exercise of power of 
sale and commenced the Bellpac Proceedj gtoe.iiforce the PTAL Mort a e• 

(iii) otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis the alleakm is I/Aye and,  
having made reasonable en  uiries  it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity_d 
the allegations;  

(g) as to subparagraph (g), admits that the first defendant was a recipient of the email 
communications listed therein save that:  

(i) the email referred to at subparagraph (g)(i) to the first defendant is titnestamped 
9:10am and the reply sent by the first defendant was dated 10:12am;  

Perfeffeti-toperrogpop14=6&)(4* 

it does not know and does not admit the emails referred to at subparagraphs 
27(b)(ii)(T) and (W), those emails not having been disclosed to the Plaintiff, on 
the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the 
truth or falsity of the allegations;  

v) it says that the email referred to at subparagraph 27(b)(ii)(EE) was sent by Mr 
Monaghan; 

(h) as to subparagraph (h):  

(i) admits that the emails particularised therein were to the effect alleged;  

(ii) does not admit whether such an undertaking was provided by LMIM "on its own 
behalf' or "on behalf of the other plaintiffs" on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations:  

(i) does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (i) on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(j) says further in relation to subparagraph (i) that even if the first defendant had the beliefs 
alleged (which is not admitted) he was still req_uired to exercise his powers as a director 
consistently with:  

(i) his duty to act in the interests of members of the FMIF in accordance with 
section 60IFD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 ("the Act");  

(ii) the duty of LMINI to act in the interests of members of the FM1F in accordance 
with section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act.  

18. As to paragraph 24 of the Defence, the -plaintiff':  

(a) as to subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c):  

(i) admits the matters alleged;  

(ii) says the funding was provided in the manner pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 
a5FASOC:  
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(b) as to subparagraph (d): 

as to subparagraph (i), admits that PTAL did not become a party to the Bellpac 
proceedings until 30 November 2009;  

(ii) denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the Proceedings could have 
alternatively been funded by LMIM as RE of the FMIF utilising funds which 
could have been received from LMIM as trustee of the MPF in the form of 
amounts payable by the latter to the former comprising,. 

(A) Loans assigned by LMIM as RE of the FMIF to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF, being described as the "Albassit", "KPG 13th  Beach" and "Lifestyle" 
loans ("the Assigned Loans) for a total of $36.6m of which between 
$31m and $33,513,345 remained payable as at July 2009;  

Particulars 

(1) The Assigned Loans were assigned on or about 28 August 2008 for 
approximately $33,513,345.00.  

(2) As to March 2010, the balance of those loans was approximately 
$31m.  

(3) As at 31 December 2010, the balance of those loans was 
approximately $20.2m.  

(B) An assignment of debt/management fee receivable of $5.1, which related 
to an assignment of debt from LM Administration Pty Ltd to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF, 

such that, as at 30 June 2009, LMIM as trustee of the MPF owed to LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF approximately $41.745m  

(c) as to subparagraph (e):  

(i) admits that LMIM as trustee for the MPF funded the other costs referred to;  

(ii) says that the said costs associated with the Proceedings were funded in the 
manner pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 45FASOC:  

(iii) does not admit the total amounts of such costs on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations; 

(d) admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (f); 

(e) as to subparagraph (g):  

(i) says that the plaintiff does not plead at paragraph 24 of the 15FASOC that the 
funding was provided pursuant to the Deed of Priority;  

(n) otherwise joins issue with the matters alleged; 

(f) as to subparagraph (h):  

(i) as subparagraph (i):  

LNED0C s cu .' 
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(A) admits that a purpose of LMIM as trustee of the MPF funding the 
Proceedings (as pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 35FASOC) was to enable 
LMIM to continue to prosecute the Proceedings for the benefit of both the 
FMIF and the MPF;  

(B) says that as second mortgagee, LMIM as trustee of the MPF stood to 
benefit from the proceeds of the Proceedings only if the said proceeds  
were sufficient to fully discharge the amounts secured by the PTAL 
Mortgage and the PTAL Charge which had first priority under the Deed of 
Priority;  

(C) otherwise denies the matters alleged on the basis that the true state of 
affairs was as pleaded at paragraphs 24 and 33(b) of the a5FASOC, 

• (ii) as to subparagraph (ii), does-not-atlittit  dente_s_aLmitm that there was any such 
understanding as alleged 

(g) As to docz not Odmit subparagraph (i):  

(i) _s_aytlaLt as at the date of the Settlement paymrit, the amount of funding 
provided was approximately_$1,950,421,69; 

*nits the invoices particularised  

(iii) does not admit that the invoices particularised at subparagrap_hs_ai)(Q, (K), 
(L) or (N) related in whole or part to /.he_Proceedings on the basis that, having 
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsi_ty of the 
allegations;  

(iv) otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that the allegation at 
subparagraph is vague and having_ made reasonable enquiries, it remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations:, 

(h) as to subparagraph (i): 

(i) repeats and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 22A(h) and 27(viii) of 
the Defence;  

(ii) admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to provide an undertaking as to 
damages in the Bellpac proceedings; 

(iii) does not admit whether such an undertaking was provided by LMIM "on behalf 
of the plaintiffs" on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains  
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(iv) does not admit that LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the $1.3m 
payment to Coalfields on settlement on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;  

(i) joins issue with subparagraph (k). 

19. As to paragraph 25 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits it produced to the first defendant the document referred to in subparagraph (a) 
but says this document is undated; 

• 
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(b) as to subparagraph (b), says admits it also produced to the first defendant a copy of a 
handwritten typed document entitled "Heads of Agreement" dated 9 November 2010; 
and 

(c) says it has also produced to the first defendant a copy of  a typed document entitled 
"Gujarat / Williams proceedings"; 

(d) further says that these three documents comprise the Mediation Heads of Agreement 

(e) does not admit subparagraph (c) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it  
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(f) joins issue with subparagraph (d).  

20. As to paragraph 26 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a); 

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) admits the matters alleged; 

(ii) says that the terms on which the parties ultimately settled were as pleaded at 
paragraph 28 of the a5FASOC:  

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (c).  

21. As to paragraph 27 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);  

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) as to subparagraph (i):  

(A) admits that the terms documented by the Deed of Release, the Deed of 
• Settlement and Release and the Gujarat Contract were different to the 

settlement proposal set out in the Mediation Heads of Agreement;  

(B) says that the reference to "substantially different" is vague;  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):  

(A) s n t kn w and d C8 a t a !nit the entaila rcfciTcd t at-subparaera ha 

Plot  
uneerttin-at-to-t-itelftali-er-fahit-v-of-the-alle...ations- 

(B) says that the email rcferred to at subparagraph 27(b-)fii4(E-F-) was sent by 
Mr Monaghan: 

(C) othetwioo admits that the first defendant was the recipient of the email 
communications listed therein; 

(iii) does not admit subparagraph (iii) on the basis that. having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(iv) admits subparagraph (iv); 

LiNE 
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(v) does not admit subparagraph (v) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(vi) denies subparagraph (vi) on the basis that LMIM as RE of the FMIF could have 
caused a payment to Coalfields to be made by calling upon LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF to pay further amounts due pursuant to the transactions referred to at 
paragraph 18(b)(ii) above;  

(vii) admits subparagraph (vii); 

(viii) does not admit subparagraph (viii) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation.  

22. As to paragraph 28 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a), admits it produced to the first defendant the Deed of Release, 
the Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujarat Contract; 

(b) as to subparagraph (b): 

(i) admits subparagraph (i); 

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii), admit that the recitals to the Deed of Release contained 
references to the matters alleged; 

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that, by the references to PTAL, which 
acted as custodian for the FMIF and on the basis that clause 22 of the instrument 
identified that LMIM entered into it in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, the 
references in the Deed of Release to LMIM could only have been references to 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF;  

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv): 

(A) denies the matters alleged for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 34(b)(ii) of 
the 45FASOC that the agreement of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not 
required in order for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to perform its obligations  
under the Deed of Release;  

(B) says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled as first mortgagee to take 
the steps referred to therein;  

(C) says that LMIM pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and LMIM's  
directors (including the first defendant) pursuant to section 601FD(1)(c) of 
the Act were required to give priority to the interests of the FMIF over the 
interests of MPF to the extent of any conflict between them; 

(v) as to subparagraph (v): 

(A) admits that the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL;  

(B) says that execution of the Deed of Release by PTAL was sufficient to bind 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF in relation to the property of the FMIF which 
was subject to the Deed of Release;  

(C) denies as untrue that it was unnecessary for LMIM to also execute the 
Deed of Release in its capacity as RE of the FMIF on the basis that the 
counterparties to the Deed of Release had an interest in obtaining certainty 

HNFocr,-,:s 
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that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was fully bound by the terms of the Deed of 
Release.  

(vi) denies subparagraph (vi) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraphs (i) to (v) 
above. 

(c) dees-net admits subparagraph (c)  
rcmains uncertain as t thc truth r fal: _  

(d) as to subparagraph (d):  

(i) admits subparagraph (i):  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii), admit that the recitals to the Deed of Settlement and 
Release contained references to the matters alleged;  

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that, on its proper construction, by the 
reference in the Deed of Settlement and Release to PTAL being a signatory of the 
instrument, which acted as custodian of the FMIF and on the basis that clause 19 
of the instrument identified that LM1M entered into it in its capacity as RE of the 
FMIF ,the references in the Deed of Settlement and Release to LMIM could only 
have been a reference to LMIM as RE of the FMIF;  

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):  

(A) denies the matters alleged on the basis that the agreement of LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF was not required in order for LMIM as RE for the 
FMIF to perform its obligations under the Deed of Settlement and Release;  

(B) says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled as first mortgagee to take 
the steps referred to therein; 

(C) says that LMIM pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and LMIM 's  
directors (including the first defendant) pursuant to section 601FD(1)(c) of 
the Act were required to give priority to the interests of the FMIF over the 
interests of MPF to the extent of any conflict between them;  

(v) as to subparagraph (v):  

(A) admits that the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by PTAL; 

(B) says that execution of the Deed of Release by PTAL was sufficient to bind 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF in relation to the property of the FMIF which 
was subject to the Deed of Settlement and Release; 

(C) denies as untrue that it was unnecessary for LMIM to also execute the 
Deed of Settlement and Release in its capacity as RE of the FMIF on the 
basis that the counterparties to the Deed of Release had an interest in 
obtaining certainty that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was fully bound by the 
terms of the Deed of Release;  

(vi) denies subparagraph (vi) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraphs (i) to (v) 
above:  

(e) €14*@rfte4 admits_ subparagraph (ej 

(f) as to subparagraph (f):  
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(i) admits subparagraph (i);  

(ii) admits subparagraph (ii);  

(iii) adopts the admission at subparagraph (iii);  

(g) as to subparagraph (2):  

(i) admits subparagraph (i);  

(ii) does not admit subparagraph (ii) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(h) joins issue with subparagraph (h).  

23. As to paragraph 29 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a); 

(b) admits subparagraph (b); 

(c) admits subparagraph (c);  

(d) admits 
subparagraph (d);  

(e) joins issue with subparagraph (e).  

24. As to paragraph 30A of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) admits subparagraph (a);  

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) admits that the email of 6 December 2010, among other thing, requested that 
WMS advise what further information WMS required in addition to the 
information contained in the email to provide an advice and requested that WMS 
provide Monaghan with an estimate of WMS's fees to provide the advice; 

(ii) says that the email also provided comprehensive information about the proposed 
split of the proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings; 

(iii) says that the effect of the email was as pleaded at paragraph 30A of the 
;5FASOC; 

(c) as to paragraph (c):  

(i) admits that Mr Monaghan communicated with one or more representatives of 
WMS:  

(A) by telephone on 3 December 2010;  

(B) in person on 7 December 2010;  

(C) by email on 9 December 2010;  

(D) by telephone on 14 December 2010;  

RNFDC,CS r,r0 
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(E) by email on 21 December 2010;  

(F) in person and by email on 4 March 2011; 

(ii) does not admit the content of the telephone calls or personal attendances on the 
basis that, haying made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth 
or falsity of the allegations;  

(d) admits subparagraph (d); 

(e) admits  subparagraph (a 

25. As to paragraph 30B of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) admits subparagraph (a); 

(b) admits subparagraph (b); 

(c) does not admit subparagraph (c) on the basis that, haying made reasonable enquiries, 
they remain uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

26. As to paragraph 30C of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) adopts the admission contained therein; 

does not admit whether the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed 
of Settlement and Release were in their final form in existence as at the date of 
the instructions on the basis that, haying made reasonable enquiries, it remains  
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(b) as to subparagraph (b): 

(i) adopts the admission contained therein; 

(ii) admits that, at the date of the emails dated 6 December 2010, 14 March 2011 and 
17 March 2011, whether or not a settlement would take place and the ultimate 
structure of any settlement between LMIM and Gujarat had not been finalised 
and were the subject of continuing discussions and negotiations between the 
parties to the Proceedings which were conducted until in or about mid-June 2011;  

(c) as to subparagraph (c): 

(i) as to subparagraph (i), admits that at the date of the emails dated 6 December 
2010, 14 March 2011 and 17 March 2011, whether or not a settlement would take 
place and the ultimate structure of any settlement between LMIM and Gujarat 
had not been finalised and were the subject of continuing discussions and 
negotiations between the parties to the Proceedings which were conducted until  
in or about mid-June 2011; 

(ii) admits its4e subparagraph (ii): 

(A)  

(B) ;as that pursu nt t sccti s 1FC(1)(c) and 60-1-FC(3) eft-t, where  
an t the extent t which there was any c nfliet between- 414c interests f 
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.C.)—r-e-peat-s-ailti-felie-s--upett-the-ploo--ot-potogForit-343G03)fii)-of--the--1-F-k-SGG 

Cuiarat Contraet on the baoia that, having made roaaonablo unquiri c, it 

fitia.itapork.14e4144eget-ie  

(iia) as to subparagraph (iia):  

(A) admits that only $10m of the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceeding§ 
were allocated to the contract for sale of the Property;  

(B) admits that the sale was part of an overall settlement of the Proceeding; 

(C) otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis they are vague and, 
having_ made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or 
falsity of the allegations; 

admits Eletties subparagraph (iii) 
ei4e.oe4eprefareplit=2.2444=of-t-lte=13efeclee; 

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) as untrue and repeats and relies upon its response above 
to paragraph 28 of the Defence; 

denies that LMIMas trustee for the MPF wa entity that a 
amount of_$25 Q00 as it is untrue because LMIM as_RE for the FMIF could have 
funded the payment for the reasons detailed in subparagraph  18fb,)(1 above and 
otherwise does not admit subparagraph (v) on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations; 

(yi) as to subparagraph (vi), denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to 
or would have taken the steps alleged therein because:  

(A) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not have withheld such consent: 

(1) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph (ii) above; 

(2) because none of the matters alleged in the Defence created a 
requirement for consent by LMIM as trustee for the MPF in order 
for LMIM as RE of the FMIF or PTAL to perform their obligations 
under the documents pleaded at subparagraph 30C(b)(i);  

(B) neither the directors nor LMIM would have caused LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF to take those steps, because doing so would have constituted a breach 
of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act;  
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(vii) as to subparagraph (vii):  

(A) denies subparagraph (A) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded at 
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) hereof, LMIM would not have withheld its  
consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings on the terms  
pleaded at paragraph 30C(b)(i) of the ;5FASOC in a way which gave 
priority to the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests of 
members of the FMIF; 

(B) denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded at 
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) hereof, LMIM would not have caused or 
permitted LMIM as RE of the FMIF to be exposed to the risks alleged; 

(C) denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded at 
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi), there was no requirement for consent by LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF in order for LMEV1 as RE of the FMIF or PTAL to 
perform their obligations under the documents referred to at paragraph 
30C(b)(i) of the 45FASOC; 

(d) as to subparagraph (d), adopts the admission contained therein and further: 

(i) does not admit subparagraph (i) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii): 

(A) does not admit subparagraphs (A) and (B) on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations;  

(B) denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that, by failing to instruct Aliens to  
consider or have regard to the terms of the Deed of Priority, there was a  
risk that Aliens' advice would not address the critical issue of the rights of 
LMIM as RE of the FM1F to retain the entirety of the proceeds of the 
settlement of the Proceedings;  

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that: 

(A) it repeats and relies u_pon its response above to paragraph 22A of the 
Defence; and 

(B) it was important in seeking advice as to how to address the conflict 
between the interests of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF that LMIM sought advice as to the correct issues and in the  
manner  in which the requests for advice from WMS and Aliens were 
framed, LMIIVI sought advice which:  

(1) was unduly narrow, by failing to instruct Aliens to consider the 
effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act and by 
the deficiencies pleaded at paragraph 30C of the a5FASOC; and 

(2) purported to justify a decision which LMIM and its directors made, 
in relation to the split of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings; without regard to the requirements of sections 
601FC(1 )(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act.  

(e) admits subparagraph (e): 

NEDOC. S ' 
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(f) as to subparagraph (f):  

(i) denies subparagraph (i) as untrue because LAM as trustee of the MPF funded 
the Proceedings as second mortgagee;  

(ii) as to subparagraph.  (ii),  . . 
rics 

 
t roans mcertM as to the 

denies the allegation therein as it is unue as 
there was no such understangling as alleged; 

(g) joins issue with subparagraph (g); 

h as to subpararanh h : 

a__ _ as to subpar_agraph (i):  

(A) admits that no formal agreement had been entered into between LMIM as 
RE of the FMTF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF;  

(B) denies that _the reason for the lack of a formal agreement was the 
uncertainty of the outcome of the. Procee_dings as it  is untrue because the 
reason why there was no formal agreement was because the monies were 
in fact advanced by LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee;  

(ii) denies .sub_p_aragraph as.  _untrue.  on the basis there  was no such understanding 
as alleged; 

(iLii) denies subparagraphliii) on the basis that:  

(A) no_date.of any such "understanding" is.pleaded• 

it is not leaded by the first defendant that the alleged "understans_l_i "was  
discussed with any otherserson;  

(c)_ no _form of agreement is alleged  

(D) no consideration for any such agreement is alleged; and  

(E) there was no .snon. understanding.as  alleged; 

a_v) denies subparagr ph (v) on the basis that the true state of affairs is as pleaded in 
the 45FASOC. 

27. As to paragraph 30D of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) adopts the admission contained therein; 

(ii) admits subparagraph (i)  

(iii) as to subparagraph (ii). denies that the WMS contained the opinion alleged 
because it did not; 

(iv) says that the WMS Report stated that "...the litigation funding for a matter such 
as this would range between 30% to 40%. For the purposes of our allocation we 
have adopted the midpoint being 35% for MPF. Accordingly, the remaining 65% 
of the litigation proceeds should be applied to FMLF"; 

:.?r,JEDOCS 26' !77 
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(v) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 30C of the a5FASOC;  

(vi) says that the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to 
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC:  

(vii) as to subparagraph (iii):  

(A) says that the WMS Report on page 2 under the heading "Source of 
Information" listed the matters on which the report was "primarily 
based" as being "information supplied";  

(B) otherwise does not admit whether the WMS Report was based on any 
other sources of information (which are not identified in the Defence) 
on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(b) admits subparagraph (b).  

28. As to paragraph 30E of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) adopts the admission contained therein; and 

(ii) repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph 30B of the Defence; 

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statements alleged at subparagraphs 
(i) and (iii), did not advise the matters referred to at subparagraph (ii) and was 
addressed as alleged at subparagraph (iv); 

(ii) but says that the statement alleged at subparagraphs (i) and (iii) was subject to the 
matters set out in the Aliens Advice summarised at paragraph 16 of that advice;  

(iii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC;  

(iv) says that the Allens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to 
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC.  

28A. As to paragraph 30F of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparaffaphsia). (b). (c). (d), (e). (h). (i),_(k) m). (o) and (p);  

(b) as to_subparagraph_(fl, admits that the words plcak_lecl_ap_p_ear at paragraph 1161(g) Of tile 
Aliens Advice; 

(c) as  to ubparagraph (g);  

(i) denies the words alleged appear at paragraph 115] of the Aliens Advice on the 
basis those words appear atparagraph [251;  

otherwise adopts the admission therein; 

(d) as to subparagraph (j):  

(i) admits paragraph 1371  of the Aliens Advice contains the further text alleged; 

13Nr1)0(T.;-1, I ."' diK • 
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(ii) otherwise adopts the a mission therein;  

(e) as  to subparagraph admits that the words referred to in_l_12,45.0C_appezr at 
paragraph [561 of the Aliens Advice:  

(fl as to subpara•rast 

(i)  _ Admits  _that paragraph {62Ra) of the Aliens Advice does notreeite the_ precise 
terms of section 601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001:  

al admits that it contains a summaryoiithe effect of section MJ.T,Dta(c1 

281i_t_o paragraph 30G of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) admits_ i_s_ILmaiAaaph (a);  

f_b.)_ denies subparagraph(b) on the ba_sis that one of the breaches pleaded against the first to 
sixth defendants in the 45FASOC is the contravention of section 601FD(1)(c) at 
p ragraph 45 thereof.  

28C. As to paragraph 30H of* Defencetheaintiff: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) admits the matters alleged;  

(ii) , says that the paragraph is otherwise a deemed admission of paragraph 30H(a) of 
the 45FASOC;  

(b) _____AtIcgts. the a i_ sen at subparagraph (b); 

(el as to subparagrapk(c):  

i adopts the subparagraphadmission W• 

(Li) as to subparagraph (ii):  

(A), _admits fl_mLi aii_ia_gm3h_1251 of the Aliens Advice contained the following 
text:. 

"F. .1 In addition, we assume that the RE is satisfied that there is a need to 
reach agreement with the MPF trustee about sharing the litigation 
settlement proceeds with the MPF (because the overall settlement cannot 
occur without the agreement of the MPF trustee — for example, it needs to 
release its security and pay Coalfields to withdraw its caveats)."  

(B) denies that the settlement with Belipac could not occur without the 
a_greement of MPF as trustee because:  

(1) pursuant  to _sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(e) of the 
Corporations Act 2001, LMIM was empowered t(J, and was -rN_uired 
to, prioritise the interests of Me.inber of the FMIF over the interests 
of LMIM as trustee of the MPF, such that LM1214 as trustee of the 
MPF would not have prevented the settlement from occurring;  

(2) further, by reason of the Deed of Priority, LMIM as RE of the FMlF 
was entitled to settle the Proceedings on the terms which it did and 
retain the _proceeds of that settien e t.xcot to the extent the 
proceeds exceeded RE of the FMIE; 
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aLtht_Lja es _use above to. am. 
30C(c)(vii) of the Defence;  

as.  to subparagraph (iii):  

(A) admits (and says) that paragraph 1271 of the Aliens Advice contained the 
following text:  

"We assume  that any decision regurdin2 the terms of the Gujarat settlement 
and the  split of the litigation proceeds ntjll be made on the basis of what is  
in the best interests of FM1F's members, and not for the purpose of 
benefittinge members of the, MPE. .1"  

(I3)_ says that the effect of that text is, as pleaded in_tlie 45FASOC,_t_hat_LMW 
as RE of the FM1F was required to act in the  best interests of FMIF's 
members;  

iv ado ats the admission at sub ara,g_ph (iv); 

(v):  

(A) admits that the Aliens Advice made the statement referred to therein: 

al_ says that the statement was qualified, to the extent it was subject to the 
matters then identifiedat subparagraphs 16 to inclusive of which 

were not establish_ed for the reasons 
pleaded in the 45FASOC; 

as to subparagraph(d:   

adopts the admission at suboaragLapUli i  • 

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):  

($)ashnittliatparagraph 1561 fell under the heading "Issues for the RE as an 
AFS I,icensee."; 

1(3)dentrue to the extent it is alleged, that such placement negatives 
the plea in the KFASOC that paragraph 1561 misconstrued or was  
inconsistent with the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of 
the Act;  

(iii) as to _subparagraph  

(A) adinits that the Aliens Advice elsewhere  addi-essed the effect of sections 
601FC(1).(c) and  601M(1)(c): 

(B) denies as untrue. to the extent it is alleged, that such treatment elsewhere 
negatives the plea in the 45FASOC that the Aliens Advice misconstrued 
the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act and 
contained  inconsistent statements in relation to the • effect a  those 
subsections;  

(iv) is not required to piad  to subparagraph (iv). 

(e)_ as to subparagzapUi  

(i) adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);  
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(ii).  admits subparagraph  

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), says that the statement was qualified, to the extent it was  
subject to the matte si.eiticiIeritified at subparagraphs rioolto.(g)imclusive, of 
which sub a_ .aaraulasjal(dijel, (f) and ( g) were not established for the reasons  
pleaded in the igASOC;  

(f) as to subparagraph (f):  

(i). _adepts_the admission. at_subparagrapb (i); 

un admits subparagraph (fi); 

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii) denies the allegation therein as it is untrue as there was 
no such understanding as  

(iy).  is not required to plead to .subparagrap_h_(iy); 

(v) as to subparagraph (v), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in 
response to the Defence; 

(g) denies sub•ara ash on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at paragraph 
3011(g) of the 35FASOC;  

(h) as to su.bparagraph (h);  

(i) as to subparagrap_h_01:  

(A) adopts the admission therein.  

(B)dues_uut pleac to the_refe rnaaph_aa(0(A)" as there ish_o_sch 
subparagraph in the Defence and paragraph 30F(e) of the  Defence is an 
admission;  

oil adopts the admission at subpara_graphliii; 

(iii) is not required to plead to subpar graph (iii) and says that the Defence does not 
plead what the "full terms meanin a d ffect" of the Aliens Advice cmIm_ises.  

(iv) as to subparagraph (iy) says that the  statement was qualified, to the extent it was  
subject  in the matters then identified at subparagraphs [16..Na.) to (g) inclusive of 
which subparagraphs (a), (d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons  
pleaded in the_KFASOC; 

as to subparagraul_aa i :  

(i). . adopts_aie admission at a i  

(ii) • adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii)  

(iii) is notauquired _to plead to subparagraph fiii) and says that the Defence does not 
plead what the "full terms meaning and effect" of the Aliens Advice comprises  

(iv)..  _as to subparAuagh_(iv) says  that the statement was qualified, to the extentit was  
subject to the matters then identified at subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of 
which subparagraphs faild), (e_), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons  
pleaded in the 35FASOC;  
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(j) ast_o subparagraph (i):  

ado_pts the admission at subparagraph (i); 

fii) adopts the admission at subparagraph_(ii); 

(iii is nit reauired to plead to suburagraph (iii) and says that the Defence does not 
plead what the "full terms meaningai__id effeetIolthe Aliens Advice  compris_g_s 

(iv) as to subparagraph (ivl says that the statement was qualified, to the extent it was  
subject to the matters then identified at subparagraphs 1161(aLtaig) inclusive, of 
which subparagraphs (a), (4), (e), Oand (g) were not established for the reasons  
pleaded in the ;5FASOC;  

Q) is not required to plead to subparagraph (k); 

denies subparagraph true  for the reasons pleaded in the i5YASOC: 

(1a) denies subpgaph (m) as untrue for the reasons p_eaded at subparagraphs 301i(c) to 
fi) of the  45F_ASQC.  

29. As to paragraph 31 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

admits it produced to the first defendant the document referred to in subparagraph (a); 

adopts the admission in subparagraph (b); 

admits subparagraph (c);  

(d) does not admit subparagraph (d) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries,  
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(e) admits subparagraph (e); 

(f) joins issue with subparagraph (O.  

30. As to paragraph 31A of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

faa) as to subparagraph (aa), repeats and relies upon its responses above to aragrauh  
the Defence; 

(ab) as to subparagraph (ab). says that the plaintiff alsosIlleges that the first defendant knew 
that there was no existing agreement between LMIM as RE of the FM1F and LMIM as 
trustee of the IvIPF; 

Particulars  

.plaintiff relies  upon the matters alleged at p_a_i_a• graph 30C(hlaof the Defence.  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a); 

(b) does not admit subparagraph (b), on the basis that, having made reasonable-enquiries. 
he it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(c) joins issue with subparagraph (c); 

(d) is not required to plead to subparagraph (d);  

HNEDOC: 
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(e) joins issue with subparagraph (e). 

31. As to paragraph 32 of the Defence. the plaintiff: 

(a) adopts the admission contained therein; 

(b) admits that the Deed poll contained the text referred to at subparagraphs (aa) to (141, 44 
end (b);  

(c) cloos=eet.414214114 denies as untrue that there was any understanding of the kind referred to  
in the passage recited at subparagraph (a) having  

(d) denies there was a need to reach agreement of the kind referred to in the passage recited 
at subparagraph (b) on the basis that LMIM was required, by section 601FC(1)(c) of the 
Act. to give priority to the interests of members of the FMIF in the event of conflict 
between the members interests and LMIM 's own interests;  

(e) denies that the "overall settlement" could not occur without the agreement of LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF as referred to in the passage recited at subparagraph (b) on the basis 
that, in order to give effect to LMIM's duties pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the 
Act, LMIM was not permitted to cause itself as trustee of the MPF to prevent the 
"overall settlement" from occurring, as doing so would have constituted giving priority 
to its own interests or to the interests of the MPF rather than giving priority to the 
interests of members of the FMIF.  

31A.  _As_ toparagraph 32A_o_f_thenefence,the _plaintiff;  

(4_1_as to subparagraph (a), denies as untrue..thatthe p.asaage quoted therein constitutes ..a 
reference to the terms pleaded at paragraph 30G of the 45FASOC; 

_adopts. the admission at subparagraph .(b), 

32. As to paragraph 33 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph 24 ofihe  
Defence; 

(b) nattcrc aO_o  subparagraph (b):  

(i) does not admit subparagraph (i) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations:  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii): 

(A) admits that no formal agreement was entered into between 1_,MIM as RE of 
the FM1F and LMIM as trustee of the MPF;  

(B) otherwise denies the allegations for the reasons_ pleaded at.paragrauh 261b.) 
above: 

(c) denies subparagraph (c) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. 

33. As to paragraph 34 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(aa) as to ubparagraph (aa):  
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i a subparagraphi re eats and relies upon its   to paragraph 
3.0.11 of the Defence;  

fil) denies subpar (n) for_the oleaded 34(aa) of the 
45FASOC;  

(a) as to subparagraph (a): 

(i) adopts the admission contained therein; 

repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph 28(f) of the Defence;  

(b) admits subparagraph (b); 

(c) as to subparagraph (c):  

(i) as to subparagraph (i), repeats and relies upon its responses above to 
subparagraphs 34(a) and 30C(c) of the Defence:  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):  

(A) admits that only $10m of thQproceeds of the settlement of the Proceeding§ 
were allocated to the contract for sale of the Property;  

(B) admits that the sale was part of an overall settlement of the Proceeding; 

(C) otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis they are vague and, 
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or 
falsity of the allegations; 

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):  

(A) says that the matters alleged therein proceed on the false premise that the  
plaintiff's only ability to sell the Property was in reliance on clause 12 of 
the Deed of Priority;  

(B) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at subparagraph (ii) above; 

(C) says that, in any event, by clause 3.2 of the Deed of Priority (referred to at 
paragraph 12(d) of the KFASOC), "all money" received by inter alia 
Bellpac, LM1M as RE of the FMLF or LMB/1 as trustee of the MPF in 
respect of the PTAL Mortgage or the PTAL Charge must be applied in the 
priority order in clause 3.1;  

(1)) admits that LM1M as RE of the FMIF received upon and after completion 
the amounts referred to at subparagraph (B);  

(E) otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having 
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations; 

(iv) does-net-admit as to subparagraph (iv), admits that the FMTF Settlement Payment 
substantially exceeded the total sale price for the Property pursuant to the Quiarat 
Contract on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiFics,44-en#ains uncertain 
as t thc truth r falsity f the allegati ns:  
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(d) as to subparagraph (d): 

(i) adopts the admission contained in subparagraph (i);  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph 
28(b) of the Defence;  

(iii) as to sub s that paragraph 30C(g) of the Defence is a non- 
admission and says that the plaintiff is not required to thereto  

(iv) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph 
30C of the Defence; 

(e) as to subparagraph (e):  

(i) does not admit subparagraph (i), on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

(ii) teloottinait as to_subparagraph (ii) (including whether thero wao any ouoh 
tittmlopMentinte  

(A) denies there was any such un_&rstanding as alleged for the reasons pleaded 
at subparagraph 26(h) above;  

(B) otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations;  

(iii) 4cnics as_to subparagraph (iii)  
601FC(1)(o) of the Act and LME\l'a dirootoro (including tho firat defendant) 

ivc  
interests of the FM117  over the interests of MPF to tne extent of any conflict 
not.,w*x441legat repeats and relies upon its responses above  to paragraph 34(clof 
the Defence:, 

(f) as to subparagraph (f):  

(i) as to subparagraph (i): 

(A) say's that the first defendant (along with the other directors of LMIM and 
LMIM) proceeded on the incorrect basis that the funding provided by 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee could be treated as if it 
were arm's-length litigation funding;  

Particulars 

Recital M of the Deed Poll. 

(B) denies that Chapter 2E and accounting standard AASB 124 set out the 
relevant considerations to which LMIM was to have regard on the basis 
that pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and LMIM 's directors 
(including the first defendant) pursuant to section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act 
were required to give priority to the interests of the FMIF over the interests 
of MPF to the extent of any conflict between them;  

(ii) denies subparagraph (ii) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph (i) above; 

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):  
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(A) denies as untrue that LMIM as trustee of the MPF's role was similar to that 
of litigation funder and says that LM1M as trustee of the MPF provided 
funding in relation to the Proceedings in the manner pleaded at paragraph 
24 of the 45_FASOC;  

(B) denies that it was appropriate to consider litigation funder scenarios, which 
were not in fact analogous, for the reasons pleaded at paragraph (i) above; 

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):  

(A) admits that LMIM sought and obtained independent accounting advice and 
independent legal advice; 

(B) says that the advice from WMS and Aliens was deficient in that the 
instructions provided to WMS and to Allens had the characteristics 
pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC;  

(C) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at subparagraph (i) above;  

(v) denies subparagraph (v) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph (i) above; 

(vi) does not admit subparagraph (vi) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the alleg_ations;  

(vii) as to subparagraph (vii):  

(A) does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations; 

(B) says that it is no answer to the failure of LM11V1 to comply with section 
601FC(1)(c) of the Act and the failure of LMI/vI's directors to comply with 
section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act to rely upon any alleged reliance on other 
directors; 

(C) says further that even if the first defendant had the beliefs alleged (which is 
not admitted) he was still required to exercise his powers as a director 
consistently with:  

(1) his duty to act in the interests of members of the FM1F in 
accordance with section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act; 

(2) the duty of LMIM to act in the interests of members of the FM1F in 
accordance with section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act;  

(viii) as to subparagraph (viii):  

(A) admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF being a registered mortgagee with 
second priority does not of itself exclude its ability to act separately as 
analogous to a litigation funder; 

(B) denies as untrue that LMIM as trustee of the MPF in fact operated as, or 
analogous to, a litigation funder because the true state of affairs was as  
pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 45FASOC; 

g as to subparagraph (g): 

( 1 ) as to subparagraph (i): 
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(A) admits that LMIM obtained advice from Aliens; 

(B) denies as untrue that the Aliens Advice properly addressed the matters 
referred to at paragraph 34(e) of the 45EASCX:  

(h) as to subparagraph (ii): 

(A) admits that LMIM obtained the WMS Report; 

(B) denies as untrue that the WMS Report properly addressed the matters 
referred to at paragraph 34(e) of the 45FASOC;  

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), denies as untrue that the Aliens Advice or the WMS 
Report considered the matters pleaded at subparagraphs 34(e)(i) to (iii) in the 
proper context of the circumstances outlined at subparagraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), 
(b)(i) and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the 45FASOC.; 

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph 34 of the 
;5FASOC and subparagraph (f)(i) above;  

(h) as to subparagraph (h): 

(i) denies subparagraph (i) for the reasons pleaded above in response to 
subparagraph 34(1) of the Defence;  

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii),  

trnitia—c,r—f e=a4agot.iotirg denies the allegations thereirLas there was no 
such uncle tanding as all ged for the reasons_pleaded at subparagraph  _26(2) 
&bow; 

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), denies as untrue that it was clearly in the interests of the 
FMIF to agree to the proceeds split:  

(A) for the reasons pleaded above in response to paragraphs 34(f) and 30C(e) 
of the Defence: and 

(B) because LMIM as RE of the FMIF pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the 
Act and LMIM's directors (including the first defendant) pursuant to 
section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act were required to give priority to the 
interests of the FMIF over the interests of MPF to the extent of any 
conflict between them; 

(i) as to subparagraph (i): 

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);  

as to subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to 
subparagraphs 34(g) and 34(h) of the Defence; 

(j) as to subparagraph (j), repeats and relies upon its responses above to subparagraphs 
34(a) to 34(i) of the Defence:  

(k) joins issue with subparagraph (k). 

34. As to paragraph 35 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) admits subparagraph (a);  

ENEoc,cs i 2 nor.• 
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(b) admits subparagraph (b); 

(c) admits subparagraph (c); 

(d) admits subparagraph (d); 

(e) admits subparagraph (e); 

(0 admits subparagraph (f); 

(g) as to subparagraph (g): 

(i) as to subparagraph (i): 

(A) says that the total consideration payable to PTAL as custodian of the FMIF  
was the full amount of the Gujarat Settlement Payment defined at 
subparagraph 35(c) of the Defence; 

(B) admits that the amount defined as the "Agreed Contribution"; being the 
amount pleaded at paragraph 35 of the MFASOC, was paid to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF from the Gujarat Settlement Payment; 

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):  

(A) admits that the payment made to LMIM as trustee of the MPF was 
consistent with the matters recorded in the Deed Poll;  

(B) denies that the Deed Poll accurately recorded the true state of affairs 
because there was not in fact any need for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to 
reach agreement with LMIM as trustee of the MPF about sharing the 
proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings and LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
was obliged pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act to give priority to 
the interests of members of the FMIF; 

(C) does not admit that the directors in fact reached the conclusions recited in 
the Deed Poll on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) for the reasons pleaded above in response to paragraphs 
22, 22A, 24, 27, 28, 30C, 33, 34, 35, 37 and 37A of the Defence, but in particular 
because pursuant to section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and LMIM 's directors 
(including the first defendant) pursuant to section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act were 
required to give priority to the interests of the FMIF over the interests of MPF to  
the extent of any conflict between them.  

35. As to paragraph 36 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) adopts the admission at subparagraph (a); 

(b) as to subparagraph (b), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in response to 
paragraph 35 of the Defence.  

36, As to paragraph 37 of the Defence. the plaintiff: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a),  
basis that, hav•.; - ;; • - - • --- - • • - - - - •- 
faisitzi  of fe=s4ap,ot=iel+s denies there was any such understanding as alleged for the 
reasons pleaded_at_subparagraph 26(h) above; 
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(b) as to subparagraph (b): 

(i) admits that the Deed Poll had been signed by all directors of LM1IVI before the 
Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release 
were executed;  

(ii) says that the reference to "and the agreement of the directors in relation to how 
the proceeds would be split had been finalised" is vague;  

(iii) does not admit that there was any such "agreement" as alleged as having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations;  

(c) as to subparagraph (c): 

(i) repeats and relies upon its responses above to parazraphs 28 and 30C(c) of the 
;5FASQq. 

(ii) denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF could have prevented settlement to have 
occurred in the circumstances alleged because doing so would have constituted a 
breach of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act; 

(d) as to subparagraph (d):  

(i) admits that LMIM as RE of the FM1F had the ability to issue directions in 
relation to the payment of the Gujarat Settlement Payment at Completion; 

(ii) says that pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(e) and 601FC(3) of the Act, where and to  
the extent to which there was any conflict between the interests of members of 
the FMIF and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the MPF), 
LMIM was required to act in a way which gave priority to the interests of 
members of the FMIF;  

(e) as to subparagraph 

(i) admits that clause 13.1 of the Constitution of the FMIF granted to LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF, among other thing ,all the powers in respect the Scheme and the 
Scheme  Pr operty_that itis_w55112k under the Act to confer on a RE and a trustee 
as though it were the absolute owner of the Scheme Property  

admits that clause 29 of the Constitution of the FMIF was in the terms pleaded in 
paragraph 44 of the Defence save that those terms were subject to the openinff 
words at clause 29.1 "Subject to the Law"- 

Particularl 

(A) The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FMIF Constitution 
IFMIF.100.005.76391 as "the Corporations Act 2001 and the 
Corporations Regulations".  

(iii) denies that  that travicipn clauses 13 and 29 of n tg,La_s._Lgjo.L.__ii em  owereci 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF to make the Settlement payment to the seventh 
defendant because _doing_so. csmstituted a._.brtach of section 601FD(1)(LI, or 
alternatively section 601FD(1)(b), of the Act as pleaded in the 4 FASOC; 

(f) as to subparagraph (e), repeats and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 37(a) 
to (d) and 30C(c) and 35 of the Defence.  

H.JED0c,S z 
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37. As to paragraph 37A of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) denies subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 37A of the 45FASOC and 
in its responses above to paragraph 34 of the Defence;  

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) denies that it was reasonable for him to make the conclusion alleged because 
pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act, where and to the 
extent to which there was any conflict between the interests of members of 'the  
FMIF and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the MPF). LMIM 
was required to act in a way which gave priority to the interests of members of 
the FMIF;  

(ii) says that the first defendant was not required to, and was not permitted to, take 
steps to protect the interests of both the MPF and the FMIF as LMIM and its 
directors were required by sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act 
respectively to give priority to the interests of the members of the FMIF; 

(iii) as to subparagraph (i), the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice were deficient in 
that the instructions provided to WMS and to Aliens had the characteristics 
pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 35FASOC;  

(iv) as to the matters alleged to have been relevant facts at subparagraph (ii):  

(A) admits subparagraph (A);  

(B) denies subparagraph (B) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the matters 
pleaded at paragraph 26(c) above;  

(C) denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (C) to (G) were relevant for the 
reasons pleaded at subparagraph (i) above;  

(c) as to subparagraph (c):  

(i) does not admit that the first defendant in fact reached any of the conclusions 
alleged on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(ii) denies that it was reasonable for the first defendant to reach any such conclusions 
for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph (b)- above and repeats and relies upon the 
matters pleaded at paragraph 34(g)(ii) above;  

(iii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 18(b) (that alternative 
funding was available), 26(c) (that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not have 
refused to consent) and 33(f)(iii) (that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not 
analogous to a litigation funder)--4 

(d) as to subparagi, -anh (d): 

(i) as to subparagraph (i): 

(A) admits clause 29.1 of the FMIF Constitution ITMIF.100.005.76391 is in 
the terms pleaded; 

(B) but says that clause 29.1 was subject to the onening_words -Subject to the 
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Partici]lark 

(C) The Law was defined in clause IA of the FM1F Constitution 
IFM1F.100.005.76391 as "the Corporations Act 2001 and the Corporations 
Regulations".  

(ii) denies subparagraph (ii) because: 

(A) it does not accurately state the duties owed under section 601FD(1)(b) and 
601FD(1)(c); 

(B) s601FD(1)(c) obliged the directors of LMIM to prioritise the interests of 
members of the FMIF to the extent there is a conflict between the members  
interests and the interests of the responsible entity and that s601FD(1)(b)  
obliged the directors to exercise the degree of care and diligence that a 
reasonable person would exercise if they were in the officer's position., 

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) for the reasons that the first defendant contravened 
section 601FD(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(b) as pleaded in paragraph 45 of the 
5FASOC.  

38 ,a)..s toper- 

(4-0---cletties-stibraragraph-(ii)-Oti-the-iya-sis-fitat-offioers-of--a-fespeti8-ible-ent-it owe the - 
otatutory dutioo proGoribod at 000tiono 180(1) and 182(1) ao well aa the dutieG 

4413=1443fotio   

(b) doni ub ara  R1 11  b f r tits ron  FIG  1-30d0d at puFaKraph 39 of-the 2RkiSOC and in 

0) as to aubnaraepaph (c)) repeats and rcliao upon th.) matEtor.c ?loaded at papa-rapha 39 to 

argrph 39(b) to the 2FASOC to "an  
S4Vilitittge to MPF" iS-iii-ifs-etrfitext-ri-reforkwee-10-511-o4vafttttee-15eilit-eitirte l 
as trustee for the  

40. As to paragraphs 44 44 to 54 of the Defence, the plaintiff:  

(a) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs g4 44 to 4446 of the 
i5FASOC:  

(b) as to Paragraph 44. the plaintiff repeats and relies on paragraph:  

(i) adopts the admission therein., 
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(ii) admits that clause 29 of the FMIF Constitution ITMIF.100.005.76391 is in  
the terms pleaded save that those terns were subject to the opening words at 
clause 29.1 "Subject to the Law"; 

Particulars 

(A) The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FMIF Constitution  
IFMLF.100.005.7639] as "the Corporations Act 2001 and the 
Corporations Regulations"..  

(m) says that s601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 obliged the directors of 
LMIM to prioritise the interests of members of the FMIF to the extent there 
is a conflict between the members interests and the interests of the 
responsible entity and that s601FD(1)(b) obliged the directors to exercise the 
degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they 
were in the officer's position: 

(iv) says that clause 29.2 of the Constitution of the FMIF did not exclude the 
obligation at s601FD(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(b) of the Corporations Act 2001. 

(c) otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein. 

41A. As to paragraph 45AA, the plaintiff:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a), repeats and relies upon its responses to paragraphs 30C(c), 34 
and 37A above; 

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(i) admit subparagraphs (i) to (x);  

(ii) as to sub_paragraph (xi):  

(A) does not admit that LMIM would have been in breach of LMIIVI's  
duties as trustee of the MPF if it took the steps referred to in 
paragraph 45AA(b) to (f) on the basis that, having made reasonable 
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the 
allegations: 

(B) says, if taking those steps would have been a breach of LMIM's 
duties as trustee of the MPF:  

(1) LMIM was required, pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 
601FC(3) of the Act, to act in a way which gave priority to 
the interests of members of the FMIF; 

(2) being in breach of its obligations to the MPF did not excuse 
or justify LMIM's non-compliance with the above 
Provisions on behalf of the FMIF:  

(iii) as to subparagraph (xii): 

(A) does not admit that LMIM would have been in breach of LMIM's  
duties as trustee of the MPF if it took the steps referred to in 
paragraph 45AA(b) to (f) as it is unware of the truth or falsity of the 
allegation despite having made reasonable inouiries; 
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(B) otherwise denies the allegations there as they are untrue as sections 
601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act obliged LMIM to take the 
steps referred to in paragraphs 45AA(b) to (f) on the basis that, 
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the 
truth or falsity of the allegations:. 

(iv) as to subparagraph (xiii) denies that is a proper inference because of the 
matters pleaded in paragraphs 12, 24. 28, 30C(d)(iii). 34(b) and 45AA of the 
5FASOC and the matters pleaded in this Reply:  

(c) denies subparagraph (c) on the basis that: 

(i) the -plaintiff s allegations of causation and loss are not premised on ignoring 
the interests of the MPF; 

(ii) the plaintiff's allegations of causation and loss are premised on how LMIM 
was required to act in accordance with section 601FC(1)(b) and (c) of the 
Act. 

(iii) the directors of LMIM were required to act in accordance with section 
601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the Act:, 

41AB. As to paragraph 45AB, the plaintiff repeats and relies on its responses to paragraph 45AA of 
the Defence above.  

41. As to paragraph 55 of the Defence, the plaintiff: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a), admits that the decision of the first defendant to execute the 
Deed Poll was a "iwsioese judgment"  

(b) as to subparagraph (b): 

(ii) as to the matters alleged at subparagraph (i), denies as untrue that the matters 
alleged therein justified the making of the payment to LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF:, 

(iii) as to the matters alleged at subparagraph (ii), tioes=not=ittl4=there.woevy 

dmicaihanhug. was  
any such understandinas_alleged for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph 26 
above: 

(iv) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 
22, 22A, 24, 27, 28, 30C, 33, 34, 35. 37 and 37A of the Defence; 

(c) does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) on the basis that, having made 
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the triith or falsity of the allegation 

(d) as to subparagraph (d): 

(i) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 37; and  

UNE t)OCS 261 ' .77 7, L 10 ›: 
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(ii) denies that the first defendant properly informed himself about the Proceeds Split 
and the Settlement payment for the reasons pleaded at paragraphs 30A to 34 of 
the 45FASOC; 

(e) does not admit subparagraph (e) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

(f) as to subparagraph (f),-dettics that -the first defendant rationally believed the judment 
he mode was - - _ ; _ ; _" ; !  

. 

atweliesiipen-the-wratte traeta GG- 

(g) pa sub,parseraph .g;) popoots and ralics upon the roatterc pleadzel at subparagraph (f) 
o4ego  

(h) d ii 3 th 11 goti is-41*W) r c,napit (It) f r th r c n pl d t uh mgr h ( ) 
to-C-L.-)-oitoove7 

maldng, porn-luting or direetitw tits) amount paid to LMIM wi truJtee for the MPF to 

LMIM as trustee of the MPF in relation to the MPF twoverint a share of the 
orow..)dinu of the Prooeedinv orior to dm entry into of the Deed Porn, there is no 

oonn44,544404. 

13. As to parogop44 57 e' th Poien‘te, the-plaintiff flees not admit tho matters allegocl on the barns 

allegations. 

44. Save as aforesaid, the plaintiff joins issue with the matters pleaded in the Defence.  

15. As to paragraph 55 of the Defence the plaintiff: 

(a) notes the notice given of the first defendant's intention, in the event that the privileges 
pleaded in the Defence are waived in whole or in part, to rely upon ss -1-3-17S or 1318(1) 
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); 

(b) says further that, in so far as subparagraphs (a) and (b) purport to plead allegations of 
fact, it does not admit the allegations therein as, despite reasonable enquiry, it remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations and cannot -plead further until 
proper particulars are provided. 

This amended pleading was settled by Ms MJ Luchich of Counsel Mr D O'Brien of Queen's 
Counsel and Mr M Jones of counsel. 
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Signed: 

Description: Solicitors for the Plaintiff 

Dated: 11 July 2015  4-2—ii4144-14 12 March 2 19 4 April 2019 
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